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In the Forest of Sand: History, Devotion, and Memory in South Asian Muslim Poetry
Maude Keely Sutton, Ph.D.
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Supervisors: Martha Ann Selby, Syed Akbar Hyder
The Māppiḷa Muslims of the south Indian state of Kerala have lived on the
subcontinent since before the tenth century C. E. Formed by intermarriage with Muslim
traders as well as conversions, their history is rich, complex, and unique. Their creative
song literature known as Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ distinguishes them further. Composed at least as
early as 1607 C. E., Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ, with its linguistic mix of Arabic and Malayalam and
its poetic integration of Islamic and Indic themes and literary forms, exemplifies the
ambiguity and complexity inherent in language, literature, and religion.
This thesis is a study of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ consisting of two principal areas of
investigation: a translation/textual analysis of a selection of songs, and a historical
contextualization. The songs are grouped based on four themes: devotion to spiritual
figures, political and community issues, songs of intense imaginative color, and songs
with domestic orientations. I look at other literary traditions that may have influenced the
creation of these songs at the beginning of each chapter. The idea of origins is not
something that I am exploring; instead, I find possibilities of influence and meaning that
overlap and interweave. Depending on the time period of the work, the historical context,
and internal references different aspects of the songs and possible influences have been
ix

emphasized. There are no answers in these poems about origins or genesis, instead this
study identifies multiple strands of influence—literary works and historical contexts—
that influenced the form and content of these songs. Further, it is a study of debates and
discussions on various issues within the Māppiḷa community from the seventeenth
century to the twentieth century.
My study broadly aims to illustrate the complex and multifaceted heritage of the
community and its literature, discover the voices of Māppiḷa Muslims expressed in the
vibrant Arabi-Malayalam songs, and demonstrate the complexity and diversity of views
within the community. The literature further offers alternate viewpoints on historical
events, contributes to Indian literary histories, complicates literary and religious
boundaries, and contributes to the body of literature that argues for Islam as a religion of
accommodation.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
As if stringing together pearls and rubies
I strung the Muhyiddīn Māla, O people.1

When one thinks about Muslim literature in India, what usually come to mind are
north Indian locales and Perso-Urdu literary traditions, either the beautiful ghazals of Mir
Taqi Mir, Mirza Ghalib, and Muhammad Iqbal or the erudite reform and Quranic
commentary of Ashraf ‘Ali Tahānwi and Shah Abdul ‘Aziz.2 South India is not generally
discussed in any detail. Even when the grand dame of Islamic studies, the insightful and
prolific Annemarie Schimmel, gives an overview of the various languages in which
Muslim literatures have been written in India, she excludes the south Indian languages.
After discussing Turkish, Persian, Urdu, Pashto, Sindhi, and Bengali, she writes, “South
Indian languages, likewise, have only occasionally been used by Muslim writers and can
be neglected in this study.”3 However, recent scholarship has begun to explore south
Indian Muslim literature in more detail, and has discovered a rich and diverse trove of
works. Paula Richman and David Shulman have both written about Muslim songs cast in
Tamil “Hindu” literary styles. Vasudha Narayanan has worked on the Tamil
Cīṟappurāṇam, a title that combines Arabic and Tamil: cīṟa is the Tamilization of the

1

Couplet from the Muhyiddīn Māla.
muttum māṇikyavum onnāyi kōrttapōl
muhiyaddīnmālēnekōrttēn ñān lōkare. Qāḍi Muhammad Abdul Aziz. Muhiyaddhīn Māla (n.d.), 12.
[Malayalam].
2
See Filippo Osella and Caroline Osella, eds. Islamic Reform in South Asia (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2013).
3
Annemarie Schimmel, “The Influence of Sufism on Indo-Muslim Poetry,” in Anagogic Qualities of
Literature, Joeseph P. Strelka, ed. (University Park: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1971), 189.

1

Arabic word sīrah, which refers to the biography of the prophet, while purāṇas are a
particular Hindu literary genre. Susan Schomburg has examined popular devotion to the
Sufi Saint Abdul Qādir Jilānī and the Qādiriyya order in Tamil Nadu, including Islamic
literary works written in Tamil. Similarly, Ronit Ricci, while postulating an "Arabic
cosmopolis" created partly through literary networks, also establishes the existence of a
wide variety of Islamic texts written in languages such as Javanese, Tamil, and Malay.4
These literatures are particularly interesting because of the ways that they embody the
blending of south Indian culture with Islamicate elements, although I do not mean to
suggest that these are mutually exclusive elements.5
Malayalam, the language of Kerala, also has its share of diverse Islamic literature,
especially in the songs known collectively as Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ. Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ is a genre of
Muslim song literature exclusive to Kerala. It comprises songs that cover diverse topics
such as historical accounts of struggle with the Portuguese and the British, the lives of
Sufi saints, and religiously significant events such as the martyrdom of Husayn. The
Māppiḷas, as the Muslims of northern Kerala are known, have written these songs since
the 1600s in a dialect and script of Malayalam known as Arabi-Malayalam. These works
span a large time period; the earliest extant (and dateable) Arabi-Malayalam work is a
Māppiḷa song written in 1607, the Muhyiddīn Māla, from which the introductory quote

4

Ronit Ricci, Islam Translated: Literature, Conversion, and the Arabic Cosmopolis of South and Southeast
Asia (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2011), 3-4.
5
I use "Islamicate" as opposed to "Islamic" per Marshall Hodgson, who writes that "Islamicate" "... would
refer not directly to the religion, Islam, itself, but to the social and cultural complex historically associated
with Islam and the Muslims, both among Muslims themselves and even when found among non-Muslims."
Marshall G. S. Hodgson, Venture of Islam, Vol. 1 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961), 59.
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above is taken.6 Since then a large number of works have been produced in this medium;
one estimate is that more than 1600 items (complete or fragmentary) are known
currently. 7 The phrase “stringing together pearls and rubies” epitomizes one of the
fundamental qualities of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ: the combination of diverse elements into a new
entity.
Thus the study of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ has significance as a study of a smaller, regional
Islamicate tradition that is distinct from those of north Indian Muslim communities. I do
not mean to imply that north Indian Muslim traditions are monolithic in any fashion, as
they also are characterized by multiplicity and polyvocality. However, the Māppiḷas lack
substantial ties with the Urdu-centric north Indian Muslim community. This is not to say
that they have had no connection to the north, but merely that as an Indian Ocean trading
diaspora the Māppiḷas have traditionally had the strongest linguistic and economic ties
with Arabia and the Gulf.
By the seventh century C.E., trading was well established between West Asia and
India, with the first definite evidence of Muslim settlements in Kerala dating to the ninth
century C.E.8 By the time Vasco da Gama arrived in Kerala in May of 1498, Muslims
were settled in all of the large port cities such as Calicut, Kollam, and Cochin. The
Muslim communities were subordinate to non-Muslim rulers, but concessions were made

6

Roland Miller, The Mappila Muslims of Kerala: A Study in Islamic Trends (Hyderabad: Orient Longaman
Press, 1976), 289.
7
Miller, Mappila Muslims, 289. Piḷḷa puts the number of Arabi-Malayalam works closer to 5,000. See
Erumēli Paramēśwaran Piḷḷai, Malayāḷasāhityam Kālaghaṭṭattilūṭe, 8th Edition (Current Books: Kottayam,
1998), 155.
8
Stephen Dale, Islamic Society on the South Asian Frontier: The Mappilas of Malabar 1498-1922 (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1980), 25-6.
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to the Muslim traders, which were most likely defined according to the traditional rights
of commercial communities. This meant treating them as semi-autonomous trading
corporations with freedom from taxation and autonomous judicial authority.9 By all
accounts, there was limited friction between Hindus and Muslims; no more, at least,
between the Hindu and Muslim communities than there was within each community
itself. The influential castes in the area were usually landowners and agriculturalists and
held land inland, while the Muslim communities generally settled near rivers or along the
coastline and had distinct suburbs in the cities.10 The ruler of Calicut, known as the
Zamorin, held Muslims in high esteem, understandably since the traders were a large
source of revenue. The Zamorins would assign to each Muslim merchant a Nāyar
bodyguard, a scribe, and a trade broker.11
This highly-regarded status is reflected in the title of “Māppiḷa” itself. The word
Māppiḷa (sometimes written as Moplah) is generally believed to be a title of respect. It
was used as such for Christians; in earlier times “Jōnaka” and “Nasrāṇi” Māppiḷas
referred to Muslims and Christians, respectively. Examined in this way, the word
“Māppiḷa” could be broken down into “mahā” and “piḷḷa” meaning “great child.” The fact
that the word “Māppiḷa” even today is used to mean “bridegroom” or “son-in-law,” and
that the term “putiya Māppiḷa” refers to a newly married man suggests that the earlier

9

Dale, Islamic Society, 29.
Dale, Islamic Society, 31.
11
Dale, Islamic Society, 62. Prema Kurien describes the Māppiḷas during this time as being “honorary
Nayars.” See Prema Kurien, “Colonialism and Ethnogenesis: A Study of Kerala, India,” in Theory and
Society, 23:3 (1994), 394-5.
10

4

meaning may have been similar.12 It also conveys the general attitude of acceptance
towards foreigners arriving in the land, and positions them as people who were to be
welcomed, respected, and integrated into larger social networks. The possibility that it is
from the word “mātāvŭ” or mother combined with child (piḷḷa) has similar familial
overtones. The meaning “mother’s child” refers to a child with a Malayali mother and
foreign father, which meshes nicely with the practice of matrilineal inheritance that some
Māppiḷas followed in earlier times.13
Other scholars look to Arabic as the source language for the term. According to
Gōpikkūṭṭan, the word is derived from the Arabic word mōfin and means congregational
worship. The word was then applied to all the communities that participated in
congregational worship—Jews, Christians, and Muslims—thus neatly explaining the
tendency to use the word for all three of the religious communities.14 Still others posit
corruptions of other Arabic words, such as mufliḥ (agriculturalist) or mu’abbar, meaning
“one from over the water.”15 However, after some time, "Māppiḷa" became associated
solely with the Muslims of northern Kerala—Malabar—and not with Muslims elsewhere
in Kerala. This is illustrated by the request that a Muslim organization in Kerala made to
the Mandal Commission, which investigated disadvantaged groups for the Indian
Government in 1979. They asked that the Muslims of Kerala be called "Muslims" rather

12

Miller, Mappila Muslims, 31-2.
Miller, Mappila Muslims, 31-32.
14
Gōpikkūṭṭan, Malayāḷavyākaraṇam (Kottayam: Current Books, 2002), 163.
15
Miller, Mappila Muslims, 32.
13
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than “Māppiḷas” in order to include those in the south, Travancore and Cochin, who were
evidently not thought of as (or did not consider themselves) Māppiḷas.16
The legendary history of the origin and spread of Islam in and throughout Kerala also
describes early, complex Arabia-Kerala/Muslim-Hindu connections. Although not
documented, interactions between the southwestern coast and the Arabian Peninsula
probably began relatively early; different scholars and sources propose a range of time
periods. Popularly, however, it is believed that Islam reached Kerala during the time of
the Prophet Muhammad himself (c. 570-632).17 This is due to the existence of entrepots
along the Kerala coast, such as Muziris (Kodungallur) and Quilon, which were already
trading with the Arabian Peninsula prior to the birth of the Prophet Muhammad.18
Additionally, the legend of the last Cēramān Perumāḷ contributes an origin story about
the Māppiḷa community. The legend tells us that the last Cēra king who ruled central
Kerala had a dream of the splitting of the moon, a miracle that the Prophet Muhammad is
said to have performed to convert a group of unbelievers. Shortly thereafter, pilgrims on
their way to Sri Lanka visited his capital and told him the story of the miracle. When he
heard this, Perumāḷ took a ship to Arabia to either meet the Prophet or, alternatively, to
go on hajj.19 While there, he converted, but on his way home he became sick and died at
Zufar on the Arabian coast. Before he passed away, he asked Mālik ibn Dīnār and his
other companions, who had accompanied him from Kerala, to return to Kerala and spread
16

M. Abdul Samad, Islam in Kerala: Groups and Movements in the 20th Century (Kollam: Laurel
Publications, 1998), 140.
17
A. K. Ampotti, Glimpses of Islam in Kerala (Thiruvananthapuram: Kerala Historical Society, 2004), 6.
18
K. M. Panikkar, A History of Kerala (Annamalainagar : Annamalai University, 1960), 8.
19
The dates when this would have happened have been debated, but Zainuddin al-Malabari claims that it
took place in 825 C. E. For an in-depth discussion of this, see Miller, Mappila, 46-49.
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the faith. When he returned, Mālik ibn Dīnār and his companions established ten
mosques in Kerala.20 According to the legend, this began the serious spread of Islam
throughout the area.
Whatever their historic origins, the Māppiḷa community has notable commonalities
with other Indian Ocean trading diasporas, such as those on the Konkan and Tamil Nadu
coasts, the Horn of Africa, and the East Indies: they use Arabic as their Islamic language
and follow the Shafī’i school of law versus the predominant Hanafi of north India. The
kinds of transcultural exchanges that take place between Arabia and other localities (such
as India and Southeast Asia) help delineate an alternate cultural sphere, whose contours
can be traced through trading routes and mercantilism rather than through kingdoms and
princes.21
The Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ of Kerala can also be located in this context: although containing
Islamicate elements, many of the stylistic, rhetorical, and structural features of the poems
are shared with other non-Muslim literary genres in Kerala. Within these songs, the
intricacy of the vocabulary, stylistic characteristics, and the content of the poems all
reflect the unique identity of the Muslim population spatially and temporally—a
20

Ampotti, Glimpses, 8. The mosques were established in Quilon, Kodungallur, Chaliyam, Pantalayini,
Dharmadam, Srikanthapuram, Madayi, Kasarkod, Mangalore, and Barkur. The Kēroḷōlpatti, a book that
explains the origins of Kerala and the ascendency of the Brahmin elite, also contains a version of this story.
See T. Madhava Menon, Gundert: Keralolopatti: A Translation into English (Thiruvananthapuram:
International School of International Linguistics, 2003), 64-5.
21
For works that examine this type of travel and exchange see Stephen Dale, “The Hadhrami Diaspora in
South-Western India: The Role of the Sayyids of Malabar Coast,” in Hadhrami Traders, Scholars, and
Statesmen in the Indian Ocean, 1750s-1960s, Ulrike Freitag and William G. Clarence-Smith, eds. (Leiden:
Brill, 1997), and Nile Green, “Saints, Rebels, and Booksellers: Sufis in the Cosmopolitan Western Indian
Ocean, ca. 1780-1920,” in Struggling with History: Islam and Cosmopolitanism in the Western Indian
Ocean. Edward Simpson and Kai Kresse, eds. (New York: Columbia University Press, 2008), and Engseng
Ho, The Graves of Tarim: Genealogy and Mobility Across the Indian Ocean (Berkeley: The University of
California Press, 2006).
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population that is linguistically marked by both its Islamicate and Indic heritage, and is
internally quite diverse. These works contain Muslim subject matter, but the form in
which these themes are expressed is part of a greater Indic milieu, and can thus be located
within a larger south Indian context of Muslim literature enmeshed within the Indic
literary context. Although the subject of these poems is thematically Islamicate, the
poetic and grammatical features clearly reflect a larger literary heritage that extends
beyond religious divisions.

The Exclusion of Māppiḷa Pāṭṭŭ
As a student of Islam in Kerala, it is always in equal measures disappointing and
frustrating to read a book about Muslim communities or, especially, Islam in India and
find that there is little, if any, mention of the south Indian state of Kerala. I recently
examined the book A History of Islamic Societies by Ira Lapidus for the second time in
the hope that I had missed a mention of Kerala, or even Tamil Nadu, in my previous
reading.22 Once again, I saw nothing—but this is not surprising. Typically, even broad
studies of Islam in India have only limited information concerning Islam in Kerala. Why
are Muslim communities in south India, and especially Kerala, neglected? In my view,
there are three broad reasons that contribute to the exclusion: location, the privileging of
particular language and literary traditions, and the conceptualization of the Māppiḷa
community. Although I am demarcating these categories for analytical purposes, I do not
22

Ira M. Lapidus, A History of Islamic Societies 1st edition (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1988). However, in the second edition Lapidus does include a reference to Roland Miller’s Mappila
Muslims of Kerala.
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think that they are as clear-cut as I am portraying them: multiple issues exist
simultaneously, they may influence one another, and they may overlap or spill into one
another.
The first issue is location. Stephen Dale succinctly states in the introduction to Islamic
Society on the South Asian Frontier: The Mappilas of Malabar 1498-1922: “Kerala is so
distant from the centers of Muslim power in northern and central India and its Arabic,
Islamic culture so distinct from the Persianized society of the Mughal Empire and the
Deccan Sultanates that it is rarely considered relevant to discussions of Indo-Muslim
history.”23 Many times, discussions of Indian Islam legitimately focus on the events and
communities of north India, as studies are always limited in some fashion. Kerala was
isolated, due to the mountain range of the Ghats to the east and the Arabian Sea to the
west and had no substantial interaction with either the Deccan Sultanates or the Mughal
Empire. Therefore, Muzaffar Alam mentions the Malabar coast only once in The
Languages of Political Islam: India 1200-1800. He mentions that Islam first entered into
the subcontinent with Arab traders whose routes took them across the Indian Ocean to the
Malabar coast.24 Alam’s stated purpose is to examine the acculturation of the Islamic
political tradition in the Indian context, and the ways in which religious principles were
significantly changed for the purpose of ruling in a different land.25 To this end, he limits
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himself to “issues pertaining to elite Islam in north India.”26 However, he does note that
“…an examination of changes in popular Islam would have been of enormous value for
our purposes. There is need for much more research on changes in popular Islam,
specifically in relation to Islam’s interaction with local non-Islamic religious and cultural
traditions.”27 In a footnote on the same page he directs attention to various other works—
including Tamil literary works—but nothing concerning the Māppiḷas.
In Self and Sovereignty: Individual and Community in South Asian Islam Since 1850,
Ayesha Jalal writes:
An exploration of the discourse and politics of Muslim identity over more than a
century reveals the grave flaws in categorizing the multiple articulation of
difference as ‘religious communalism’ or cultural nationalism. Muslim identity as
difference has been riven with too many internal contradictions to be capped by an
all-encompassing ‘communalism.’
She continues: “The problem of difference in South Asia as a whole and of Muslim
identity in particular cannot be addressed without forsaking the dichotomies between
‘secular’ and ‘religious’ as well as ‘nationalism’ and ‘communalism.’”28 Her efforts to
problematize the commonly-held view that Muslim politics were monolithically
“communal,” there was no individuality, and bigotry was limited to Muslims—in short,
that every Muslim was anti-Hindu/pro-Partition— is undoubtedly useful. But her book,
subtitled “Individual and Community in South Asian Islam Since 1850” is preoccupied
with north Indian Islam, and does not include south Indian Muslims at all.
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Additionally, The Muslim Almanac: A Reference Work on the History, Faith, Culture,
and Peoples of Islam’s article “Islam in South Asia” is a wide-ranging sixteen-page essay
that is divided into sections such as “The Establishment of Muslim Rule” and
“Modernism and Traditionalism.” Islam in South India is only addressed in a single
sentence at the end of the last page:
In sum, Islam is a vibrant and dynamic force in South Asia today. Muslims in the
region have diverse linguistic, cultural and ethnic identities. Mappila Muslims
living in Kerala, descendants of the earliest Arab settlers in the coastal cities, are
very different from the descendants of the Arab conquerors of Sind, the first region
brought under Muslim control.29
Following this statement, however, Alvi comments that no matter the geographic location
or ethnicity, all Muslims share the common bond of “their Muslim identity.”30 Although
this may be true in a very general sense, discussing the specificities of the Muslim
experience in north India while neglecting the specificities of the south perpetuates the
notion that north India remains the heartland of Islam in India. It should be noted that
many times south Indian Muslim identities and histories are overlooked while north
Indian Muslim history and experiences are elaborated due to practical difficulties such as
time, length of study, and language expertise. Nevertheless, these kinds of discussions
suggest, especially to the uninformed reader, that the experience of Indian Muslims is
uniform and centers on the north Indian Muslim.
The second issue concerns language and literature. In her seminal work Islam in the
Indian Subcontinent, Annemarie Schimmel includes important information concerning
29
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the Māppiḷa community. She notes their origins and the Māppiḷa Rebellion, but also
includes the nineteenth century Qādiriyya reformer Abdulqadir Takya Sakal
Kayalpatuam’s (d. 1855) criticism of the Māppiḷas’ political subordination and
marumakkattāyam (matrilineal) system of inheritance, and discusses the important
history of Zainuddin that describes the Muslim-Portuguese conflict of Malabar.31 She
also addresses Islamic literature in the south: “The Carnatic, however, continued to be a
fertile soil for Islamic literature in both Arabic and Tamil, and maintained its indigenous
Arabo-Indian culture for the centuries to come.”32 Although she is aware of the Tamil
tradition, she does not include Arabic and Arabi-Malayalam literature in Kerala. In this
case, clearly the existence of Arabi-Malayalam literature is not well known or she would
have included it.33 Susan Bayly overlooks Arabi-Malayalam, as well. In her book about
Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, and the process of conversion in south India she mentions
the development “… of south India’s distinctive hybrid literary language, Arabic-Tamil,
which consists of a mixture of Tamil and Arabic word forms written in Arabic
characters.”34 Again, I think this unfamiliarity is due to the dearth of scholarly work on
Arabi-Malayalam. Arabi-Malayalam has simply gone largely unnoticed.
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The neglect of Arabi-Malayalam literature is partially due to its linguistic
distinctiveness: in order to access it, it is necessary to have a thorough grounding in
Malayalam, as well as at least some knowledge of Arabic. Further, the Arabic script is
modified and therefore peculiar to Kerala Muslim literature and must be learned, and the
works sometimes contain archaic Malayalam grammatical forms and Arabic (or modified
Arabic) vocabulary and forms that are difficult for even a native speaker to decipher.
Native scholars themselves have been slow to concentrate on Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ due to the
view held by some scholars of Malayalam literature that Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ compositions are
not part of Malayalam literature proper. In many cases they are labelled “folk” and not
discussed any further.35
Additionally, supplementary materials that contain information about the genre and
community are unpublished and hard to access. V. Kunhali, author of a study on Sufism
in Kerala, remarks:
The materials are not only unpublished but many of them are scattered in private
collections or in Mosque-libraries. There was neither any political authority nor
any generous patron who could have attempted a collection of these materials. This
being the first attempt in this field my difficulties in completing this work were
many. An extensive field study had to be undertaken, almost all the shrines had to
be visited, the custodians of ‘Jarams’ or living Shaykhs of active Tariqahs had to
be interviewed, and Manaquib literature, Moulids and Malapattukal had to be
collected [sic].36
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As Kunhali notes, important materials are not easily accessible. He also brings up the
point that, because of the political situation of the Māppiḷa Muslim community they
lacked courtly traditions, a narrative historical tradition, or a significant literary culture.37
Additionally, it appears to me, after much reading, that an Orientalist textual bias still
influences much of the work done on Islam in India, making it easy to focus on north
India, where Persian and Urdu literary cultures flourished and there is an abundance of
written literary sources. Although the Māppiḷas have a clear oral and “popular” tradition
consisting of nērccas (public festivals consisting of saint veneration) and other devotional
practices, their textual documents are generally scattered, as Kunhali remarks. 38
Further, there is a privileging of Perso-Urdu literature in Indian Islam. For example,
the article “Muslim Literature in South Asia” mentions Malayalam as a Muslim
devotional language, and also mentions the Hindu Tamil piḷḷaittamiḻ genre that was used
to create a beautiful Muslim devotional poem in which Muhammad is depicted as a
charming child.39 But the article then remarks, “Notwithstanding the rich diversity of
languages spoken by Muslims in South Asia, the Urdu language, due to a complex set of
factors, became the symbol of Islamic culture in South Asia and hence the most
important literary medium for advocates of reform and change.”40 A brief examination of
modern Tamil politics would illustrate otherwise, and in Kerala Urdu never reached that
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status nor served that function.41 Roland Miller writes: “Mappila isolation from north
Indian Islamic theological development was all but total. To this day no major work of
any north Indian Muslim writer on theological themes has appeared in Malayalam, except
for a translation of Syed Amir Ali’s Spirit of Islam.”42 Further, as Filippo and Carolina
Osella tell us, there continues to be more of a historical and cultural pull towards the Gulf
than to north India.43 In Kerala at least, Muslims are more likely to learn Arabic than
Urdu.
I also suspect that there was a period of time when scholars reacted negatively to the
Māppiḷa community because of the 1921 Māppiḷa Rebellion, and the role it had in the
failure of the Congress-Khilāfat alliance. There are a number of early sources that have
used words such as “shameful” or “uneducated” to derogatorily describe the Māppiḷa
community and the Māppiḷa Rebellion. For example, Aziz Ahmad briefly mentions the
Māppiḷa Rebellion, writing: “The most shameful of the symptoms of the failure of this
alliance were the Moplah riots when an anti-imperialist agitation, originally inspired by
the Khilāfat movement, got out of control and its nature changed in the hands of ignorant
mobs to a fratricidal and inhuman massacre of its own Hindu allies.”44 More directly, in
Islam in India and Pakistan, Murray Titus writes that the Māppiḷas are “bigoted and
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ignorant as a class, and have given trouble from time to time by their fanatical outbursts,
the last and most serious of all being in 1921, when they carried on a real rebellion. They
endeavored to set up a Muslim kingdom, and perpetrated forced conversions among the
Hindu community.”45 These kinds of narratives do not take into account the history of the
Māppiḷa community with colonial powers: their skirmishes with the Portuguese and their
continued agrarian difficulties with the British. Beginning from the late 1800s, some
communities of Māppiḷas were involved in a cycle of peasant uprisings against Hindu
landowners and British troops that culminated in the 1921 Māppiḷa Rebellion. The
Rebellion not only upset the British, but also embarrassed the leaders of the KhilāfatCongress alliance, who sought to unite Muslims and Hindus for the purpose of
Independence from Britain. As a result, British and Indian politicians both often labeled
the Māppiḷas of Kerala monolithically as “uneducated” and “fanatical,” and early
scholars of Islam in India (such as Titus) followed suit.46
Miller notes that the characterization of the Māppiḷas as “religiously fanatic,
antisocial, and unprogressive in character” is based solely on the events of the period of
European power and depends especially on British sources. This was then repeated in
administrative and then later scholarly documents, with various attempts at delineating
between north and south Malabar Māppiḷas, or coastal and inland Māppiḷas, with the
north and coastal communities characterized as more peaceful. Various correlations were
posited for behavioral patterns, including arguments that claim, for instance, that north
45
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Malabar Māppiḷas are descended from high-caste Hindus and thus are not bigots. The
Māppiḷas of Ernad taluk, the center of the Māppiḷa Rebellion, were characterized as
particularly negative, having “religious bigotry, social exclusiveness, and crude
manners.”47
North India-centric nationalistic paradigms accommodate neither this history nor this
community. Kerala is separated, both physically and historically, from what have
traditionally been the centers of Islamicate political power. Concurrently, there is an
emphasis on the north Indian Muslim experience, which then sometimes appears as
representative of India in general. Additionally, Arabi-Malayalam poses a difficulty that
has resulted in scholars being unaware of its existence as well as few people studying it,
Māppiḷa texts are scattered and can be difficult to locate, and a continued textual focus in
Indian Islam has hampered examinations of Islam in Kerala. Also, there is an emphasis
on Perso-Urdu texts—and the Perso-Urdu-centric Muslim textual tradition—on which
scholars of Islam tend to concentrate. Finally, following the Māppiḷa Rebellion, scholars
were not interested in studying the Māppiḷa community, which had been dismissed as
uneducated and brutish. All of these elements are interrelated, yet anchored in a reading
of north Indian Muslims and their culture, and shaped by a particular episteme informed
by colonial and post-colonial discourses.
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Value of Māppiḷa Pāṭṭŭ
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭs, however, express in a unique way the composite culture of the
Māppiḷa community and situate it in a broader context of power relations that enables us
to understand the complex fabric of South Asian culture beyond religious or geographical
boundaries. The songs also point out the diverse viewpoints that coexisted (and still
coexist) within the Kerala Muslim population, and thus gesture towards the diversity and
flexibility of Islam in general. Although these songs could be seen as “esoteric” and
representative of only a small population of south Indian Muslims, written in an even
more esoteric script, they also contain experiences and modes of expression that resonate
throughout the Muslim world.
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ comprises a variety of subtypes, such as war, romantic, and devotional
songs. Among these, scholars have noted that the war songs are the most numerous, but I
suspect that this is not accurate. My research suggests that the origin of this belief lies in
the works of F. Fawcett, a colonial police officer of Malabar who wrote on and translated
several Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ in the late 1800s. I suspect that colonial prejudices, as well as his
observations of Māppiḷa agitation and unrest, colored his perception. Even if this claim is
accurate, it fails to consider the internal diversity of the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭs that deal with
martial themes. Some are retellings of of historical conflicts along the Malabar Coast,
such as conflicts arising from the Portuguese attempts to wrest control of the lucrative
spice trade from the hands of the Muslim merchants. Other songs take as their subject the
early wars that Muhammad and his companions fought, such as the battles of Badr,
Uhud, and Karbala.
18

Many Māppiḷa poets were highly educated scholars, in many instances well versed in
Arabic, Malayalam, Sanskrit, and other languages. At least until the arrival of the
Portuguese in the early sixteenth century, elite Māppiḷas were closely tied to rulers, as in
the Zamorin’s assignment of a small retinue to each Muslim merchant mentioned earlier.
The Māppiḷa poet Kuññāyin Muslyār, who lived in the early 1800s, was a close friend
with a Hindu minister of the Zamorin. His poems are written in an old Malayalam style
that heavily incorporates a mixture of Tamil and Malayalam vocabulary and grammar.48
Another example is Qāḍi Muhammad, the author of the previously mentioned Muhyiddīn
Māla. Muhammad also wrote books in Arabic, and based his Muhyiddīn Māla on Arabic
sources. Details such as these suggest that Māppiḷa poets were not merely uneducated and
fanatical malcontents.
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ, like the community that produced it, is in many ways a composite of
two broad cultural influences: Arabic-Islamicate and Indic-Dravidian. 49 Interestingly,
some elite Māppiḷas have followed a matrilineal inheritance system known as
marumakkatāyam, generally believed to have been adopted from the Hindu Nāyar
community as a result of intermarriage and conversion.50 Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭs are the literary
manifestation of such hybridity. The tunes and alliterations used in Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ are
48
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taken from both Arabian and Keralite traditions, and the subjects and themes of the songs
draw heavily on both Islamic history and on the lives of local martyrs and saints. The
hybridity and cosmopolitanism of the Māppiḷa community is figuratively and literally
inscribed in Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ literature: figuratively, through the tunes, literary features, and
themes of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭs, and literally, in the Arabi-Malayalam script itself.
It is rare to find Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ included in works on Malayalam literature and, if it is
mentioned, it is briefly and under the rubric of folk literature. In Malayalam literature, the
folk song and literature traditions that still exist today are often characterized as works
transmitted orally from a much earlier time, sometimes impossible to locate temporally or
historically. Usually Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ, if mentioned at all, is placed within this amorphous,
ahistorical setting. However, many of the extant Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ can be dated and their
authors identified—and the authors were persons who were clearly familiar with the
literary traditions of their time. The Muhyiddīn Māla is an excellent illustration of this.
This adoration of the Sufi figure Jilānī (1077-1166), lovingly illustrated by an inventory
of his miraculous deeds and abilities, is consistent with bhakti, the normally Hindu
devotional mode that was in vogue during that time period. In the latter half of the
sixteenth century and the first half of the seventeenth bhakti literature reached its heights
in Kerala. During this time period, Eḻuttacchan, whom scholars of Malayalam consider
among the greatest of Malayalam poets, wrote his devotional poems in Malayalam, based
on sources such as the Mahābhārata and Rāmāyaṇa. During this zenith of bhakti literary
expression, it is unsurprising that an educated Muslim would write about Islamicate
themes in a similar fashion. The Muhyiddīn Māla therefore provides an example of an
20

Islamicate work written in conformity with its own literary conventions, yet thematically
consonant with the flourishing bhakti literature of the time.
Similarly, Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ was influenced by other dominant literary traditions such as
maṇipravāḷam literature, which mixed Sanskrit with Tamil/Malayalam. The circulation
of commonly shared metaphors and poetic elements suggests that these traditions
influenced Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ’s tropes and narrative content. For example, the literal meaning
of maṇipravāḷam, “rubies and coral,” invoking the image of stringing together hybrid
forms of language into a variegated necklace, also provides a relatively common
metaphor to describe the composition of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ. 51 Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ, thus, was
positioned by its authors as an alternative Islamicate literary movement on par with yet in
conversation with those taking place in the dominant Hindu literary culture.
Although there are some works on the Māppiḷa community and its history, such as
Roland Miller’s general study of the Māppiḷa community and Stephen Dale’s work on
socio-religious aspects of the Māppiḷa Rebellion, there is a dearth of translations or
English materials about Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ specifically. These songs contribute significantly
to such studies, providing an aspect that has been missing from these histories: the voices
of the Māppiḷas themselves. Both Dale and Miller tangentially discuss Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ in
their works concerning the Māppiḷa Rebellion and community, while Dale and other
authors have included English translations of fragments of songs in their works, but songs
51
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translated or examined in their entirety are rare. F. Fawcett translated a small selection of
these songs into English in the early 1900s, but the majority of them are war songs.
Bālakṛṣṇan Vaḷḷikkunnŭ, M. N. Karassery, and V. M. Kuṭṭi have written prolifically
about the Māppiḷa songs, but mainly in Malayalam. Some Malayalam scholars have
published works that transliterate a sample of Māppiḷa songs from Arabi-Malayalam into
the Malayalam alphabet, with brief introductions and glossaries for the more obscure
vocabulary. Books with complete transliterations into Malayalam are rare, although a few
exist.52 English translations are not available.
Additionally, Māppiḷa history offers an alternate narrative of Muslim/Hindu
cooperation and conflict in India, and deepens our understanding of Islam in India. The
Māppiḷa community was “…able to survive as a minority Islamic community under nonMuslim rule for more than eight centuries.”53 Also, the history of the Māppiḷa community
after the Māppiḷa Rebellion indicates that it is possible for a minority community to
recover from devastating circumstances. In their introduction to the book Beyond Turk
and Hindu, Gilmartin and Lawrence write about moving “…beyond a fixation with
bounded categories, whether religious or ethnic, Hindu or Turk, in order to pluralize the
ways that these categories operated in varying historical contexts.” To this end, they
suggest the word “Indic” to designate a place where Hinduism has influenced
52
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rulers/practices but is not restricted to the practice of Hinduism as a religion. They
suggest “… that the constant interplay and overlap between Islamicate and Indic
worldviews may be at least as persuasive as the Muslim-Hindu conflicts that… others
take to be symptomatic.”54 Similarly, Muzaffar Alam writes:
Focusing on complex practices of cultural and political exchange and appropriation
that existed substantially in India’s Muslim world, I try to show here that Islam’s
history was far more a kind of dialogue with the worlds it reached—and reached
out to. And in the process Muslims, like most religious communities, have picked
up various strategies to devise a politics informed, though not always driven by, the
sacral.
In this sense, in trying to dispel the stereotype of Islam’s eternal clash with
Christianity, Hinduism and the other faiths—with which, I argue, it has long
coexisted, taught, and learned from—I believe this book of history speaks as much
to historians as to serious readers who, like myself, are worried by both the “threat
of Islam” and the “threat to Islam.”55
Studies of regional traditions of Islam, especially those in Kerala and Tamil Nadu,
reinforce Alam’s argument and provide a counter narrative to that of the “clash of
cultures.” In both Kerala and Tamil Nadu, many Muslims lived for long periods of time
under non-Muslim rule and continued, adapted, or created practices through social
interactions such as conversion, trade, and marriage. For instance, the hybrid languages
of both Arabi-Malayalam and Arabic-Tamil developed, and some Māppiḷa families
practiced matriliny while the Tamil maraikkayars practiced matrilocality, both
presumably absorbed from the Indic society in which the Mappilas/Maraikkayars lived.56
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This interplay between local Dravidian culture and the wider Islamicate (especially
Arabic) world is a recurring characteristic of the Māppiḷa experience in Kerala. There is a
cosmopolitan flavor, a sense of balancing between worlds. The Māppiḷa song works in
the Malayalam literary tradition can thus be seen as dynamic interface allowing
interactions between Muslim Keralites with other contexts: devotional, historical, and
societal. It also is a cultural interface, between the local or regional and other global
networks and places. The story of this tradition and its development in the larger
Malayalam literary context is what I explore in this dissertation.
Through a close examination of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ in this study, I attempt to contribute to
a more nuanced understanding of the nature of this genre, both challenging the idea that it
is a reactionary literature produced by a lower-class and less-educated population while
simultaneously examining the context that would produce such an understanding. I also
demonstrate that Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ is the product of a rich, composite, and cosmopolitan
culture, displaying many unusual hybrid characteristics. Finally, influenced by Rich
Freeman’s problematization of the dichotomy between performed and written literature in
Kerala, my study reexamines Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ’s relationship with other Malayalam literary
genres, positioning it as a literary counter movement that fluidly responded to
developments in the dominant Hindu literary milieu. Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ can, therefore, be
located in specific temporal, historical, and literary contexts.
At the most basic level, my study consists of two principal areas of investigation: a
translation/textual analysis of a selection of songs, and a historical contextualization. All
translations are my own unless otherwise noted. I have loosely grouped the songs with
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which I have worked based on their relationship to various themes: devotion to spiritual
figures, political and community issues, songs of intense imaginative color, and songs
with domestic orientations. I look at other literary traditions that may have influenced the
creation of these songs at the beginning of each chapter, albeit briefly. The idea of origins
is not something that I am exploring in any substantial way; it could be argued that this
concern over paternity is rooted in patriarchal assumptions that sometimes cause us to
overlook other, richer ties that are neither linear nor easily traceable. Instead, I am trying
to find possibilities of influence and meaning that overlap and interweave. Depending on
the time period of the work, the historical context, and internal references different
aspects of the songs and possible influences have been emphasized or posited as
foundational (e. g. the relationship between mawlīds and mālas, the subjective categories
of fanatic or freedom fighter). There are no answers in these poems about origins or
genesis, instead there are threads in a loom that we can tease out and examine and that,
together, make a rich tapestry telling us a portion of the story of Islam in Kerala.
Therefore, this study identifies multiple strands of influence—literary works and
historical contexts—that shaped the form and content of these songs. Further, it is a study
of debates and discussions on various community issues within the Mappila community
from the seventeenth century to the twentieth century. It broadly aims to illustrate the
complex and multifaceted heritage of the community and its literature, discover the
voices of Māppiḷa Muslims expressed in the vibrant Arabi-Malayalam songs, and
demonstrate the complexity and diversity of views within the community.
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In the second chapter, I contextualize more fully the conventional position of Māppiḷa
pāṭṭŭ vis-à-vis Malayalam literature, and I discuss poetic features and techniques used in
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ. The chapter posits that Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ is a genre of literature that grew out
of Malayalam literature organically but included Arabic and other poetic traditions, and
ultimately developed its own conventions. Although influenced by Arabic, it was a
specifically south Indian phenomenon. The chapter also addresses the performative
contexts within which the songs are performed.
The third chapter looks at several examples of the māla songs, songs of devotion that
are often addressed to Sufi saints or saintly figures. These songs are devotional in nature,
and served as an interface with the greater devotional context of south India that
surrounded it. As such, these songs are a good illustration of the complex weavings of
pan-Islamic elements with regional specificity.
Chapter Four discusses a selection of songs from various subtypes, including the war
or battle songs known as paṭa pāṭṭŭ. This chapter is particularly dense with historical
details, necessary due to the fact that historical contextualization is especially important
in order to understand the meaning and relevance of the songs. Concerns with “political’
issues such as nationalism, freedom, social justice, and modernity are themes or
subthemes in these works. Grouping them together in this way illustrates how the
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ genre was a forum for political issues as well as devotional ones, and gives
us a glimpse of history as seen from the Māppiḷa (or subsections thereof) perspective.
Chapter Five looks at a pair of songs that are from the genre known as kissa pāṭṭŭ or
story songs. These works, generally, are more creative and imaginative than other types
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of songs. The name “kissa” simply means story, and although they are embroidered and
embellished with fantastic details and events, the two examined in this dissertation also
contain, embedded within them, subtle messages to the Māppiḷa community.
Chapter Six reflects private community issues, individual concerns such as love and
family, but also includes other, broader issues such as migration. The majority of the
songs included here are kattŭ pāṭṭŭs, or letter songs, although a more modern song is
included as well that is not a letter song. This subgenre is similar to the classical Tamil
akam super-genre; concerned with the domestic sphere as contrasted with the political
(discussed in the third chapter). These songs address smaller, more intimate issues that
have to do with domestic life and family issues. They also contain the most recent songs
that I discuss in this dissertation.
Finally, in the conclusion I address areas of oversight in this study, possibilities for
future research, and reflect upon the position of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ within the larger
Malayalam literary sphere. It is in this section that I postulate the reasons for the lack of
inclusion of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ and consider the repercussions of not doing so.
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ is a complex literature that fulfilled multiple functions and absorbed
elements from diverse influences. One major characteristic that ties all of these songs
together, however, is that they serve as a kind of community dialogue. In an area and a
time that lacked centralized Muslim leadership, the authors of these songs served as kinds
of bards or newscasters; whether they communicated truth, advertisement, or propaganda
depends on one’s viewpoint.
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Chapter 2: The Literary Context: Malayalam Literature, ArabiMalayalam, and Māppiḷa Pāṭṭŭ
There is not even a bit of veppŭ, eṭuppŭ, kunippŭ, or ciṯṯeḻuttŭ.
No old scholars neglected techniques like these.57
One of the most interesting aspects of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ is the glimpse of various
traditions, languages, and genres that are perceptible in the literature. Yet it became its
own entity: although it grew alongside of and out of Malayalam literature, it developed
its own conventions by adopting elements from disparate sources without prejudice. And
although it was influenced by Arabic language, literature and music, it is still a
specifically South Asian phenomenon. This chapter is an orientation to the world of
Malayalam literature, Arabi-Malayalam, and Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ. In order to understand its
relationship with Malayalam literature, the most foundational relationship that Māppiḷa
pāṭṭŭ has, it is necessary to examine briefly Malayalam literature and poetics. This will
establish a point of departure for the basic similarities and differences between Māppiḷa
pāṭṭŭ and the literary milieu in which it developed.
The aim of this chapter is to see how Arabi-Malayalam literature, and especially
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ, fits into the larger Malayalam literary sphere, its points of overlap, and
where it diverges. To begin I will take a broad look at Malayalam literary history, and
then look at Malayalam poetics. I will also explore the Arabi-Malayalam language and its
literatures, before looking at the specific characteristics of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ poetics and
linguistics. The detailed section on poetics will be especially useful in the following
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chapters. Part I will broadly examine Malayalam literary history. Part II will discuss
Malayalam poetics. Part III will discuss Arabi-Malayalam language and literature. Part
IV will examine Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ poetics, as well as the contexts in which Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ is
performed. It is my hope that this chapter will serve as a general introduction and
contextualization in preparation for the more specific discussions of Māppiḷa songs in the
following chapters.

I. Malayalam Literary History
Malayalam literary histories often use the metaphor of “three streams” (trivēṇi) to
discuss the earliest works of Malayalam literature that merge to form a single river.58 The
three streams are Sanskrit, Tamil, and the indigenous or folk stream; alternately, the
streams may be identified with specific literary forms: maṇipravāḷam, pāṭṭŭ, and nāṭan
pāṭṭŭ. The Līlātilakam, a fourteenth-century treatise on poetics and grammar, is the
earliest work that contains an in-depth discussion of the first of these two categories. In
the text, the author positions his grammatical and poetic rules as most appropriate for the
composition of maṇipravāḷam literature and especially for the Sanskrit poetic form
known as kāvya.59 Maṇipravāḷam, which literally means “rubies and coral,” is a formal
literary style that mixed the (Kerala) Tamil of that time with Sanskrit in a highly stylized
manner. One of the earliest maṇipravāḷam works is the Vaiśika Tantram that was written
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in the thirteenth century in Sanskrit meter, and is advice from a courtesan to her daughter
who is about to embark on the same path.60 There are works of Sanskrit kāvya within
Malayalam literature, such as early examples of sandeśa kāvyas, but there are other forms
within the maṇipravāḷam genre as well that have little relation to the Sanskrit forms. For
example, the early Malayalam campus were written following the Sanskritic model but
diverged by having portions written in “verse” (padyam) using Sanskrit meter and what
was considered “prose” (gadyam) using Dravidian meter. Similarly, in the dramatic
performances of Kūṭiyāṭṭam, the heroic figures recite ślokas in Sanskrit while the clown
or jester (vidūṣakan), standing outside of and commenting on the main action, uses
Malayalam.61
The pāṭṭŭ (“song”) school serves as a contrasting form in the Līlātilakam.62 It is a
somewhat problematic “stream” in that there are only a few extant examples of the genre.
The one most often noted is the Rāmacaritam, a twelfth/thirteenth century text that
describes scenes from the Yuddha Kāṇḍa of Valmiki’s Ramāyaṇa. It, too, is a mixture of
(Kerala) Tamil and Sanskrit, but uses a Tamil metrical system and strict rules for the
transformation of Sanskrit words into a Dravidian form; Sanskrit words may be used, but
they must, according to the Līlātilakam, be rewritten into a form that can be written in the
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Tamil alphabet and sound as much like Tamil as possible.63 There are other, later works
that are sometimes included in the pāṭṭŭ school but the Rāmacaritam is one of the few
examples that follows the rules listed in the Līlātilakam.64
Another example from the pāṭṭŭ school is the Tiruniḻalmāla, a text that describes the
rituals of the Malayan caste, a caste that now consists of lower-caste exorcists but which
may have had a higher status in earlier times due to their important role in the Āṟaṇmuḷa
temple center in southern Kerala.65 This text was written in roughly the same time period
as the Rāmacaritam and, rather than having a Sanskritic basis, the texts describe rites that
focus on mock sacrifices of the performers, which serve as a way to cleanse the temples
of negative spiritual effects from their deity; in other words, the rites describe a Dravidian
cultural milieu (with its blood rites and sacrifices) rather than a Sanskritic one.66 The text,
however, while using Sanskrit-derived vocabulary and deities uses phonological forms,
meters, and patterns of alliteration that are all classical Tamil. 67 This is a general
definition of the pāṭṭŭ school.
This also contributes to the muddling of the “streams,” because when speaking of
these three streams pāṭṭŭ can easily be conflated with nāṭan pāṭṭŭ (folk songs), such as
vaṭakan pāṭṭŭ (Northern songs), or even Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ. Instead, the pāṭṭŭ stream
discussed in Malayalam literary histories (and specifically the Līlātilakam) is a highly
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structured literature that has specific boundaries and rules for its creation. Interestingly,
sometimes these folk works also use the compositional techniques (such as figures of
speech) of Tamil poetry (with which pāṭṭŭ is associated), thus blurring the lines even
more, as will be seen in the section below, which details Māppiḷa pāttŭ tunes/meters that
are derived from Tamil.
The folk stream (nāṭan pāṭṭŭ or nāṭōḍi pāṭṭŭ) contains a large variety of work that
comes from equally varied communities. They are usually classified in one of two ways,
either by activity or by community, and the two categories often overlap. There are
agricultural songs (kṛṣi pāṭṭŭ), wedding songs (kalyāṇa pāṭṭŭ), songs sung on the festival
day of Onam (ōṇappāṭṭŭ), boat songs (vañci pāṭṭŭ), and lullabies, among many others.
There are also songs sung by women of the temple priest Ambalavāsi community
(Brāhmaṇi pāṭṭŭ), songs of the Puḷḷuvan caste who sing and perform rituals for nāgam
(snake) deities (Puḷḷuvan pāṭṭŭ), various songs of the Cochin Jews, and Christian songs.
When Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ are included in Malayalam literary histories, they are usually
included in the folk stream. For example, Uḷḷūr, a famous Malayalam poet and wellknown literary scholar of the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries, wrote a four-volume
Malayalam literary history in 1953-5 that is still widely cited. He details many types of
folk songs, and includes Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ within the folk categorization. His assessment of
Māppiḷa songs is rather short, but he does mention that the heroic and erotic rasas are the
most prevalent, an observation made in later scholars’ work as well, presumably
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following Uḷḷūr’s analysis.68 Other scholars present Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ alongside the regional
ballad traditions Vaṭakkan pāṭṭŭ and Thekkan pāṭṭŭ, Northern and Southern folk songs,
which have a long history of orality.69 Although the idiom and vocabulary of these two
ballad groups appear fairly old (and indicate an earlier oral history), the earliest of these
works date from the beginning of the sixteenth century.70 Both of these traditions’ works
tend to be about regional heroes and heroines: their lives, physical beauty, heroism, and
superhuman martial prowess.
The ballads usually tell stories about the various exploits of family groups. For
example, the two main divisions in the Northern song tradition are the Puttūram and
Taccōḷi groups of ballads, based on the stories of the two different family groups. The
Puttūram ballads tell the stories of the Puttūram family: Ārōmal Cēvakar, Uṇṇiyārcca (his
sister), Ārōmuṇṇi (her son), and Kaṇṇappa Cēkavar. The Taccōḷi ballads are about
Taccōli Otēṅaṅ, Pālāṭṭŭ Kōmaṅ (his nephew), Taccōli Candŭ, and others; there are also
some ballads that are called Taccōli ballads not due to their content but rather due to the
fact that they are written in the same style.71 The narration is generally simple and
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unadorned, while the action is realistic, albeit exaggerated. For example, in a song about
the fierce heroine Uṇṇiyārcca, she
Goes to the sandalwood fraying stone,
Rubs the sandalwood, wets the paste
And streaks the forehead with the paste
And puts on it the tilak mark
Seeing herself in the looking glass
And, within it, the saffron mark;
Knots the beautiful flowing hair
And paints her eyes with collyrium
And dots her brow with vermilion
And smears her body with sandal and musk…
… And with a dagger girds her waist.72
In contrast, Māppiḷa songs have a greater variety of subject matter, themes, and
influences. Some of their general stylistic tendencies, such as those towards certain
rhyming patterns (prāsams), differ.73
The three “streams” are said to mingle together to produce modern Malayalam,
which begins according to many literary historians with the “father of Malayalam,”
Eḻuttacchan, in the sixteenth century. However, prior to Eḻuttacchan there are important
figures that are milestones in the history of Malayalam literature. The first are a group of
poets known collectively as the Niraṇam poets. The Niraṇam poets were a family of
poets—some say two brothers and a nephew, although their relationship is not altogether
certain—who lived in the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries.74 Also known by
the family name Kaṇṇaśśan, Madhava Paṇikkar, Śankara Paṇikkar, and Rāma Paṇikkar
all wrote devotional literary works. Examples include such works as Madhava Paṇikkar’s
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Bhagavad Gīta, the Bhārata Māla of Śankara Paṇikkar, and the Rāmāyaṇam, Bhāratam,
Bhāgavātam, and Śivrarātri Māhātmyam of Rāma Paṇikkar. These poets are considered
to be among the pāṭṭŭ composers, but they also began to develop a style that infused the
pāṭṭŭ style with elements from maṇipravāḷam in a kind of Sanskritization.75 In doing so,
and in the subjects of their works, they served as predecessors of the bhakti elements with
which Eḻuttacchan would infuse his own works.
Ceṟuśśēri is another seminal poet who wrote devotional literature around the fifteenth
century. He wrote the Kṛṣṇa Gātha, a work based on the early Puranic Bhāgavatam that
tells the story of Kṛṣṇa in fifty-seven cantos. Even today it is regarded as a devotional
classic. Ceṟuśśēri used Sanskrit blended flawlessly into Malayalam as prescribed by the
Līlātilakam, but without the Sanskrit grammatical usages.76
In the late sixteenth century Eḻuttacchan used both Sanskrit and Dravidian words
incorporated into the Malayalam grammatical framework. His Adhyātma-Rāmāyaṇam
and Śrī Mahābhāratam are works that became and remain very popular in the devotional
sphere. In both of these works he used the device of a bird as the teller of the story. He
also used a group of meters known as kiḷippāṭṭŭ (bird song) meter so frequently that he is
often credited with creating them.77 He also was flexible with his patterns, using fast
meters to simulate the pace of battle or slowing it down to heighten visualization of softer
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scenes.78 This variance and flexibility of meter based on subject matter or to increase the
emotional impact of a passage is a technique that Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ poets would adopt as
well, although it likely stems from an older bardic tradition. Eḻuttacchan systematized the
use of Sanskrit in the Malayalam grammatical framework, and thus encouraged the
switch from the Vaṭṭeḻuttŭ script of old Tamil to Arya-eḻuttŭ, a script derived from
Grantha, which allowed the accurate transliteration of Sanskrit words.79 This script is the
Malayalam script used today, and initially allowed for the easy utilization of Sanskrit
words in literary works and allowed Malayalam to further diverge from old Tamil.
The three-stream conceptualization is important because it is a metaphor that is often
mentioned in Malayalam literary histories, and could be considered a classic
conceptualization of early Malayalam literary history. However, as can be seen by the
examples of poetic luminaries given above who do not fit neatly into any of the three
streams (and many more not mentioned), the Līlātilakam’s literary conceptualization is a
narrow, maṇipravāḷam-centered perspective that excludes most non-maṇipravāḷam
literature and most of what is popularly considered Malayalam literature. In fact, the
variety, use, and artfulness of pāṭṭŭ and nāṭan pāṭṭŭ is far greater than the treatment that it
is given in the Līlātilakam would suggest. A more useful analysis might be to imagine a
pāṭṭŭ-maṇipravāḷam continuum along which literary works are scattered.
Further, Rich Freeman problematizes the trivēṇi metaphor by observing how its
development was intimately tied to the identification of ancient roots in Malayalam
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literature during the search for linguistic identity that took place alongside the Indian
independence struggle. The Caṅkam literature to which Kerala bards contributed was
declared a Tamil literary phenomenon. What remained for Malayalam literary historians
to claim as unique and old was the “folk” stream, and in this way they were able to posit
a Malayalam literary heritage that extended back far enough to buttress their claim for
linguistic exceptionality. In other words, the existence of an old “folk” stream helped
substantiate that Malayalam was not merely a dialect of Tamil.80 As Freeman notes, the
problem with claims for an ancient folklore, beyond that of “…a timeless essentialism
rooted in a regional-nationalist folklore…,” is that then the question arises of which
features are considered definitive for language or cultural identity.81 I would also add that
this reifies, stultifies, and homogenizes the genre of “folk,” and discourages close
examination of specific genres. This has been the case with Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ; the casting of
the genre into the “folk” category (a category that is poorly defined and made up of a vast
variety of works) has resulted in a glossing over of the intentional artfulness of Māppiḷa
pāṭṭŭ.82 This artfulness will be discussed below.
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II. Malayalam Poetics
It could be argued that much of the flexibility that characterizes Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ poetics
has its roots in the folk traditions. Nāṭan pāṭṭŭ, derived ultimately from an earlier bardic
system and thus designed with flexibility for performance, does not use strict meter at all,
and unlike the Sanskrit or classical Dravidian systems, it encourages variations, additions,
and substitutions. Multiple short syllables are allowed to replace long syllables,
sometimes drastically accelerating the rhythm of a piece; in a performative context this is
something that would take substantial training to successfully accomplish. A line could
be sped up for many reasons: it could indicate important information, or it could indicate
swift and sudden action.83 Additionally, cutting or reduction of lines or syllables is a
possibility in folk metrical systems, sometimes of a few syllables, and sometimes an
entire half line. This provision of leaving silence is known as niśśabdam.84 In the folk
realm there are also meters, like that of vāyttāri, which is based on the rhythmic notations
for percussion.85 Thus, in folk works, the meter is not as important as the rhythm to
which it is bound.
Another characteristic of folk works is the importance of īṇam or rīti, tune or style,
which could be adopted from popular or well-known works. The title of the song or a few
lines from a song as a heading of a new work would indicate to a performer the style in
which the piece should be sung. This adoption of tunes or melodies is a common
phenomenon in music; the tune of Elvis Presley’s “Love Me Tender” was adopted from
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the Civil War ballad “Aura Lee.” Similarly, tunes cross from one genre to another: one
iśal (here meaning tune) in the Māppiḷa Sakhūm Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ is also seen in both
Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar’s Badaṟul Munīr Husnul Jamāl as well as in a Vaṭakkan Pāttŭ.86 The
Saphala Māla shares one iśal with a famous folk song, and another with the tune from a
kuṟatti pāṭṭŭ and a Muslim kummi song.87
This emphasis on tune is encouraged by the general (not just folk) tendency in the
Malayalam song literature of lengthening short vowels into long vowels at the discretion
of the poet or even the singer. For example, there may be a noun that appears to be in the
nominative case but is actually to be understood as in the vocative, and a word may
conversely appear to be in the vocative case (indicated by a lengthened final vowel) but it
may not have that meaning.88
In Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ, śabdālaṅkārams are extremely important, and are possibly the most
important element in successful Māppiḷa songs. Śabdālaṅkārams, literally “sound
decorations,” include alliteration, assonance, consonance, but the types are more
specialized than what we have in English. These are often styles that are also used in (and
were adopted from) Sanskrit or old Tamil/Dravidian poetic systems. A poet is often
judged by the musicality of language, and how each rhetorical flourish or rhyme
contributes to the scene that the poet is describing or to the rasa, or mood, invoked. One
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type of śabdālaṅkāram is called prāsam, or rhyme, and varieties of these are what we
would call alliteration, consonance, or assonance. They are based on the repetition of
letters in a line or verse. These śabdālaṅkārams are often seen in Māppiḷa songs.
Anuprāsam is the repeating of consonants rapidly and has the following two subtypes:
cēkānuprāsam and vṛttyanuprāsam. Cēkānuprāsam is the repeating of conjunct
consonants twice (usually in a line). Vṛttyanuprāsam is the repetition of a single or
doubled letter in a single line. Vṛttyanuprāsam has three further divisions that vary based
on which letters are repeated and the tone to which these sounds contribute:
vaidarbhīrīti, gauḍīrīti, and pāñcālīrīti. Vaidarbhīrīti is the repeating of one or more of
the following consonants and conjunct consonants in a line: nk, ñc, mb, kl, gl, ml, r, ṇ, or
l. When these are repeated, the line is considered to contribute to a “sweet” sound.
Gauḍīrīti is the repeating of ts, ps, rkk, kr, pr, hm, ś, or ṣ. When these are repeated, the
line is considered to contribute to a “hard” sound. Finally, pāñcālīrīti is the repeating of
g, j, ḍ, d, m, all of the nasals and ḷ, ḻ, and l. This is considered to contribute to a “soft”
sound. It is easy to see how certain sounds can be adopted and repeated for certain
effects: hard sounds may be repeated for a description of a battle or an argument, while
the sweet or soft sounds may evoke other associations.89
Other prāsams include ādyākṣaraprāsam (the repetition of the first letter of a line in
following lines) and antyākṣaraprāsam (the repetition of the last letter of a line in
following lines). The most used prāsam in Malayalam is dvitīyākṣaraprāsam, or second
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letter repetition. This is known as the “Malayalam prāsam” and is used quite often in
various songs and poetry. 90 In fact, Rajaraja Varma criticized the overuse of the
technique at the beginning of the twentieth century, prompting an argument with his
uncle Kerala Varma and a divide between Kerala literary figures concerning the
appropriateness of the usage.91 Other techniques of repeating patterns of letters in lines or
hemistitches are also techniques that have similar or sister patterns within Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ
works.92
These alaṅkāras, especially the prāsams, are often seen in Māppila pāṭṭŭ works, with
different names and sometimes slightly altered. Influences from other literatures such as
Tamil and Arabic can be seen elsewhere as well, especially in the tunes and rhythms.
Specifically, we see these influences in the various iśals (tunes/meters/rhythms) that are
employed in the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ corpus, which I explore in detail below.

III. Arabi-Malayalam
The majority of Māppiḷa songs have been written in Arabi-Malayalam script.93 As
mentioned earlier, it is a modified Arabic script, and as a linguistic form, uses Malayalam
grammar interspersed with words (and sometimes phrases) from other languages.94 The
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most common is Arabic, but other languages may be used as well, including Sanskrit,
Tamil, Kannada, Urdu, Persian, and even English.
In Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ, Arabic words are common, and most of the vocabulary used
consists of nouns; it is rare that any other kinds of speech such as verbs, prepositions, or
adverbs are used, unless they are in a phrase.95 The māla songs tend to have quite a bit of
Arabic, due to their discussion of Islamic religious themes. But even within the māla
collection the amount of Arabic varies. For example, the earlier Muhyiddīn Māla uses
less Arabic than the later Rifā’ī and Nafīsat Mālas. Additionally, although the Muhyiddīn
Māla uses fairly basic religious vocabulary, the Rifā’ī uses specialized vocabulary more
frequently. The Nafīsat, unlike the other two, opens up with a series of six couplets that
list various names or epithets of Muhammad that all start with the letter “m.” Thirty
names are listed in this way, with three names per line.
The Arabic used in the songs that I have examined is generally fairly close to classical
Arabic, and as far as I can tell, has undergone relatively few morphological changes in its
adaptation into Arabi-Malayalam. M. H. Ilias notes that of all the foreign vocabulary used
in Māppiḷa songs, such as Arabic, Farsi, and Hindustani, are used with few “structural
and semantic changes and changes in pronunciation” while other languages, such as
Sanskrit, Tamil, and Kannada, are used with “greater amounts of improvisation.” 96
English is sometimes adopted for words that have no equivalent in Malayalam, especially
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in later songs. For example, in the 1844 Cērūr Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ, words such as “British,”
“government,” “battalion,” “bayonet,” “captain,” and “collector” are used in the song.
This song has the most English words that I have seen so far, due to the context: a battle
between British troops and Muslim insurrectionists. This song is long—five hundred and
five couplets—and uses words from other languages as well, such as Arabic, Hindi, and
Urdu, as well as phrases that would have been heard in the British army.
Most scholars date the emergence of Arabi-Malayalam to approximately 500 years
ago, although some date the emergence as far back as the ninth or tenth centuries.97
Maritime trading with Arabic-speaking areas dates back much further than that, possibly
even predating Islam. Arabic traders from diverse backgrounds, such as those from
Hadramaut, Cairo, and Tunis all passed through the Malabar area.98 By the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries members of many of the major Arab clans had come to Calicut in
northern Kerala, and in the eighteenth century the Sayyids of Hadramaut and the Jifris of
Tarim, among others, arrived for both trade and proselytization.99 It is quite possible that
traders, writing Malayalam words in their own script for the purpose of keeping records,
were the ultimate origin of Arabi-Malayalam.100 But the Islamic missionaries and mystics
probably developed the language most fully.101 The earliest extant Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ is the
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Sufi Muhyiddīn Māla by Khazi (Arabic, qāḍī) Muhammad that was written in 1607 in
praise of the Sufi saint Jīlāni, the founder of the Qādiriyya Sufi order. 102 The need to
educate people about Islam/Sufism and important Sufi figures may have provided an
impetus for the development of a nascent Arabi-Malayalam script. Annemarie Schimmel
writes that mystical leaders
composed little songs for their followers, songs which condensed their teachings
and which might be used in musical assemblies. They would follow the
composition of small treatises in the vernacular, mostly rhymed so that they were
easy to memorize, and eventually larger books, like mathnawīs and, later, prose
works. Thus, the language was prepared for adapting itself to higher poetry of nonmystical content. That is how we should see the development of early Dakhni Urdu
literature and the other regional languages.
She also notes that “the mystics in every civilization have played a most important role in
the development of language” and this would be a reasonable assumption for the
development of Arabi-Malayalam as well—propagated and developed by mystics in
order to spread the teaching of Sufism, and then later used for other purposes.103
Additionally, the use of Arabi-Malayalam script would have helped the Muslim
community in other ways. Scholars speculate that the Arabi-Malayalam script helped the
Māppiḷa Muslims symbolically transfer the perceived sacrality of Arabic to their local
productions, and provide a parallel to the Hindu literary form of maṇipravāḷam.104
According to M. N. Karassery, a well-known scholar of Māppiḷa songs, an Arabic
speaker would be unable to read Arabi-Malayalam without training, and would further be
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unable to understand it read (or sung) aloud. A Malayalam speaker would be unable to
read it, but could follow the basic contours of the material if heard (dependent upon
various factors including the age and subject of the material).105
Roland Miller notes,
It is not the cultural affinity between Kerala and Arabia but rather respect for the
Holy Qur’ān that is at the heart of Mappila regard for Arabic. The Word in its
given and sacred form is all important for the Mappilas. There may be a few areas
outside of Arabia where i’jāz of the Qur’ān is taken more seriously, and both
the legitimacy and possibility of Qur’ānic translation are hotly debated to the
present. The first Malayalam translation of the Qur’ān was published with much
difficulty in 1961, and has since been followed by other translations, but reverence
for the original words of the Qur’ān continues strong. They are memorized, recited,
and revered, and for many their sanctity is as much in the form as the content. This
reverence has led to the practice of obtaining a priestly blessing on a Qur’anic word
or verse, which is then carried about as an amulet, especially in times of
sickness.106
It is quite likely that the general population did not understand all the words of the Quran;
in fact, that the mullas of the religious schools only taught reading and recitation of the
Quran without comprehension was a common critique of Muslim reformers in Kerala.107
The actual script itself, however, was invested with a kind of authority, a phenomenon
seen in other literatures as well, such as the use of Persian in qawwali in which Persian
verses give an otherwise Urdu-Hindi performance legitimancy, even if the audience does
not necessarily understand Persian.108 Similarly, the inclusion of Persian poetry into the
Razmnamah, a Persian translation of the Mahābhārata gave “a newly translated text
authority by embedding the work within its target culture, in this case the Persian literary
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tradition.”109 Therefore, it is not difficult to imagine that this reverence for the form of the
Quran also contributed to the use of Arabi-Malayalam as a way to inscribe a sense of
specialness, holiness, or authority to other writings. One did not need to understand the
entire Arabic language in order to use Arabi-Malayalam; really, all that was necessary
was a rudimentary knowledge of the Arabic alphabet and modified characters. Even
better, if heard out loud almost all would be able to understand it.
Early versions of the script only had 35 letters, but it was later standardized and
expanded into its current form of 50 letters.110 Many other kinds of literature have been
written in the script as well: translations of the Quran and Hadith, stories of the prophet’s
life, works of Islamic theology, jurisprudence and ritual, historical works, stories
(including the Arabian tale of Aladdin), books on science and astronomy, critical studies
on religious texts, philosophical treatises, linguistic studies, and grammatical works.111
Additionally, religious texts from other traditions have also been transliterated into the
script. There is a version of the Rāmāyaṇa in Arabi-Malayalam, known simply as the
Māppiḷa Rāmāyaṇa.
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Aṣṭāṅgahṛdayam (an Āyurvedic text) and the Amarakośam (a Sanskrit thesaurus).113 At
the end of the nineteenth century Christian missionaries transliterated the gospels into the
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Arabi-Malayalam script.114 In 1919, Wakkom Maulavi published five issues of a journal
called al-Islām that was written entirely in Arabi-Malayalam script.115 Other journals
have been produced as well.
Traditionally, madrasa schools have used Arabi-Malayalam textbooks for the first few
years of religious education before using Arabic textbooks thereafter. In Kerala, madrasa
often refers to religious educational programs that take place for two hours prior to
government schools and sometimes in the evenings as well. Generally, children will
attend madrasa for the first five years of schooling, and sometimes up to eight years. The
curriculum includes topics such as language instruction, the life of the Prophet, and
introduction to various topics such as jurisprudence and religious practice.116

IV. Māppiḷa Pāṭṭŭ
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ were originally called sabīna pāṭṭŭ, and it was only in the twentieth
century that the songs began to be known as Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ.117 They have generally been
accessible only to the Muslim population of Kerala, due both to the script and linguistic
useages. Although a few popular, traditional Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭs are available in
transliterated, Malayalam script versions, most transliterations of the songs into
Malayalam script are rare and hard to locate. There are a few compilations of
transliterated works, but they generally only feature brief excerpts from a selection of
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songs. The archaic grammar and regional colloquialisms that were often employed in the
older songs can be problematic for those unfamiliar with them. Similarly, Arabic terms
are used frequently, for reasons such as vocabulary specificity, alternatives for
Malayalam words in order to produce a more mellifluous sound, or to invoke Quranic
authority, as mentioned above. For the most part, then, these works are not widely
available to the general Malayali public in Malayalam script, and when available, require
glossaries to explain the meanings of the more esoteric words and phrases.
There is a fair amount of secondary literature written about Māppiḷa songs. M. N.
Karassery has produced several books and articles that discuss Māppiḷa songs.
Bālakṛṣṇan Vaḷḷikkunnŭ has produced multiple books, articles, and introductions and is
one of the most highly respected scholars in the field of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ. V. M. Kuṭṭi, a
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ singer, composer, and scholar, has written the most prolifically, with at
least five books as well as various other shorter works. Other authors, such as K. K.
Muhammad Abdul Karīm, T. K. Hamsa, and Hasan Nediyanāṭŭ, among others, have
written books about Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ. The Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar Memorial Center,
established in Kondotty in 1999, is a government-funded cultural center that hosts
festivals and seminars, and has published several books on Māppiḷa songs. It also has an
Arabi-Malayalam reference library, and is in the process of collecting and cataloguing
Arabi-Malayalam texts that are gradually disappearing.
The works are generally separated into categories loosely organized by topic: songs
of devotion towards saints or other religiously significant figures (māla pāṭṭŭ), songs
written in the form of a letter (kattŭ pāṭṭŭ), love or wedding songs (kalyāṇa pāṭṭŭ), travel
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songs (sarkkīṭṭŭ pāṭṭŭ), philosophical songs (dārśanika pāṭṭŭ), and songs sung during or
written for the religious gatherings known as nērccas (nērcca pāṭṭŭ). There are also songs
used in particular art forms such as dances performed during bridal celebrations (oppana
pāṭṭŭ) and stick-play (kōlkkaḷi pāṭṭŭ) or for Sufi rituals such as kuttu ṟāttīb, which
involves repeatedly stabbing or piercing a part of the body as the devotee, in a trance,
feels no pain and is believed to come to no lasting harm.118 The ballads or story songs
(kissa pāṭṭŭ) are the epic works of the corpus, made up of multiple cantos with many
scenes and sweeping dramatic actions. The many war songs (paṭa pāṭṭŭ) are sometimes
included in this category, although other kissas are songs about prophets such as
Abraham or Isaac, retellings of other literatures such as Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar's Badṟul
Munīr Husnul Jamāl, or are other long, fantastical stories.119 It should be noted that this is
not an exhaustive list; there are other types and subtypes within the Māppiḷa pāttŭ corpus,
and sometimes songs slip from category to category or have multiple names that may
place them in multiple groups.

The Poetics of Māppiḷa Pāṭṭŭ
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ has many technical terms. Structurally, a song may consist of a single
or multiple cantos. The change of canto is usually marked by a change in the tune or
style/rhythm, known as the iśal. Sometimes the cantos themselves are referred to as the
iśals of the work, conflating the tune and the section. Thus one work may be composed of
118
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many smaller sections each with a different tune. Within each canto are multiple stanzas,
known as moḻis.
There is evidence that there used to be specific rules for the composition of Māppiḷa
pāṭṭŭ, but there are no extant documents that explicitly discuss these rules, which were
passed on orally from teacher to student.120 There are, however, songs that mention
certain rules or techniques in the context of critiquing another work or discussing what
makes up an artful song. For example, the poet Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar and others critiqued
Ceṯṯuvāyŭ Parīkkuṭṭi’s (1847-1886) Futuhuśśām for not using the proper techniques.121
Similarly, Pulikkōṭṭil criticized Koḻikkōṭŭ Ālikkōya’s Pariṣkāra Māla in his Durācāra
Māla:
I don’t see patterns such as kaḻuttŭ or kambi woven in the song
All over and in between there are bulges everywhere
There is not even a bit of veppŭ, eṭuppŭ, kunippŭ, or ciṯṯeḻuttŭ.
None of the old scholars neglected techniques like these.122
Many techniques are mentioned in the verse: kaḻuttŭ, kambi, eṭuppŭ, kunippŭ, and
ciṯṯeḻuttŭ.123 These (with the exception of kunippŭ) are discussed below.
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Similarly, a verse from Ceṟuśśēri Kuññāmu Musalyār’s Akhidattŭ (Arabic, ‘aqīdah)
Māla mentions many rules of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ composition:124
The kaḻuttŭ and kambi of good poets
Ūdum and all the rules—I don’t know even a little!
Ūnam that is given in veppŭ, eṭuppŭ, and such
I don’t know even a bit of the weft!
Even so, I am combining an iśal’s form with meaning.125
Here the poet laments not knowing all the techniques that “good poets” use, but instead is
only able to use a basic technique: melding content with iśal.
The lack of explicit documentation about the various Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ techniques, their
origin, and what they signify, has led to multiple explanations about their provenance and
meaning. For example, some of the names of the terms are specific to the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ
tradition but have equivalents in Malayalam, Tamil, or Arabic poetics; certain figures of
speech or prāsams within the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ tradition have direct correspondences in
Malayalam and Tamil poetics. For example, Neṭiyanāṭŭ writes that kambi is equivalent to
ādyākṣaraprāsam, or first letter repetition, in Malayalam poetics, and is also known as
mōna in the Tamil pāṭṭŭ tradition.126 However, Vaḷḷikkunnŭ writes that the term kambi is
actually derived from the Arabic technical term kāphiyā’a, and refers to not just the
repetition of letters, but of letters, syllables, or groups of letters.127 Neṭiyanāṭŭ writes that
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last letter repetition (antyākṣaraprāsam) is known as vālkambi or veppŭ (roughly
correspondent to Tamil iyaipu).128 The technique of using the same word that ends a moḻi
to begin the following moḻi is called vālummalkambi or eṭuppŭ, known as antāti in the
Tamil tradition. 129 But most songs, with the exception of a few older and many
contemporary works, use many of the same techniques as old Tamil and the pāṭṭŭ
tradition.130
Other techniques are preserved in the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ tradition. Kaḻuttŭ is when the
second letter in the first line of a stanza is repeated in the same place in the following
three stanzas, and is rarely seen in Malayalam poetry.131 It is modified second letter
repetition. Ciṯṯeḻuttŭ is the repetition of letters within a line or moḻi; but it may also be the
repetition of a group of syllables.132 It is easy to see the reflection of Malayalam and
Tamil poetics in that of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ, but now we turn to a feature that shows influences
from other sources as well: the iśal.
Iśal is a very important feature of Māppiḷa songs. In fact, when asked “What makes a
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ a Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ,” both scholars and Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ performers or
connoisseurs usually answered either the meter/rhythm or the iśal. In Arabi-Malayalam
iśal can mean meter, tune, or style, and has the alternate meanings of beauty, love, or
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grace.133 According to Śūranāṭŭ Kuññan Piḷḷa the word iśal is derived from the Tamil
word icai, meaning “melody, tune,” which then changed into iśal and now is functionally
equivalent to the Malayalam word vṛttam (here meaning rhythm).134 On the other hand,
Hasan Neṭiyanāṭŭ writes that the word iśal means stanza (or line) of a song (śīl), is
derived from the Tamil word iyal. 135 Vaḷḷikunnŭ writes that the Māppiḷa iśal is a
continuation of the viruttams of Arabic-Tamil, and that iśal is the iyalcol of Tamil.136
There is no defined system for the creation of iśals; rather, an individual poet will
create an iśal that is then adopted by other poets, such as in the case of the Muhyiddīn
Māla: M. N. Karassery used the Muhyiddīn Māla iśal in his own Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ
composition praising the author Vaikom Muhammad Basheer. Alternately, the
rhythms/tunes or even metric patterns of other systems may be adopted, such as the folk
meter kuṟatti, which is also the name of an iśal.137 Many iśals have been adopted from
Arabic and other works. The iśal of a song is (usually) indicated at its beginning, and can
either be the name of an iśal, the name of a specific work, or the first line of the work
whose tune is to be used. In longer Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭs the iśal can change many times
throughout the work as the cantos change, while in shorter songs, and often in the Sufi
māla songs, the iśal tends to remain constant throughout, no matter the length.
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Neṭiyanāṭŭ, who has written extensively about the various iśals, divides the creation of
iśals into three periods: first, the iśals that predate the Sakhūm War Song (1848). The
second contains iśals that were based on the earlier tunes of songs such as the Sakhūm
War Song or the Nūlmāla. They were named by using the first word of the canto or song
on which they were based. The last period includes new or derived iśals. One of the most
interesting aspects of the iśals used are the number of sources were drawn from for the
creation of the tunes or rhythms. Arabic, folk, Tamil—the sources are myriad. Some
examples are given below.

The Influence of Arabic Meters
There are many iśals that have similarities to, and were possibly derived from, Arabic
meters, although the rigidity of canonical Arabic or Persian prosody is not observed here.
Neṭiyanāṭŭ, through a comparison of various iśals with such meters, argues that Arabic
meters have influenced specific iśals. For example, the Arabic ramal meter’s syllabic
divisions can be imposed in a similar pattern on an iśal named “ādi’antam” in Mōyinkuṭṭi
Vaidyar’s Badṟul Munīr Husnul Jamāl. The Nafīsat Māla also uses this iśal, and can be
analyzed in a comparable manner. Similarities to the Arabic meter rajaz appear in the iśal
known as mānitam khāl, also used by Vaidyar in Badṟul Munīr Husnul Jamāl. The
Arabic kāmil is seen in a modified fashion as the iśal called baittŭ, an iśal used by
Pulikkōṭṭil Haidar (1879-1975) in a few of his letter songs. The meter hazaj was
incorporated into Māppiḷa songs as the iśal raṇḍāmstuti and was used in the Badar War
Song, by Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar. The Arabic meter mutadārik is similar to the iśal
54

kutirattāḷam (the beat of the horse) and has been used in many songs, such as Pulikkōṭṭil
Haidar’s Narināyāṭṭŭ. Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar also used this iśal, again in Badṟul Munīr
Husnul Jamāl, but characteristically renamed it “iśal ārambŭ.”138

The Influence of Folk Tunes
Tunes from folk songs were also adopted for use in Māppiḷa songs. The iśal
tālēlappāṭṭŭ is based on a melody from a lullaby. Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ composers such as
Mammūññi Maulavi and Mehar have written songs using this iśal.139 Iśal kummiyaṭi is an
iśal that is derived from a folk song of the same name, and is used by Śujāyi Moytŭ
Muslyār in his Saphala Māla. Finally, the iśal kulukulmeccam is also derived from the
folk song corpus. The Saphala Māla also uses this iśal. Pulikkōṭṭil Haidar’s Musalmān
Vēgamuṇarnniṭṭŭ uses a tune from the old folk song Appam Cuṭŭ Cuṭŭ. Kuññāyin
Musalyār’s Kappa Pāṭṭŭ uses an old folk song tune as an iśal, while the Badar War Song
uses a tune from the folk song Maricchŭ Cenniṭṭŭ, known as the iśal nārikkkŭ
mahāsnam.140

The Influence From Tamil
The influence from Tamil, especially from ancient Tamil bardic traditions (pāṭṭŭ), is
infused throughout Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ. This is not surprising since, as Rich Freeman remarks,
pre-twelfth century Kerala (prior to diverging into independent, Sanskritized registers)
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“co-authored” the early Tamil tradition.141 Vaḷḷikkunnŭ observes the same when he writes
that the folk tradition from which many Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ characteristics are derived are
actually from the old Tamil Caṅkam stream. He also notes the connection with Tamil
linguistically; for example, he describes the etymology of the word ciṯṯeḻuttŭ (a prāsam
discussed above) as formed from the two words śiṟŭ plus eḷuttŭ, both having the older
Tamil meanings of “beautiful language.”142 Further, from old Tamil poetry and song
come many iśals, such as cintŭ, bampŭ (veṇpa), and biruttam (viruttam), along with
derivations of these and many others.143

The Naming of Iśals
Looking at only the names of iśals leaves one with the impression that there are many
more than there really are; in actuality, there are fewer iśals than the many names
suggest. Hasan Neṭiyanāṭŭ writes that although there seem to be countless iśals, many of
them have multiple names.144 A simple example of this is that the iśal for the Muhyiddīn
Māla can be referred to as “Muhyiddīn Māla” or by its first line allātiuppērum tutiyum
svalāvāttum or even just by the first word of the first line.145 However, sometimes iśals
are assigned completely different names. Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar renamed iśals frequently.
For example, Vaidyar used six different names for the cembakam iśal in his various
songs: the names include ciricchaṅkudan, iṭṭāyorupēśalām, ādi’antam, nālām stuti,
141
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nālām cēl kavi, and arśile khadam. Further, other authors also adopt different names for
iśals, such as cembakaviruttam, which has been renamed iśalkiṟupha, uḷaribiruttam, and
naṭacāyal, among others.146 Sometimes these iśals have been given different names after
miniscule adjustments in the form.147 This multiplication of names leads to the illusion
that there are many, many more iśals than actually exist.
Further, there are many iśals that are in fact derivatives of a parent iśal. For example,
the iśal kompŭ (said to be based on the sound of a horn blowing) has derivatives made up
by tiny changes made to words or lines. Svahābākal, adaḷ cevīn, and kombŭ ēṯṯam are
alternate names for the kompŭ iśal.148 But, when slight changes are made to the iśals, new
forms emerge and are named. Examples include: kompŭ taṭumuṟukkam tuṇḍamcāccal,
kompŭ naṭucāṭṭŭ muṟukkam, and bālamuṟukkŭ kompŭ. These iśals indicate that they are
all based off the same iśal—kompŭ—but are changed in various ways, by speeding the
tempo of certain lines, and slowing others. The word muṟukkam refers to a speeding up or
increased tempo.149 The iśal ōśa also has numerous derivatives. Also known as ośākaḷ,
due to it being the first word of the canto that uses this iśal in the Sakhūm Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ,
Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar used the derived form ośākaḷ cāṭṭucāccil in his Badar Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ.
There are many other examples of derivatives for this iśal.150 The iśal known as cēlkavi
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or stuti also has many derivatives, many with simple names such as first cēlkavi, second
cēlkavi, extending all the way to nine.151
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ grew out of the same devotional and literary sphere from which
Malayalam luminaries such as Eḻuttacchan emerged. However, as a fluid genre, it was
able to absorb poetic techniques and structures from various languages and literatures.
The earliest texts were probably devotional, as will be discussed in detail in the next
chapter, but the genre expanded to include songs that described many other experiences.
Where and when the songs were performed is the subject of the next section.

Māppiḷa Pāṭṭŭ in Performance
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ also has a vibrant life outside of the purely literary sphere. Māppiḷa
pāṭṭŭ have always been performed, and the songs that are not are nevertheless written as
performance pieces with the tunes clearly indicated. The songs are infectious, especially
the fast-moving pieces, and the intricate rhythms and shifts in tempo are attentioncatching and foot-tapping. Used and performed in various contexts, Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ cannot
be analyzed as just a poetic genre or a textual artifact. These are texts created for
performance, and were not initially meant to be just read, but heard. Even today the most
defining characteristic of the songs is the tune (iśal) in which they are sung. This raises
some interesting speculations: being written in Arabi-Malayalam script would mainly be
meaningful to the performer and writer—not to the listeners. This significantly widens
the pool of possible audiences for Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ performances from the Māppiḷa
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community alone to include friends, neighbors, and potential converts. Similarly, it
suggests that Māppiḷa songs may have multiple functions: they may have served as
entertainment, edification, ritual, and as proselytization.
Many songs were used in art forms and dances that took place during wedding
celebrations. These include song and dance performances such as mailāñci pāṭṭŭ, oppana
pāṭṭŭ, and ammāyi pāṭṭŭ. These are performed by women and usually sung in chorus;
often the women curve in a circle around the bride and sing, dance, and clap. The men's
version, known as vaṭṭamuṭṭŭ (or vaṭṭa pāṭṭŭ) is similar, but the performers do not usually
circle the groom, but they sit around him, singing and clapping in accompaniment to the
song. Oppana is related to the Hindu dances called kaikoṭṭilkkaḷi and tiruvātirakaḷi,
which it closely resembles.152 Vaṭṭakkaḷi or vaṭṭa pāṭṭŭ, also performed during marriage
celebrations, is performed by a troupe of girls who sing around a lamp.153 These dances
use songs that are called, generally, by the same name as the performances themselves.
Kōlkkaḷi (“stick play”) is another art form that involves the singing of Māppiḷa songs,
this time accompanied by the beating of sticks (kōls). A performance troupe of about
sixteen to twenty highly trained men bob and weave among themselves in intricate
patterns while striking their sticks off those of their fellow performers as they pass them.
The players speed up and slow down their movements according to the tempo of the
song. The singing of the song, called vāyttāri, is led by the instructor, called the kurukkaḷ,
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who supervises and directs the movements of the players.154 The result is a whirling,
spinning, weaving circle of men who mimic swordplay with one another in a pseudomartial manner. It is a highly trained and rehearsed presentation.155 It is also quite similar
to the Hindu kōlāṭṭam.156 Various songs are used, including those from Islamic history or
songs that praise figures such as martyrs or saints.157A similar form, also called kōlāṭṭam,
is practiced by women who sit and sing special songs called kōlpāṭṭŭ. The circle of
women expands and contracts alternately as women join and leave.158 They also cross
sticks with one another, presumably in a less martial fashion.
Daff (dappŭ or daphŭ) muṭṭŭ and aṟavana (or aṟabana) are performance arts that
involve intricate rhythms sounded out on drums (the daff or the aṟavana) while the
players simultaneously sing various Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ. The daff and the aṟavana are
percussion instruments that both originate from Arabia. A group of players, usually six,
sit or stand facing one another and move rhythmically and in synchronized patterns while
hitting (and sometimes twirling) the drums with their fingers and hands. Traditionally, the
art form has been performed for different mosque occasions, such as ṟāttībs held in honor
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of saints, and for marriage celebrations. 159 It is now often performed as a cultural
exhibition at festivals in addition to the traditional performances.
Another art form in which Māppiḷa songs are used is in paricakkaḷi, an adaptation of
kalarippayaṯṯŭ, a Kerala martial art form. In this performance, a group of twelve or more
men are armed with round shields and sticks, and they alternately attack and defend
against their opponent in stylized steps, while simultaneously singing Māppiḷa songs.160
Muṭṭum viḷiyum is played by a band of musicians made up of several different kinds of
drums and a horn player. They play the melodies of Māppiḷa songs. I heard a band play at
a cultural festival, where they were engaged to both entertain the crowd prior to the
event, and also to follow important guests as they arrived as if to mark their prestige. I
suspect that it is to muṭṭum viḷiyum that Stephen Dale and Gangadhara Menon refer when
they note the presence of a band playing “discordant” melodies during the varavŭ of a
nērcca.161
The singing of kissa pāṭṭŭ and uṟudi pāṭṭŭ (morality or advice songs) was often done
accompanied by explanatory prose narrative. This is similar to kathakaḷākṣēpam and
pāṭhakam, which were narrations of Purāṇic stories, rather than stories of Islamic
figures.162 I have not found any information about where these performances would
commonly take place, but one took place at the Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar annual festival while
I was there.
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These songs were also used in ritual settings. As mentioned previously, often groups
of men would sing Māppiḷa songs in preparation for attacks in which they assumed they
would die and thus become śahīds, or martyrs.163 Groups who hoped for relief from
disease and other problems recited mālas.164 As will be discussed in Chapter Three, the
māla songs were thought to help with many ailments, such as the pain of childbirth to
protection from fire and snakes. Intriguingly, P. R. G. Mathur's work on the Māppiḷa
fisher folk mentions that pāṭṭŭ are performed by maulavis who are paid to recite them for
such issues as curing illness caused by sorcery, for good catches, and for acquiring
fishing gear.165
Nērccas are often accompanied by aṟavana, daff muṭṭŭ, and martial exhibitions such
as sword-play and paricakkaḷi.166 These were viewed as offerings to the saints and
martyrs to whom the nērcca was dedicated. Dale and Menon note that the performance
was often repeated: first done to the official of the site (such as on the veranda of the
Takkiya, considered the property of the senior taṅṅaḷ) and then to the grave itself.167
Conclusion
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ inhabits a liminal space in Malayalam literature. It has been placed in
the folk stream of Malayalam literature, but its thematic variety and poetic sophistication
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make its placement there awkward. It straddles the line between Arabic literature—which
is also plentiful in Kerala—and other Malayalam literatures. Serious study of Māppiḷa
pāṭṭŭ has also been neglected by many literary scholars outside of the community,
understandable due to its linguistic peculiarities and the difficulties posed by the ArabiMalayalam script. However, this does not mean that the larger Malayali population does
not enjoy Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ; some songs, especially the more modern letter songs, have been
popular. Additionally, many of the Māppiḷa art forms such as oppana continue to be
exhibited at variety shows and cultural exhibitions.
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ is a unique literature that has absorbed aspects from so many different
sources that it is difficult to separate them out. Characteristics that look as if they come
from one area also appear to be related to other literary heritages as well. As I mention in
the introduction, the most fruitful approach to studying these works, in my view, is not to
search for paternity or origin but rather to appreciate all the subtle influences that can be
identified in the words, rhythms, tunes, and poetics. These songs are anchored in
Malayalam literary traditions, old Tamil (and pāṭṭŭ) traditions, and Arabic meters. They
also incorporate vocabulary from a number of languages: a hodgepodge of all sorts of
influences, they were an extremely popular and successful form of musical
communication. Further, they were sung in a variety of situations and for a multitude of
reasons: for weddings, in folk performances, during rituals such as nērccas, and for
reasons such as teaching or alleviating mundane problems. Songs written in praise of Sufi
saints were popular for this purpose, and it is these māla songs that are the subject of the
next chapter.
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Chapter 3: The Devotee and the Master: the Māla Pāṭṭŭs
Know that this māla will attract the highest virtues
Because of (her) greatness, sing (her) praise with respect168
The māla songs of the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ corpus are intensely devotional, religiouslyoriented songs that are generally about Sufi saints or other important figures within the
Islamic tradition, such as the Prophet or members of his family. The general literary
practice of writing mālas spans a long time period, extends across south India, and
encompasses a variety of religious traditions. The Māppiḷa māla tradition has roots in
Tamil mālais, earlier Malayalam mālas, Arabic mawlīds, and probably has connections
with other literary traditions, as well. Due to this rich network of connections, the songs
illustrate and illuminate the confluence of the local and supra-local literarily, religiously,
and socially.
Vaḷḷikkunnŭ and Taṟamēl write that in the Māppiḷa context, the term māla is derived
from the Arabic word mawlīd, which originally referred to the birthday celebration of
Muhammad but expanded to other birthday celebrations, such as the birth of Sufi saints.
They maintain that there is not any relationship with the Malayalam word māla, which
can mean such things as “garland,” lineage,” or “group.” According to these scholars,
there is also a connection to Malayalam literary works such as the tenth-century Mukunda
Māla or the Niraṇam poets’ Bharata Māla of the fourteenth century. 169 Hussain
Randathani considers mālas “Sufi devotional songs,” and many certainly are. The mālas
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do (mostly) contain the same information as mawlīds—birth-related miracles, miracles,
biographical information, and so on—but they are distinct in structure, language
(although there may be Arabi-Malayalam mawlīds), and function.170 V. Kunhali writes
that mālas are the equivalent of tadhkiras (biographies of the saints) in the Deccan, used
in order to introduce high Sufi mystical ideas to ordinary people, and could be sung to
favorite tunes.171 Most authors at least play with the word māla as “garland;” they often
use words such as “stringing” the māla, referring both to the stringing of lines or couplets
and also, more obliquely, referring to the mixed maṇipravāḷam of Arabi-Malayalam.
This chapter will briefly examine the literary background from which the māla songs
emerged, including Sanskrit and old Malayalam mālas, Tamil mālais, and Arabic
mawlīds. The second section will examine excerpts from several mālas from the Māppiḷa
pāṭṭŭ corpus. The final section will discuss the role of saints in the Māppiḷa Muslim
tradition of Kerala, their historical significance, and the shifts in the ways that the songs
have been viewed throughout time. Even a brief examination of these songs, I argue,
contributes to larger understandings of Islamic history and the history of Kerala.

Part I: Literary Background
Mālas in Sanskrit and Early Malayalam
The māla compositional form has deep roots in south India and Kerala. The Mukunda
Māla is perhaps the earliest example of a māla that can be placed within the region now
170
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known as Kerala. It is a Sanskrit piece in praise of Kṛṣṇa, written by the Cēra king
Kulaśekara Āḻvar, one of the south Indian Vaiṣṇava Āḻvars, the early medieval poetsaints of south India, who composed intensely devotional works centered on the worship
of Viṣṇu. The māla was written around 1100 C.E. and, as is to be expected, expresses
fervent devotion to Kṛṣṇa. Here, Kṛṣṇa is positioned as the ultimate means of liberation
from the unrelenting cycle of birth, death, and rebirth that is saṃsāra. The sixty-verse
piece begins by listing Kṛṣṇa’s many names, and then praises him extensively. The writer
does not request material or heavenly gain, but only to be allowed to be near to the god
and be of service to him. As he asks these things, he refers to various attributes or stories
that are associated with Kṛṣṇa. For example, he relates some of Kṛṣṇa’s history, writing
that he is the son of Devakī and Nanda, and the destroyer of the demons Mura and
Kaṃsa. He states that the earlier Vedic gods such as Rudra and Brahmā are insects
compared to Kṛṣṇa/Viṣṇu. It discusses how all of the normal things that are seen as
religiously significant, such as bathing at holy places and conducting Vedic rituals, have
little value when compared with pure devotion. Its last verse promises that whoever
recites this māla will achieve “complete happiness.”172
Another early māla composition is the Tiruniḻalmāla, a Malayalam work that focuses
on the Āṟanmuḷa temple in southern Kerala (one of the sacred sites in Kerala according to
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the Tamil Vaiṣṇava bhakti canon).173 This work focuses on the instruction for rites meant
to remove impurities of the deities. Along with the Rāmacaritam, it is also one of the
“earliest, purest exemplars of Vaiṣṇava bhakti.”174 Interestingly, it is the only other extant
example of the Kerala pāṭṭŭ school that fits the definition of the school in the Līlātilakam,
the fourteenth-century treatise on poetics and grammar mentioned earlier. Prior to
discovery of the Tiruniḻalmāla, the only example of the pāṭṭŭ school was the
thirteenth/fourteenth-century Rāmacaritam, which was composed one hundred years
later.175 Such works heralded the flowering of bhakti literature in Kerala.
Another early Malayalam bhakti work is the Bhārata Māla of Śaṅkara Panikkar, one
of the three famous Niraṇam poets of early Malayalam literature. It is a retelling of the
tenth canto of the Sanskrit Bhāgavata Purāṇa and is a condensation of about 1400
quatrains.176 It was the first of the rewritings of classic bhakti literature in Malayalam.
The three family members, Madhava Paṇikkar and Śaṅkara Paṇikkar, together with their
nephew Rāma Paṇikkar (1350-1450 C. E.), are especially known for the bhakti focus of
their various works, and are sometimes credited with a shift in the literary landscape
away from the erotic landscape of maṇipravāḷam literature and towards a devotionally
focused one.177 The literary shift towards devotional attitudes and themes is observable in
the Arabi-Malayalam literary canon as well.
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Mālais in Tamil
Kamil Zvelebil calls the Tamil mālai genre a poetic “hypergenre,” meaning that it is a
generic term that includes many different subtypes.178 The Muslim Tamil mālai genre
appears somewhat different and more inclusive than the Māppiḷa māla tradition. The
earliest extant Islamic work in Tamil is the Palcanda Mālai composed between the
twelfth and fourteenth centuries C. E.179 Uwise posits that it may have been a poem
dealing with love, based on the fact that the fragments are quoted as examples of eight
love themes within a larger text of the Kaḷaviyal Kārikai that deals with the same
theme.180 Susan Schomburg writes that the “mālai literature is practically synonymous
with generic ‘poem’” based on the various examples of mālai that she provides in her
dissertation.181 The examples given vary widely in subject matter and tone: some are
fantastical, some are didactic, and some are devotional. For example, the Mi’rāj Mālai
describes the Prophet Muhammad’s journey through the heavens on the steed Buraq to
speak with the earlier prophets and finally with God. Other mālais discuss the Hanafī
legal system (Haṉapimathapu Mālai), and hadīth (Periya Hadīthu Māṇikka Mālai), while
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others offer advice to the Muslim community (Niṣīḥat Mālai). 182 There is also a
Muhyiddīn Mālai in the Arabic-Tamil written register sometimes called Arwi, written
slightly later than the Malayalam version composed in 1607 C. E. that I will discuss
below.183 Tayka Shu’ayb ‘Alim notes that both the Arabi-Malayalam and Arwi versions
are very similar, but does not note any specific comparisons in either content or form.184
David Shulman defines the Tamil mālai genre as “long narrative poems using fairly
free metrical patterns and resorting often to colloquial diction.” 185 He describes the
Tamīmaṉcari Mālai as “a text which is part of a learned tradition nourished by folk
elements but certainly not derived from the oral traditions of the area.”186 The mālai is
800 couplets that tell the story of Tamīn al-Dārī, a Jerusalem Christian who converts to
Islam in 9 AH (approximately 630 C. E.).187 Interestingly, the story does not take place in
India at all, and India is not mentioned, even though, in popular tradition, Tamīn al-Dārī
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is believed to be buried near Madras.188 The song is a retelling of the story of Tamīn alDārī that exists in other places, such as the Urdu Qiṣṣa-yi bē-naẓīr and the hadith.189
In Vasudha Narayanan’s article about the best-known work of Muslim literature in
Tamil, the Cīṟappurāṇam, a mālai by the same author is mentioned. Umaru Pulavar, the
author of the Cīṟappurāṇam also wrote two other small works: a kōvai (“a poem dealing
with various aspects of love in honor of his earlier patron, Citakkati”) and the
Mutumoḻimālai, “Garland in the old/mature language.” 190 Compared to the Māppiḷa
mālas, the Tamil Islamic mālais do not appear to have the same emphasis on devotion
that the Māppiḷa mālas seem to have for the most part kept, perhaps carried over from the
earlier devotional works that were called māla.

Mawlīds
Mawlīd literally means “birthday,” but also refers to compositions that contain
bibliographic information, services performed for the Muslim community, and miracles.
The “mawlīd al-nabi” (birthday of the prophet) is celebrated on the twelfth of Rabi ‘al
Awwal, the third month of the Islamic calendar. Special gatherings are held, with poems
recited describing the “excellence and achievements of the Prophet Muhammad.”191
Because Sufi saints reflect much of Muhammad’s virtue and benevolence in this world,
mawlīds have also been composed about their lives and works as well. In Kerala, mawlīds
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have also been composed about various saints, scholars, and heroic figures. They are
generally written in Arabic.192 Mawlīds begin by praising God, and then discuss the
subject of the mawlīd in alternating verse and prose. The prose section generally
discusses important life events as well as miracles, while the verse section praises the
hero or saint and requests intercessions and blessings. The biographical details are
contained in the prose section.193
Many Arabic mawlīds have been written in Kerala about local figures such as Sayyid
Alavi Ibn Muhammad, who was born in 1752 in Tarim and then migrated to Malabar; he
is also known as the Mampuram Taṅṅaḷ (taṅṅaḷ is a title given to direct descendants of
Muhammad through Fatima, and is equivalent to the term sayyid) and is an important
figure in the history of the Muslim community in Kerala.194 He will be discussed in
greater detail in a later chapter. Shaykh Muhammad al Kalikutti, who was known for
fighting the Portuguese, is also the subject of a mawlīd.195
Mālas and mawlīds are certainly related: they are often printed in compilations side by
side. I own two that I purchased at book stalls around Calicut: Maulud Kitāb (Book of
Mawlīds), a small, cheaply-produced paperback printed in Malayalam script, and Book of
333 Fundamental Mawlīds (333 Waka Mawlīd Kitāb), a larger book that resembles a
hymnal with a stiff cardboard cover and plastic jacket printed in Arabi-Malayalam script.
In both, there is a mix of mālas, mawlīds, and sometimes other genres. The Arabic
mawlīds and bayts (poems) are mixed in with Arabi-Malayalam mālas. Although
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mawlīds and mālas often give the same information, they diverge enough to be called two
different genres, with probably two different sets of expectations and purposes, although
these purposes and the information that they contain overlap. They have different
formats: mawlīds use a mixture of poetry and prose, while mālas are only written in
verse. They use different languages, although it is not outside the realm of possibility that
there are Arabi-Malayalam mawlīds in personal or mosque libraries. Mālas and mawlīds
were produced simultaneously and, as mentioned above, often in the same collection.

Part II: Māla Pāṭṭŭs
The earliest extant Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ is the 1607 Muhyiddīn Māla mentioned previously.
Before this, approximately between 1350 and 1450 C. E., two important things were
happening in the world of Malayalam literature: the development of Malayalam into what
would become modern Malayalam, and the emergence of bhakti literature in this
language. Both of these elements can be observed in the literature of the Niraṇam poets
discussed above; they wrote devotional works such as the Bhārata Māla and the
Rāmāyaṇa Māla. But it was in the latter half of the sixteenth century and in the first half
of the seventeenth that bhakti literature reached its heights in Kerala. In the sixteenth
century Tuñcattŭ Rāmānujan Eḻuttacchan, considered among the greatest of Malayalam
poets, and “the father of modern Malayalam,” wrote his devotional poems. Eḻuttacchan
rewrote the great Sanskrit epics in Malayalam, including such works as the Adyātma
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Rāmāyaṇam, based on the Sanskrit work of the same name.196 It was in this milieu that
the Muhyiddīn Māla was composed, and the devotional tone echoes in the Muhyiddīn and
in subsequent mālas.
The majority of Māppiḷa songs written in praise of Sufi saints within the Māppiḷa
Pāṭṭŭ corpus are called mālas. There are significant numbers of songs, especially mālas
about Sufi figures, that pre-date the Muhyiddīn Māla but that do not include in the text a
date of composition or an author’s name.197 This early lack of concern with biographical
detail, where the interest is on praising the saint and not on the identity of the author, is
interesting because after the composition of the Muhyiddīn Māla some sort of
biographical information—sometimes date, sometimes author, and sometimes both—is
generally included in the songs. The mālas are generally both hagiographical and
laudatory; they give brief details of a saint’s life as well as describe miracles surrounding
the saints or that the saints performed (karāmāt). These miracles are sometimes related to
the uses for each song, for example, protection from fire or snakes, ease of childbirth, or
help with crops. Examples of these include the Fatima Bīvi Māla, the Safala Māla, the
Ajmir Māla, the Siddīq Māla (in praise of the first Caliph Abubakar Siddīq), and the
Maḥamud Māla in praise of the Prophet, as well as the songs discussed below, the
Muhyiddīn Māla, the Rifa’ī Māla, and the Nafīsat Māla.
Other mālas have as their subject other Islamic figures, often focusing on figures of
martyrdom. The old woman in Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar’s Kiḷatti Māla (“Song of the Old
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Woman”) is revealed to be the angel Gabriel who has come to explain why Husayn must
die in the battle of Karbala. The Kottupaḷḷi Māla is a song that describes a young man
named Kuññi Maṟakkar who leaves his own wedding in order to rescue a Muslim girl
from Portuguese abductors. He dies in the attempt, is cut into seven pieces, and his body
is cast into the sea. The song then goes on to describe the miracles that took place at the
sites where his limbs washed ashore.198 A nērcca, or festival in honor of saints or
martyrs, is still held annually in Calicut at the tomb where the leg of the above hero is
said to rest.199 The Shahīd Māla, partially translated and commented on by F. Fawcett in
the journal Indian Antiquary in 1901, praises the men who died in a battle at the
Malappuṟam Mosque, fighting against the warriors of a local chieftain.200
Mālas are used in a variety of circumstances: during festivals, gatherings, and at
home. Within the home, families read the Quran and other materials, including the
mālas.201 They are often sung at nērccas, which often honor Sufi saints or the memory of
shahīds, martyrs, who died in various battles such as the one mentioned above.202 These
mālas were also part of the traditional education of the community until the twentieth
century; students would memorize and recite the Quran and the mālas. There was a
marriage custom in which the groom’s female relatives would visit the bride before the
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engagement. When asked about her education, she was supposed to reply that she knew
the Quran and the Muhyiddīn Māla. V. Kunhali writes:
There is the custom of the bride being visited by the elder ladies of the groom’s
house before her betrothal. On being questioned of her education the girl was
expected to say that she had learnt the Quran and Muhyiddīn Māla. These ‘Malas’
were sung in all households during nights. Shaykh Muhiyud-din thus became the
personification of all human aspirations of the other world…203
Further, Sufi concepts such as quṭb (Arb., literally “axis,” meaning “Sufi spiritual
leader”) and other technical vocabulary were “put into comprehensible forms in the
popular Malas like Muhiyiddin Mala (1607) and Rifai Mala [sic].”204
Mālas fulfill several functions simultaneously. They teach people about Islam and
especially Sufism, and advertise the powers of various saints, making them familiar to
other religious populations and putting them in competition with other regional saint or
deity cults for patronage. Since it is considered meritorious to write, sing, copy,
memorize, or hear them, their production and use were assured for a long time. Sufism
has a long tradition of using songs in order to disseminate teachings widely. Annemarie
Schimmel writes:
Since for many centuries poetry was practically the only vehicle for influencing the
illiterate masses—who have had and still have an incredibly good memory for
verse—the importance of these poems cannot be overrated. Poetry was the daily
bread for millions of people who formed their whole Weltbild according to the
picture presented to them by the poets, and the poets—even when they functioned
also as news agents in the rural districts—were mostly under the influence of
Sufism in one form or another. The population thus imbibed the virtues of
mysticism: true love of God, intense hope for the helpful hand of the Prophet,
steadfast faith in the mystical leader “who plants the jasmine-plant ‘Allāh’ into the
heart” (Sulṭān Bāhū, d. 1691). 205
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Richard Eaton observes this very process—the spread of Sufism via poetry—in “Sufi
Folk Literature and the Expansion of Indian Islam.” In this article, Eaton examines
seventeenth century Deccani folk poetry written by Bijapur Chishtis.206 Most of this
poetry was adapted to preexisting folk songs that were sung by women while doing
household chores, such as spinning thread, grinding sorghum, or singing a child to sleep.
The poems use familiar and meaningful metaphors, such as female love and leaving
home after marriage, to convey simple elements of Sufi doctrine and devotion, thus
successfully combining high and low Sufi traditions, Islamic religious theology and
popular religion. Further, it illustrates the role that women played in the spread of (Sufi)
Islam in the Deccan.207 Something similar may have been happening with the māla
branch of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ. As mentioned earlier the mālas are often memorized by women,
and their rhythm or tune (iśal) is sometimes that of well-known folk songs. 208 As with
the Deccani songs, a favorite folk song was replaced with a religious poem, keeping the
same tune. And, as with the Deccani songs, there are wedding songs and love songs,
themes that may appeal to women, in addition to the māla songs that describe Sufi saints
and their miracles or historic events in the larger Muslim world.209
Māla songs are generally sung after the sunset maghrib prayer and are often
memorized by women.210 They give many of the same details as mawlīds: they discuss
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the birth, education, initiation, karāmāt, and death of the figure. They will also mention
the people who doubted or actively worked against the figure (e.g., Iblis, or Lucifer). The
name of the author and/or the date of the composition is sometimes included at the
beginning or end. These songs have a semi-formal structure; they generally (but not
always) tend to have one iśal (tune or rhythm) that continues throughout the entire work.
They use first and last letter repetition fairly strictly. They begin with the traditional
invocation to God and Muhammad and his family and end with a section called an iravŭ,
or “begging,” that asks God to have mercy on the composer and his many mistakes made
in the work. Sometimes it also has a prayer (Arb. du’a) of the ṭarīqat, or Sufi branch,
with which the figure is affiliated. The more traditional songs are written in couplets, as
will be seen in the specific examples of the songs below.

The Muhyiddīn Māla
Written in 1607 CE, the Muhyiddīn Māla is the first dateable work of ArabiMalayalam literature. This māla has been very influential within the northern Kerala
Muslim community. Not only is it a popular devotional classic, but later mālas by
different authors have been given the same name, use the same iśal, and have the same
subject matter: praise of the founder of the Qādiriyya Sufi Order, Shaykh Muḥyiddīn
Abdul Qādir Jīlāni.211 The Sufi saint Jīlāni was born in 1077 CE in the area of Jīlān in
Persia (modern-day Iran), received his spiritual training in Baghdad, started proselytizing
in 1131 CE and died in 1165 CE; his family heritage extended paternally to Hassan, the
211
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grandson of the prophet, and maternally to Husain—thus traditionally branching from
both lines back to the prophet himself. Jīlāni was a philosopher, scholar, and an author of
both poetry and prose, such as Futuh al-Ghaib (Revelations of the Unseen).212
The Muhyiddīn Māla was written by Qāḍi Muhammad Abdul Aziz in 1607 CE. He
was a scholar who was born in Chaliyam near Calicut in Kerala and received his
education under Abdul Aziz Makhdum in Ponnāni.213 The Muhyiddīn Māla is his only
composition in Arabi-Malayalam, but he wrote many pieces in Arabic, including the
poem Al Fathul-Mubin, written between 1579 and 1607. The poem describes a battle
between the Hindu ruler of Calicut, called the Zamorin, and the Portuguese over a
Portuguese factory that was built on the Beypur river at Chaliyam. The Zamorin was
supported by the Māppiḷa community, and the poem describes the unity of the Muslim
and Hindu communities against the Portuguese at this time. The poem also illustrates the
support that Qāḍi Muhammad felt towards the Zamorin, to whom the poem is
dedicated.214 The Zamorin is described in glowing terms:
The world famous Zamorin’s
Mental strength be known to the whole world,
Particularly in the foreign countries of Syria and Iraq.
He likes our religion, and loves
Muslims than [sic] all other [subjects].
He helps our religion and
Implements our religious laws.
In Malabar, wherever the Muslims live
They are his subjects.215
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He also praises the Nāyar soldiers who are also fighting against the Portuguese, lists the
atrocities that the Portuguese commit, and criticizes other Muslim rulers who are not
joining the fight against the Portuguese. In the poem, jihād is declared against the
Portuguese captain while supporting the Hindu ruler. Because it was written in Arabic,
this poem probably is intended for a different audience than his māla, perhaps other
Muslim linguistic communities, who would understand the Arabic but would not
understand Arabi-Malayalam, and might join in the fight with a Hindu ruler against the
Portuguese. Through the poem, Qāḍi Muhammad is promoting the Zamorin as someone
who is engaged in a righteous struggle for Muslims, and thus should be supported by
other Muslim communities.216 Zainuddin Makhdum of northern Malabar did something
similar with his Arabic work Tuḥfat al-Mujāhidīn, which was written in the late sixteenth
century and dedicated to Sultan Ali Adil Shah I in Bijapur. It was Zainuddin’s hope to
encourage other Muslim rulers to aid the Zamorin of Calicut in his fight against the
Portuguese.217 It is similarly approving of the Zamorin and speaks highly of his nature
and policies towards the Muslim community.
The Muhyiddīn Māla, on the other hand, is a completely different kind of
composition, and is based on Islamic Arabic works. Qāḍi Muhammad mentions the
sources on which his poem is based—the Bahjat al-Asrar (Splendor of the Mysteries), a
biography of the Sufi saint Jīlāni, and Jīlāni’s own Futuh al-Ghaib—towards the
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beginning of the work.218 This information, as well as his own biographical details, is
included in the following couplets:
As shown by great scholars
He has the name Qāḍi Muhammad
He was born in Attuṟa of Kōḻikōṭṭŭ219
He who presents all of this string (of song)220
He said that from the bayt and from the Baḥjat Kitāb
And from the Takmila he discovered these things221
He describes the high position of Jīlāni, his knowledge, and his fame:
By the grace of the Possessor of the World, the One
He was born into the family of Muhammad222
He was born into the greatest of all families
He was famous everywhere223
He came from his father as a leader
His fame fills all seven skies
He saw the seven skies simultaneously
He holds a kingly position among the angels
He has the sea of sharī‘a 224 on (his) right
The sea of ḥaqīqa 225 on (his) left
Above the sky and below the earth
His fame spreads like a flag
218

Early in the song Jilāni is mentioned by name: “He is Shaykh Abdul Qādiri Ghailāni.
Kozhikode or Calicut.
220
Malayalam, kōrva. Implies the stringing of the māla pāṭṭŭ
221
“Takmila” refers to a section of Jīlānis’s work. See Taṟamēl and Vaḷḷikkunnŭ, Māppiḷappāṭṭŭ, 28. I am
not sure if the Arabic word bayt (poem) is referring to another, separate work.
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ālam uṭayavan ēkal aruḷāle
āyē Muhammad avarkiḷa āṇōvar. Qāḍi Muhammad, Muhiyaddhīn Māla, 3.
223
ellākkiḷayilum bankiḷa āyōvar
ellādiśayilum kēḷi mikaccōvar. Qāḍi Muhammad, Muhiyaddhīn Māla, 12.
224
Islamic law that deals with daily life.
225
Knowledge that comes from communion with God/mystical knowledge; supreme truth or absolute
reality.
219
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Jīlāni’s position is the highest of all the Sufi saints, and this status is acknowledged
not only by God, but also other figures such as other shaykhs, angels, and even the holy
Qāf mountain:
Due to God’s blessing, my leg
Is on the shoulders of all the shaykhs, he said226
At that time, the Angels said “Truth”
The created ones covered their heads227
Then all the shaykhs on earth
Gave low bows
Qāf mountain228 and the encircling sea229
And the land of Gog230 bowed their heads231
Again, these couplets illustrate Jīlāni’s status, which is significantly higher than any
other Sufi figure can claim, according to the song. And when another shaykh dares to
question the status of Jīlāni it is to his detriment:
A shaykh said “That’s not so”
He took away the title of “Wali”
Jīlāni’s life is surrounded with various stories of his mystical powers and prowess.
Annemarie Schimmel writes that he was “… probably the most popular saint in the
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ellāmaśāyikhanmāruṭe tōḷunmēl
ēkal aruḷāle enṟe kāl ennōvar. Qāḍi Muhammad, Muhiyaddhīn Māla, 5.
227
annēram malakkukaḷ meyyennu connōvar
avare talakkmēl khalkku poticcōvar. Qāḍi Muhammad Muhiyaddhīn Māla, 5.
228
Arabic, qāf. A remote, mystical mountain in the Islamic tradition.
229
Arabic, baḥr muḥīṭ. In Arabic, it is written as al-baḥr al-muḥīt, but the articles have been deleted here,
probably to preserve the iśal.
230
Arabic, ya’jūj. It is written with the Malayalam word for land (nāṭŭ), so is the “land of Gog.” Gog and
Magog, or Ya’jūj and Ma’jūj, are mentioned in both the Quran and the Bible. It is uncertain whether they
are persons, groups, or lands, but it is clear that here it refers to a land. They are generally perceived
negatively, as unbelievers or the lands of unbelievers.
231
kāphmalayinnum bahaṟumuhīttinum
yaujūj nāṭṭinnum talane tātticcōvar. Qāḍi Muhammad, Muhiyaddhīn Māla, 5.
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Islamic world, whose name is surrounded by innumerable legends that scarcely fit the
image of the stern, sober representative of contrition and mystical fear.”232 These legends
probably contributed to the popularity of his stories in Kerala and his māla, as well as his
association in popular folklore with jinn. Schimmel writes: “Indeed, in folk piety Gīlānī
has become the master of the jinn, and many haunted caves and sacred places in the
Maghreb are devoted to his cult.”233 There are Māppiḷa rites that deal with the treatment
of disease through the presence of the jinn, another issue that may augment the popularity
of this particular saint’s legends and stories.234 There are several mentions of jinn in the
song, as well as stories that refer to well-known incidents in Jīlāni’s life.
Many of these tales are alluded to in the work. For example, one couplet refers to the
story of how Jīlāni came to be known as Muhyiddīn. The story goes that Jīlāni aided a
beggar on the road. After caring for him and giving him sustenance, the man revealed
himself as the Islamic religion himself, and gave him the title of Muhyiddīn, or “Muḥyī
ud-dīn, ‘the reviver of religion.’”235
By the order of the One, the Owner, the Root
Muhyiddīn is his name, called by Dīn himself!236
One couplet refers to Jīlāni’s truthfulness: the story goes that before he left home his
mother admonished him to always tell the truth. She also gave him money for his travels,
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Annemarie Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1975), 247.
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Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions, 248.
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M. N. Karassery, Ārum Koḷuttātta Viḷakkŭ (Kōṭṭayam: Sāhitya Pravarttaka Co-Operative Society Ltd.,
2001), 44.
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Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions, 247.
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mūlam uṭayavar ēkal aruḷāle
muhiyiddīn ennupēr dīntān viḷiccōvar. Qāḍi Muhammad, Muhiyaddhīn Māla, 4.
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and sewed 40 gold pieces into his robe under his arms. Yet when he was captured by a
band of thieves, although they did not find the hidden coins when they searched, one
asked him if he had any money. Jīlāni responded, “Yes, under my armpits.” The thief
laughed, thinking it was a joke, and walked away. The same thing happened again, until
finally, the leader came. He, however, took Jīlāni at his word and tore open his robe,
finding the gold. Astounded, the leader asked Jīlāni why he told them about the gold at
all. Jīlāni said: “I promised my mother I would always tell the truth.” Hearing this, the
leader broke into tears and all the thieves repented and changed their ways. The
Muhyiddīn Māla refers to this story with the following couplet:
When his mother told him, “Don’t tell a lie!”
He gave his gold to a thief.237
In addition to his virtues, the song refers to many of Jīlāni’s miracles and special powers,
or karāmāt: in one story the shaykh revives a chicken from its bones; it then runs around
praising Allah, Muhammad, and Jīlāni!238 The couplet summarizes this as follows:
When he told the bone of a chicken, “Cluck!”
It immediately clucked and flew.239
Other couplets speak of mental and physical powers. For example:
When they put before him a wrapped parcel
He knew what it was, before untying a knot
The impaired child, he restored
The unimpaired child, he impaired240
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kaḷvupaṟayallā ennūmma cōnnāre
kaḷḷanukayyilepponnu koṭuttōvar. Qāḍi Muhammad, Muhiyaddhīn Māla, 10.
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Ḥaḍrat ‘Abd Al-Qādir al-Jīlānī, The Secret of Secrets, Shaykh Tosun Bayrak al-Jerrahi al-Havelti,
interpreter (Cambridge: Islamic Texts Society, 1992), xxxvii.
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kōḻiyuṭe muḷḷōṭŭ kūkennŭ connāre
kūśāte kūki paṟappiccŭ viṭṭōre. Qāḍi Muhammad, Muhiyaddhīn Māla, 11.
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He is one who put life into dead bodies
He made a dying elephant well
When walking in the deep darkness of night
As he walked he used his finger as a palm-leaf candle.241
Beyond the physical powers and abilities mentioned above, he was also able to aid his
followers spiritually. The song proclaims that he will be able to save his disciples from
hell, help them on the Day of Judgment, and aid them from afar in times of adversity:
Your children, in the circle of (my) eyesight
They will go to heaven, this Allah gave him
During that day, the day of killing and destruction
I will catch them in my hand
God himself has promised to take care of the disciples of Muhyiddīn, holding them in his
hand and bringing them to heaven. Further, Muhyiddīn promises to never abandon his
followers in their times of need:
During times of adversity, if they take hold of me
I will always take hold of them, he says242
Those who take hold of me should not fear anything
I am their security, he says
Further, the song assures followers or potential followers that his goodness is enough to
help those who follow him, even if they are lacking, and that he is available to them for
any problem or condition that they may have:
240

kuṟavuḷḷa paitale nannākkayum ceytŭ
kuṟavillāpaitale kuṟavākki viṭṭōvar. Qāḍi Muhammad, Muhiyaddhīn Māla, 10.
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Interestingly, Rabia of Basra is also credited with being able to make her fingertips glow at night. See
Annemarie Schimmel, My Soul is a Woman: The Feminine in Islam (New York: Continuum International
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enne piṭiccōvar iṭarunnanērattŭ
eppōḻum avar kaipiṭippēn ñān ennōvar. Qāḍi Muhammad, Muhiyaddhīn Māla, 6.
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All children are like their very own shaykh
All my children are like me, he says
If my children are not good
I am always good, he says
If you ever, in any way, pray to God
Pray to God through me, he says
Those that call me for any problem
I will answer without hesitation, he says
The māla also uses linguistic forms that are subsequently used in later mālas. It has
local, vernacular forms that were common at the time, such as abbreviated prepositions
(instead of “il ninnŭ” it uses “innŭ”), and rhetorical flourishes such as long “ī” sounds
that have no meaning. Influences from at least two other languages are evident in the
poem. First, a variety of Old Tamil vocabulary as well as Sanskrit is used—similar to
other Malayalam works of this time period. The only features that might render this work
difficult to understand by a non-Muslim of this time would be the Islamic vocabulary.
The Arabic vocabulary is generally specific Islamic vocabulary that does not have
adequate counterparts in Malayalam, for example, ḥaqīqa (supreme truth or absolute
reality), shari ‘a (Islamic law and moral code), and ‘arsh (throne of God).
The māla has a structure in which many couplets end with the termination
“avar/ōvar.” This final termination is usually used to make a verbal noun such as “he who
listens”, “he who saw”, and so on. This allows for a consistent structure and rhythmic
pattern that also continually emphasizes the subject of the song. This form is known as
antyākṣaraprāsam (end-letter repetition, discussed in detail in Chapter Two). It also uses
first-letter repetition and utilizes alliteration consistently. Particularly beautiful is the final
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section of the song, the “begging” (iravŭ or iravākunnu), often translated as “prayer”
(prārtthna) that ends every couplet with “ēkallā.” This word is a combination of “eka”
meaning “give” (a verb no longer commonly used in Malayalam) with Allah in the
vocative case. (“Please give, Oh Allah!”) It is unclear if the iravŭ is part of the original
text as it comes after the 155 couplets referred to in the song and may have been added
later.
The main portion of the Muhyiddīn Māla ends with the date of composition and the
metaphor of “stringing” the māla:
In the 782nd year of the Kollam era [1607]
I prepared this māla in 155 lines
Like pearls and rubies strung together
I tied this garland, Oh people!243
As mentioned above, the term māla itself is of somewhat contested origin. The two
theories concerning the etymology of the word māla hinge upon whether the word is
derived from the Arabic word mawlīd or the Dravidian word māla. Wherever it came
from, many authors play with the meanings of the word as “garland,” as Qāḍi
Muḥammad does above. The use of the word as “garland” as a metaphor for couplets that
are strung together like flowers or precious stones is particularly beautiful. Further, in this
terminology whoever “wears” the garland—by which they mean to recite—will receive
merit. We will see that other mālas contain the same metaphor for the creation of the
243

Kunhali Sufism, 27. In order to calculate CE, add 825 years to the Kollam date.
kollam eḻunūṯṯi eṇpatti raṇṭil ñan
kōrttenimmālane nūṯṯanbattañcummal
muttum māṇikyavum onnāyi kōrttapōl
muhiyaddīnmālēnekōrttēn ñān lōkare. Qāḍi Muhammad, Muhiyaddhīn Māla, 12.
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song, delighting in and playing with the resulting imagery. This may be because the
Muhyiddīn Māla is a highly regarded song that was used as a model for subsequent
mālas. Many other mālas adopt its structure as well as its iśal, including modern songs
such as M. N. Karassery’s Bashīr Māla, written in praise of the novelist Vaikom
Muhammad Basheer. The Rifā’ī Māla, discussed below, also appears to adopt many of
the same conventions used in the Muhyiddīn Māla.

The Rifā’ī Māla
Similar to the Muhyiddīn Māla, the Rifā’ī Māla is also a devotional and
hagiographical composition that honors the founder of the Rifā’iyya ṭarīqat, Ahmad
Kabīr al-Rifā’ī. The author of this work is unknown, but the date of composition (1782)
is preserved in the text. The language is very similar to the earlier work, and
unsurprisingly, many of the verses resemble those in the Muhyiddīn Māla, and the claims
made of Rifā’ī are similar to the ones made of Muhyiddīn. Rifā’ī is identified as an
exceptional member of the Prophet Muhammad’s family, the “family of Hāshim:”
By the grace of God, The Only One, The Owner of Love
He was born into the family of Hāshim
From sunrise to sunset he is the most excellent
He shows the Prophet in a beautiful light
Like Muhyiddīn, Rifā’ī is descended from Muhammad and is a credit to him. The song
also tells us that his specialness was marked even by his time in the womb, only six
months:
He was born from a pregnant stomach in 6 months
The virtuous mother asked “Who is it?”
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“Is it a son or a daughter?” she asked at that time
They answered, “An honorable son, Aḥmadul Kabīr.”
God called to him, “O Kabīr!”
People will call (on) him happily
The song also notes that God himself spoke to Rifā’ī, thus reiterating his resemblance to
the Prophet, his exceptionality, and his knowledge. His spiritual knowledge, which also
translates into mystical knowledge of the physical world, are both remarked upon in the
song:
Without my notice, a blade of grass in this world
Cannot (become) green, he says244
The secret of “ḥa” and the secret of “mīm”
I am fated to know, he says245
The mention of ḥa and mīm invokes sura forty-one of the Quran, also known as Sūrat
Fuṣṣilat. It is first of the four chapters that require the prostration of believers, and
powerfully relays God's omnipotence, the Quran's power, and the idea of accountability
on the Day of Resurrection. The two letters are also pivots in the name of Muhammad,
supporting the "mīm" and the "dāl" of the Arabic. In this couplet, all of these
resonances—omnipotence, power, the ability to aid a person during the last days, and a
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pāril oru pulppam en nōkkŭ kūṭāte
paccapāṭilla ennu paṟaññōvar. Riphāī Māla: Malayalam (Tirūraṅṅāṭi: Ke Muhammad Kuṭṭu ānṟŭ
Saṇsŭ, n.d.), 63.
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hāuṭesirṟeyum mīmuṭe sirṟeyum
hukkumāl aṟiyum ñanennŭ paṟaññōvar. Riphāī Māla: Malayalam (Tirūraṅṅāṭi: Ke Muhammad Kuṭṭu
ānṟŭ Saṇsŭ, n.d.), 65.
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foundation for Muhammad himself—are invoked and subtly linked to the figure of
Rifā’ī.246
Further, “ḥa” and “mīm” refer to a combination of letters included in the category
called the muqaṭṭa‘āt, which includes letters that are written before certain suras of the
Quran. Because the meaning is unclear, these letters are seen as divine secrets known
only to God or, as in this case, spiritually evolved figures. This kind of esoteric, mystical
knowledge is a common characteristic of Sufi saints.
A striking difference between the two mālas is the inclusion of many more technical
Arabic/Sufi terms throughout the text of the Rifā’ī Māla when compared with the
Muhyiddīn Māla. For example, one couplet uses the term yakīn three times:
At the knowledge of certitude and at the vision of certitude
And at the real certitude am I, he says247
“Yakīn” means “certainty” or “certitude” and is the pinnacle of the various maqāms
(stations) by which the path of walaya or sainthood is fulfilled. Schimmel notes “The
station of sincere ‘ilm al-yaqīn leads further to ‘ayn al-yaqīn, ‘vision of certitude’ or
‘essence of certainty’—the station of the Gnostics—until it is consummated in haqq alyakīn, the ‘real certitude’ or ‘reality of certainty,’ which is the place of God’s friends.”248
The Muhyiddīn Māla, by contrast, positions Muhyiddīn in the same way, using different
vocabulary. For example:
Jinns and ins and angels
246
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I am the shaykh above all of these, he said
All the walis and quṭbs
They are children in my house, he said
This verse places Muhyiddīn above everything and everyone: jinns, people, angels, walis,
and quṭbs. 249 It does not, however, use the term yakīn. The Rifā’ī Māla uses more
technical Sufi and Islamic terms as well, making the overall feel of the song thematically
more esoteric or sophisticated than the earlier Muhyiddīn Māla.
The abundance of technical terms in the Rifā’ī Māla, compared to the Muhyiddīn
Māla, could be due to a combination of factors. Written 176 years after the Muhyiddīn
Māla, it is possible that Sufism was much more widespread by this time and thus there
were more people who understood the vocabulary. Alternatively, the Rifā’ī was perhaps
written with a much more specific audience in mind than the relatively less technical
Muhyiddīn Māla. Was one of the functions of the later māla to woo followers from the
Qādiriyya to the Rifa’iyya ṭarīqat?
There is no doubt that there was some competition between various Sufi orders at this
time. The Rifā’ī Māla not only contains numerous statements that extol the greatness of
Rifā’ī and his ṭarīqat, but it also flatly states that anyone outside of the order will be
destroyed. The poem proclaims:
All the people who do not follow my path (ṭarīqat)
They will be utterly destroyed250
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Quṭb literally means “axis” or “pole,” but refers to a Sufi leader with a direct connection to God who
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Further, some of the content of the Rifā’ī Māla suggests that the two orders were
competing directly for followers. Consider the following excerpt:
Khoja Muhyiddīn’s children
Entered a ship and went, he said
When the water ran out, the world’s people said
Pray to Kabīr for water, they said
When they all prayed for water
He turned salt water into fresh water.
When Muhyiddīn’s followers needed fresh water while at sea, they prayed to Rifā’ī,
rather than Muhyiddīn, and received it. Further, the song says that his progeny will
survive and be protected, while those of other walis will not:
The descendants of the walis will be cut down
My descendant will not be cut down, he says
Clearly, the song is arguing for the effectiveness and power inherent in Rifā’ī and those
who follow him. Interestingly, it is also positioning the order against other, competing
orders that must have been proselytizing among the same population.
The Rifā’ī Māla was sung as protection from burns and snakebites, which echoes
early practices in the sect.251 It was reported as early as the eleventh century that Rifā’ī
followers “rode on lions,” ate live snakes, and walked on hot coals. Other practices by
followers of Rifā’ī included piercing cheeks with sharpened iron skewers, which is
practiced by some in the Muslim community in Kerala even today.252 Although the Rifā’ī
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has no identifiable author, it clearly follows in a tradition of songs that praise Sufi
figures. Additionally, it uses highly technical language that indicates it may not have
been intended for the general public. But, like the Muhyiddīn Māla, it is used in
devotional contexts, sung in the home, and still currently recorded by Māppiḷa singers.
The Rifā’ī Māla’s poetics are similar to the Muhyiddīn Māla; most couplets end with
“aver,” thus emphasizing the subject of the song while also giving a repetitive structure
and rhythmic pattern. First and last letter repetition are used fairly consistently, and
alliteration and assonance are used whenever possible. Towards the end of the song it
reads:
In 957 kollam era
I stitched this qiṣṣa in 158 verses
As I stitched I mixed pearls and diamonds
I stitched this excellent māla, Oh people!253
This māla follows the Muhyiddīn Māla in style; it differs mainly in that it argues more
forcefully for its order and uses more technical vocabulary. Overall, however, it still
follows in the tradition of devotional māla literature, unlike the song discussed next,
which has several differences.
The Kiḷatti Māla
Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar (1852-1892) is the mahākavi, or great poet, of Māppiḷa literature,
with a body of work that is linguistically novel and sophisticated. He uses various
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regional dialects, onomatopoeia, a number of languages, and other rhetorical devices in
his songs that enhance the musicality of the work. Sūrunāṭŭ Kuññan Piḷḷa, a respected
literary critic, has highlighted Vaidyar’s poetic accomplishments, noting his contributions
to Malayalam literature through his facility with language and mood. He also notes
metric and stylistic similarities between Vaidyar and other early poetic luminaries such as
Kunchan Nambyar and Irayimman Tambi who wrote in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries.254
Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar’s Kiḷatti Māla, or “Song of the Old Woman,” deviates from the
other songs discussed in this section in several respects. First, it does not refer to a Sufi
figure; instead the figure of the old lady is the angel Gabriel. The purpose of Gabriel
coming down to interact with Muhammad and the other companions is to inform them
that Husayn will die as a martyr and to clarify that this is an honor and he is the one who
deserves such an honor. The other companions attempt to take up the “burden” of the old
woman but none of them are strong enough—it is, in the end, the child, Muhammad’s
grandson, who is able to “lift” the burden.
Our honorable prophet commanded his favorite grandson
Husayn to take the bundle, without hesitation, and send (the old woman) forth.255
Understanding the prophet’s wish, shining like the moon,
The young Husayn approached the bundle and took hold of it.256
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The son of the lion of God257 took it with a single hand
And put that old woman’s burden on her head.
That elderly woman took the bundle and walked away
His grandson approached the holy one, the best of messengers.
When he came near, the prophet took hold of him and embraced him.
When he let go, the companions, having seen everything,
Went near the illustrious Mohammed:
“O lotus flower, O merciful one, O Prophet, Ruler of Heaven,
O Courageous one, please tell us what Husayn, that pearl, took.”
Then Mohammad told his companions:
“The old woman who arrived was holy Gabriel
The burden was indeed the greatness of the merciful jihād
That you, companions, are not at this time to catch hold of258
The meaning is: the tied bundle is for Husayn-A great sacrifice. It means (that)
The merciful Husayn will approach, offer up the sacrifice.
For this, the God of all things will indeed bestow the glory of martyrdom.”259
All this our prophet said.
After hearing (this), the faithful260 companions praised him: “O Truthful One
Ever-living, Sustainer261, Pearl, Prophet, Sacred Flower on the Throne.”
His strong companions sat there surrounding him.
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The song also differs in structure from the mālas discussed above. The song is broken
up into six cantos, each using a different iśal. Some sections alternate couplets with
triplets, and although it uses both first and last letter rhymes, it does not use forms such as
“ennōvar,” “kaṇḍovar,” that are found repeated at the end of couplets in the other mālas.
It also uses vālummalkambi or eṭuppŭ fairly consistently but not strictly, at times linking
iśals as well as stanzas (moḻis) together, generally not seen in other mālas. The content is
also different: there are no lists of miracles and no long lineages expounded upon.
Instead, the song has narrative content, and describes one incident in which the child
Husayn is clearly shown to be the one capable of being a martyr by the intercession of the
angel Gabriel.
In the poem, the old lady—the kiḷatti, or sometimes the kuṅkakiḷatti, or very old
woman—is Gabriel.262 Gabriel is a significant figure in the Islamic tradition. He is
mentioned twice in the Quran, in sura 2:97-98 and in sura 66:4. In the former sura he
serves as the agent of divine revelation, while in the latter is presented as a protector of
Muhammad. In this song, he is fulfilling a function similar to the first, by revealing the
preordained nature of Husayn’s death. Husayn, the grandson of the Prophet who died at
the Battle of Karbala, is a significant figure to the Shia community. However, he and the
story of Karbala also have meaning to the larger Muslim community as a whole and have
specifically been employed in reformist contexts, as scholars such as Akbar Hyder have
pointed out.263 Husayn died while fighting against the army of the Ummayad Caliph
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Yazid I, to whom Husayn refused to swear allegiance. This struggle against an unjust
and illegitimate ruler would have had significance to many Māppiḷas during the time of
British rule.
The choice of the word “burden” that it is necessary to help the old lady lift is
interesting, as well. The word used is cumaṭŭ, a Malayalam rather than Arabic word, and
means a burden or load. Vaidyar also uses other shortened forms such as cōṭŭ, perhaps
adopted to preserve the rhythm. The song does not provide much description, and we are
thus encouraged to imagine what this burden or bundle must look like. Is it big?
Unwieldy? It clearly must be something with which an elderly woman would struggle
and perhaps be unable to handle easily on her own. After this burden is revealed to be the
martyrdom of Husayn, then, we are forced to imagine martyrdom as something that is not
simple, pleasant, or easily achieved. After all, the other companions of Muhammad, the
stalwarts and paradigmatic figures of early Islam, are unable to do the very thing that the
young Husayn can. Just as easily, however, the song may be pointing out the specialness
of Husayn and, by extension, the Māppiḷa martyrs who struggled against other unjust and
illegitimate rulers.
The devotional element that most mālas have is not as clearly focused on one object as
the other mālas discussed here are. Although Husayn was a particularly resonant martyr
figure at this tumultuous time, and is the probable focus of devotion, the song also praises
Muhammad highly. And the title of the piece, rather than being something like the Song
of Husayn or Song of the Prophet, is instead the Song of the Old Woman, which posits
Gabriel as a possible focus. Taking into consideration the time period in which the song
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was composed, it is more likely that the focus is on Husayn, as a shahīd, or martyr.
Because the issue of martyrdom became personally relevant to the Māppiḷa community
due to a series of historical events that snowballed into the Māppiḷa Rebellion of 1921 it
is helpful to briefly sketch the background here.
The figure of the martyr began particularly to occupy the imagination of the Māppiḷa
community during the time of the British in Kerala. However, the roots of the conflicts
that produced the martyrs can be traced to the arrival of the Portuguese. The Portuguese,
arriving in India in 1498 with the hopes of finding a Christian kingdom as well as a
trading market to dominate, were distressed at finding not only Muslims, but Muslims
who controlled the very trade from which the Portuguese hoped to grow rich.264 Many
Māppiḷa literary works reflect struggles with the Portuguese, such as the Kottupaḷḷi Māla
(mentioned earlier) that tells the story of a new bridegroom who sacrifices himself to save
prisoners from the Portuguese, and the Arabic works composed by Qāḍi Muhammad and
Zainuddin mentioned above. All of these works paint the Portuguese not only as
interlopers trying to interfere with the Muslim community but also as destroyers of a
functional, multi-religious society.
In the port city of Calicut there were a series of violent confrontations between the
Portuguese and the Hindu ruler of Calicut (known as the Zamorin), supported by the
Muslim population. Initially the Portuguese were unable to sway the Zamorin against the
merchants. When they finally were able to hammer out a treaty with the Zamorin to set
up a trading center, they were blockaded by the Muslim traders, who sent their goods
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elsewhere. When the Zamorin failed to address the problem, the Portuguese attacked and
seized a Muslim ship. In retaliation the Zamorin’s forces attacked the Portuguese trading
center, thus beginning a rivalry characterized by extreme violence. The Portuguese
established treaties with the Zamorin’s rivals, the rulers of Cochin and Cannore in the
south and north, respectively, and began a series of incursions into Calicut. This started a
cycle of conflict and tenuous peace between the Portuguese and the Zamorins, who
vacillated between supporting their Muslim subjects or the foreign invaders intent on
controlling the spice trade.265 The Māppiḷa population quickly became “militarized,” as
Muslims from all over Kerala collected near Calicut, and inland away from the port
cities. Additionally, it was at this time that the Māppiḷa population—severely outclassed
militarily by the Portuguese—began to emphasize even further the struggle against
foreign oppression as jihād and those who died in the struggle as shahīds, or martyrs.266
Members of the Muslim community were not the only participants who viewed this
struggle as having a religious element. The Portuguese were sanctioned to conquer due to
the charter given to them by the Pope, called the padroado.267 They were expected also to
simultaneously proselytize; adding to this was the history of conflict with Islam on the
Iberian Peninsula.268 Therefore, the Portuguese attacks were motivated both financially
and religiously, and this was evinced by various acts of the Portuguese, such as using
stone from mosques to build fortresses, forced conversions, and forbidding conversions
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to Islam. 269 The Māppiḷa community resisted as best they could, but the Māppiḷa
population did not have a history of warfare in Kerala—Hindu Nāyars constituted the
warrior class. Since land away from the coast was already held by Hindu landlords and
their tenants they were forced into occupations that lacked the possibility of real
economic growth: fishing, petty trading, and landless laboring.270 Miller thus sums up the
legacy of the Portuguese conquests for the Māppiḷa community: “economic retrogression,
estrangement from Hindus, bitterness against Christians, and a new militancy.”271
The British entered Kerala in the 1660s, but before they assumed power in the late
eighteenth century, northern Kerala was invaded and ruled by Haider Ali and Tipu
Sultan, whose rule lasted, broadly, from Haider Ali’s invasion in 1766 through Tipu
Sultan’s withdrawal in 1792. The Māppiḷas were heavily favored during this time period,
and were witnesses and participants in violence against non-Muslims (and especially
Nāyars) in Kerala. Although the Māppiḷa community did not monolithically support these
rulers (and at times even revolted), nevertheless the Muslim community in general was
influenced by their rule in several major ways: first, it engendered a feeling of animosity
towards Hindus that was not characteristic previously. Additionally, the use of force for
religious purposes became more acceptable, and the Māppiḷa community became more
adept at using force as many joined the military. Finally, when Haider Ali reworked the
traditional system of land ownership, it opened the doors for some Muslims who were
previously ostracized due to the land being owned hereditarily from times before the
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coming of Muslim traders. This was to heavily influence the later Māppiḷa Rebellion
against the British in 1921.272
The British ruled Malabar from 1792-1947, and the Māppiḷas lost their favored
positions and experienced backlash from the Hindu population. Some of the land that was
acquired by Muslim families under Mysore rule was given back and the land reform that
Haider Ali implemented was modified, so that the land went back to the old owners. A
series of violent outbreaks began that continued to occur on and off throughout the mid
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, culminating in the Māppiḷa Rebellion.
Generally, these incidents were characterized by men deciding to become shahīds and
fighting to the death against Hindu landowners, Hindu temples, or British forces. In order
to do this they would first go through a series of rituals to prepare for becoming a shahīd.
Although the rituals varied, they generally included the aspiring martyr divorcing
his wives, dressing in fresh white cloth, worshipping at a mosque, and participating in a
simple ceremony that would include reciting verses from the Quran or Māppiḷa songs.273
From 1836-53 there were twenty-two outbreaks recorded; there were a total of fifty-one
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in the one hundred years spanning 1821-1921. It was within this time period that this
poem was written, and we can see the concern with the ideal of the shahīd reflected in the
text. 274
This struggle with foreign powers will be discussed again later in this dissertation as
we see these events and concerns discussed directly in other types of Māppiḷa songs,
especially the paṭa pāṭṭŭs, or war songs. But this concern is reflected in the māla
literature, as well. For example, the Malappuṟam Māla, also known as the Shahīd Māla,
praises the individual martyrs of the Malappuṟam battle mentioned above that took place
in the eighteenth century.275

F. Fawcett translated a portion of this song in the late

nineteenth century along with a number of other songs. After mentioning by name and
praising some of the martyrs, the Malappuṟam Māla concludes in this way: “The shahîds
are the most mighty ghosts and bhutas fear them. The wicked Eblis is their enemy. Those
who sing their praise obtain salvation from God. Those who slight them will suffer untold
misery… Nothing is more pleasing to God than sacrificing one’s body and soul in
defence [sic] of God, and none more honored than these shahîds.”276 Thus the shahīds, by
virtue of their martyrdom, have power over ghosts and spirits, and perhaps over even the
Devil himself.
Along with a few other Māppiḷa songs, Fawcett collectively called the songs that he
included in his article “War Songs” and there certainly is some overlap between the
Malappuṟam Māla and war songs. In fact, Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar wrote a song called the
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Malappuṟam War Song that dramatizes and details the conflict. The difference between
the two songs, both on the same topic, is the emphasis on devotion in the māla, and that,
generally (and perhaps with the exception of the Kiḷatti Māla), the figures in the māla
songs have the ability to influence events, problems, and concerns in the lives of the
devotees.277
The Kiḷatti Māla illustrates the concerns of the Māppila community of the time.
Vaidyar adopts a different structure than the earlier mālas while still retaining a focus on
devotion by praising Husayn and the Prophet throughout the text. The content of the song
highlights the growing engagement of the Muslim community with ideas of struggle and
martyrdom. But the song can be interpreted in several different ways. Is the song
encouraging martyrdom by highlighting that Husayn was chosen by God and marked by
Gabriel, and thus suggesting that all martyrs have been chosen in the same way? Or is the
song highlighting the rarity and severe difficulty of being a martyr—as the companions,
models of Islamic piety and behavior, are unable to “lift the burden” themselves? Or is
the song suggesting both things simultaneously? Whatever the author’s intent in writing
the song, he was addressing—obliquely, compared to other compositions also written
about martyrs—a religious idea that gained more and more currency as the Māppiḷa
community struggled, in unfavorable circumstances, to make their concerns and
objections known to those with political power.
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The Nafīsat Māla
The Nafīsat Māla was written by Nālakatthu Kuññi Moydīn (d. 1917), about whom
not much is known. The subject of the song, a woman called Nafīsa, is somewhat more
well-known. Legend has it that Nafīsa Bīvi, also known as Sayyida Nafīsa, was the
several times great-granddaughter of the prophet Muhammad, who married the son of the
sixth imam, Ja’far as-Sadiq.278 As an adult she moved to Cairo with her husband where
she lived for the rest of her life. Upon her death in 824 C.E., a mausoleum was built in
her honor that remains a popular pilgrimage spot. In fact, during the Middle Ages, the
sultans themselves would throw grand celebrations in the Citadel of Cairo during her
birthday.279 Although she did not found a Sufi order, she was still an object of intense
devotion, as this māla illustrates.
Like the other Sufi saints discussed in this chapter, she was also a member of the
Prophet Muhammad’s family through Fatima, and was born near Mecca. She was pious
and correct in her behavior:
Many of the Sustainer’s orders, like the 5 pillars,
She followed correctly, continuously, and daily
It notes other devout behavior:
During the daytime she fasted completely
At night, without sleep, she was always praying
It also establishes her as a properly married woman, with an (almost) equally gifted
husband:
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And her husband, who performed the hajj 20 times, had great virtue
(He) received the greatest status among the lineage of the prophet
When she moved to Egypt with her husband, the people of Egypt recognized her high
status and sanctity:
To all the people of Egypt, the most grace and blessing
God gave through this Bīvi
As with other Sufi figures, her karāmāt is of particular interest in the song. A variety
of miracles are ascribed to her, such as curing the paralysis of a small girl. This is
described in the following section:
To all the people of Egypt, the highest grace and blessing
God gave through this Bīvi
In that way: the body of a Jewish daughter
Was completely limp; her strength was gone
Her relatives sprinkled the resident Bīvi’s bathing water on her
When it touched her, her illness disappeared
Like that, the great pain left; full health came
She compassionately gave comfort to the whole family
Perfectly with their tongue they said shahāḍa280
They became certain, and with their hearts believed (in) Islam
Not only does merely sprinkling the bathing water of Nafīsa heal the girl, but the proof of
her power causes the entire family to convert to Islam. According to the song, healing is
something that Nafīsa does quite often for her followers. The author of the poem tells us
that he wrote the song after Nafīsa healed his son of a terrible fever that caused swelling
of his mouth. Nafīsa is also credited for healing oxen, after the owner tied coins to their
280
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horns as an offering to her. In Kerala, her māla is sung in order to give women an easy
childbirth, a common usage of mālas in general. In the Nafīsa Māla, however, her ability
to help women in childbirth is explicitly mentioned several times, especially women who
have long, painful, and complicated labors.
Other miracles are described as well, such as how Nafīsa helped a poor widow with
four daughters who lost the thread they spent eight days spinning:
Listen further to the subject of Bīvi’s greatness!
An old mother with children was heavy inside
In sadness she cried and beat her hand on her chest
With confusion and sadness in front of Bīvi
She came, in dire straits, and said, “I have four
Unmarried daughters, we are orphaned
We spin thread day and night in order to survive
Like that, for eight days we spun thread together
Then I took and tied them and put them on my head
Humming I walked to the nearby market
After entering and quickly selling it, with the price that I would get
I could divide into two shares exactly
Half was for food and with the other half
I decided to buy cotton
When I was walking a bird snatched the bundle of thread
From my head and left, O my pearl!”
The story continues that there was a group of people on a boat that suddenly got a leak
and began to fill with water. They cried out to Bīvi for help and, at that moment, a bird
flew overhead with the bunch of thread. The people used the thread to plug the hole and it
saved them and the boat. When they returned, they went straight to Nafīsa and gave her
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five hundred pieces of silver, which she passed on to the poor widow. Thus, Nafīsa is
also blessed with the power to save people from dire circumstances, which she uses to
directly work in the lives of her followers.
She is also credited with substantial scholarship and keen intelligence. Even Iman
Shāfi, the founder of one of the four orthodox schools of Islamic law, is said to have
spent time with her in prayer and study.281 This is also recorded in the song, along with
many of her other miraculous works.
The poem does not include the date of composition, but towards the end of the poem
are two couplets that echo the earlier mālas:
Know that this māla will attract the highest virtues
Because of (her) greatness, sing (her) praises with respect282
If I, Nālakatthu Kuññi Moydīn, have faults
And afflictions, please pardon, and give me into her custody, O Allah
Nālakatthu Kuññi Moydīn passed away in 1917, so it is somewhat later than the other
mālas. 283 But it follows in the same style, especially of the Muhyiddīn Māla: it uses
“enōvar,” “connōvar,” and similar end rhymes. It also uses poetic features common in
most mālas, such as first and last letter rhyming patterns and alliteration. It is composed
in a single iśal throughout, although it is split into three sections comprising the main
portion (one hundred and twenty-four couplets) and two iravŭs (twenty-eight couplets
each).
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Yet the Nafīsat Māla diverges in some aspects from the other mālas, mainly because
there is no ṭarīqat associated with Nafīsa. Because of this, there is less comparison to
other saintly figures than the other mālas; she is praised extensively and her miracles and
the things she can do for petitioners are mentioned, but there is less discussion of her
being better than every other Sufi figure. The followers of other orders are not threatened,
and she is not placed above all other figures, although her authority and power is
emphasized: she too is called a quṭb, a title reserved for the highest Sufi figure in an age,
who has a direct connection to God:
To aid in discernment (she) received the position of quṭb
She grew in insight and glory, and the presence of God increased
Nevertheless, the Nafīsat Māla, with its emphasis on devotion towards and the effective
power of the saint, is a good example of the māla genre in general.

Part III: Sufi Saints, Power, and Miracles
Sufi saints have been an important part of the Muslim imagination in Kerala. They
performed functions similar to that of Hindu saints; in fact Māppiḷas called both Muslim
and non-Muslim saints auliyā‘ (plural of Arabic wali). The saints were believed to
command jinns, and with their help would perform miracles. The jinn would also fight on
behalf of the saint.284 The mālas were extensions of the saints’ power: they were believed
to have protective functions. Reciting mālas would bring happiness to the entire
household; and even those who were illiterate would keep copies in their homes for
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protection or auspicious effect. 285 Some saints were adopted as patrons. For example,
Hydross Kuṭṭi Mūpan of Chowghat is the patron saint of both Muslim and non-Muslim
fisherman.286 The divine power of the Mampuram Taṅṅaḷ once saved a lost ship, and
poor farmers would invoke him against pests.287
All the saints were called upon for a smooth delivery. The Cherusīti Taṅṅaḷ Māla was
sung for 41 days in order to allow a barren woman to conceive, and his blessings invoked
in the fishing community of Badagara, where his grave is located, for a good catch.288
Lost things could be recovered by invoking or making vows to the saints; the Mampuram
Māla tells the story of a man who received a key from the Mampuram Taṅṅaḷ when he
complained about losing his ox. When the man took shelter from a sudden storm on his
way back home on a deserted veranda he found that the key fit the lock, and that the ox
was inside.289 The Koṇṭoṭṭi Taṅṅaḷs today remove objects stuck in throats with a plantain
that has been chanted over; if the patient is unable to eat it then two friends will be asked
to eat it while squatting back-to-back. 290 Vows are taken in the saints’ names; if
unfulfilled, they will be punished by the saints, and “by the foot of the Mampuram
Taṅṅaḷ” often seals an oath or protestation of honesty.291 I was also told that if a person
was sick for a long time, no matter the religious affiliation, a taṅṅaḷ would be called to
disperse the disease and the bad luck that caused it. In Mudpacks and Prozac, Murphy
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Halliburton describes some of the healing therapies used at the mosque complex
Bīmapaḷḷi in Trivandrum, where a Muslim holy woman popularly known as Umma
(mother) and her son are interred. People of all traditions come for treatment, including
praying, eating jasmine flowers, and drinking the water (said to have healing properties)
that comes from an underground spring on the property.292 Although there are no mālas
composed about her (as far as I am aware), she still exhibits the healing abilities that most
Muslims saints possess.
Devotional acts for the saints include practices such as celebrations of mawlīds, ṟāttīb
performances, and nērccas. They may be recited on a certain day following a death,
during a circumcision ceremony, after the fulfillment of a vow, or on the day of the
saint’s death. On some saints’ death days nērccas are held, celebrations that include
various observances, singing and dancing, and processions known as varavŭs.293Ṟāttīb is
generally performed by followers of Rifā‘ī, and involve ecstatic drumming, dancing, and
occasionally wounding themselves with weapons or needles. There are Māppiḷa songs
composed specifically for the practice of ṟāttīb.
There are song literatures from other religious communities in Kerala that also feature
significant religious figures. For example, there are Christian folk songs that are written
about important Christian figures such as Adam, Joseph, and Moses, as well as some
written about saints and important church figures, including bishops.294 There are also
Jewish folk songs. But none of these are called mālas, and to my knowledge, none of
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them are particularly similar to the Māppiḷa mālas, and so the Māppiḷa māla tradition
appears to be somewhat unique, at least among the Kerala Abrahamic traditions. The
Māppiḷa mālas have significant overlap with the Hindu māla tradition, as discussed
earlier.
In recent times enthusiasm for the mālas has waned somewhat, and some consider the
mālas as anachronistic and superstitious at best and un-Islamic at worst. I was told on
several separate occasions, in casual conversation, that Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭs (and especially the
māla songs) were not “real” or “true” Islam. Similarly, Filippo and Caroline Osella relate
that during one of their research trips they found that nērccas, ṟāttībs, and various
offerings to saints were seen as traditional Sunni practices that tended to be juxtaposed
against modern, reformist tendencies.295 “Sunni,” in the Kerala context refers to those
who follow local, traditional Islamic practices, often contrasted with the progressive
Mujāhids, now associated with the organization called the Kerala Nadvattul Mujāhidīn.296
Concerning this dynamic, the Osellas note that “…Kerala reformism follows another of
the commonly recognized patterns: an urban, educated middle class waving the stick of
reformism at rural, lower-class Muslims who stand accused of straying from the path of
‘true Islam.’”297 They include a quote from a KNM member that is worth including in
full:
Islam has been polluted by false knowledge. People are kept in ignorance and
superstition so that priests [Sunni clergy] can fill their bellies and keep control,
justifying their existence. You can read in Logan’s book [Malabar Manual] about
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the pitiful condition of Muslims in 19th century Kerala. People were not allowed
even to learn Malayalam script—it was considered haram. Ignorance leads to
superstition and other un-Islamic practices. When in crisis, people call the name of
Sheikh Moihudeen. You may have heard of the Moihudeen mala in his honour.
Women especially read the mala, and they believe they will get merit from doing
so. He might have been a great man, but this is shirk. People praying to saints,
prostrating in front of their jarams [tombs] is forbidden. The Prophet himself did
not want to have a grave! People go to shrines asking saints for help or miracles,
but only God can help.
Traditionalism has thus become somewhat synonymous with “ignorance, superstition,
and uncouthness.”298 Clearly, the preoccupation with saints and their miracles is falling
out of fashion, perhaps influenced partially by the migrant labor force (especially Muslim
workers) that travels to the Gulf and brings back not just money, but also ideas of what it
means to be a Muslim, or what “real” Islam looks like. However, Filippo and Caroline
Osella caution us against putting too much emphasis on Gulf influence on Islamic reform
in Kerala, instead insisting that it be situated within the larger history of Kerala reform
movements that stretch back to the middle of the nineteenth century.299 They also note
that although there may be some continuities between the Mujāhids and Gulf reform
movements, the Mujāhids are well aware of the differences between themselves and
some practices of Wahhabi reformism, such as the use of Arabic in sermons (the
Mujāhids prefer the vernacular) and women’s access to mosques (which the Mujāhids
allow but both Wahhabis and Kerala Sunnis generally do not).300 On the other hand, the
mixed collections of mawlīds and mālas that I mention above are still readily available,
and I have seen people purchase them on several occasions. Further, many people can
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sing at least the first few lines of the Muyhiddīn Māla, even if memorizing it is no longer
a prerequisite for marriage. It is no longer sung when a woman is in labor, however, and
this is seen (by some, at least) as a “backward” practice. The issue of doctrinal
differences among the Māppiḷa community will be reexamined more closely in the next
chapter.

Conclusion
The māla songs within the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ corpus inhabit a space that is both Muslim
and Dravidian, both local and transnational. They incorporate Malayalam and Arabic,
write about Islamic figures, and invoke a devotionalism that extends throughout both
Hindu and Islamic literature. Narayanan has a similar observation concerning the Tamil
Cīṟappurāṇam: “The conventions and vocabulary of the text thus rooted devotion to the
Prophet in a Tamil conceptual world—a world shaped by both Hindus and Muslims. It
was generic conventions that helped to construct a framework for identity that was
simultaneously Muslim and Tamil.”301 In a similar way, the māla songs are not only
devotional literature, but are also one dialogue among many that contribute to the social
matrix of Māppiḷa culture and identity. Further, the shifts in attitudes towards these songs
that have occurred are indicative of larger changes within Kerala society as the
community reorients itself in relation to not just other religious communities, but other
Muslim communities as well. Muslim-ness in Kerala, as elsewhere, always has been and
continues to be in flux. The next chapter will look at the more overtly political songs of
301
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the Māppiḷa corpus, where the authors generally engage with issues that pit the
community against outside forces, although later songs also refer to the splitting of the
community itself into competing factions.
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Chapter 4: The Devotee and the Land: The Political Songs
In order to increase their wealth, British authorities interfered
Provoked Hindus and Muslims, spread enmity through the land 302

Encounters with colonial powers and the changes they instigated were influential
occurrences in the history of the Māppiḷa community. The arrival of the Portuguese
pushed many of the community inland and forced them out of trade and into agriculture
roles, usually as tenants on land to which Hindu families held traditional birthrights. The
invasion of Mysorean powers into northern Kerala in the late seventeen hundreds briefly
gave the Māppiḷas more status and land, as Hindu families left for southern Kerala.303
This interlude did not last long, and when the British took over in northern Kerala they
not only gave Hindu families their land back, but also (misinterpreting land rights in
Kerala) gave the janmis, those with hereditary rights to a certain amount of produce from
the land, power over their tenants that they had not held before. Specifically, they were
seen to be landowners in the European sense, with complete jurisdiction over their
holdings. With these new laws, the tenants lost what rights they had, and some landlords
began to charge higher rents and evict tenants. With no relief from the government
forthcoming, Māppiḷas began to take matters into their own hands, with revolts and
uprisings against landowners, and eventually, the government. Simultaneously, certain
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influential religious figures began to subtly encourage the anti-government struggle that
further inflamed portions of the Māppiḷa community. However, others urged a more
temperate, non-violent approach, especially in the context of nationalism. These, and
other issues related to the socio-political currents, are reflected in the songs discussed in
this chapter.
Like the excerpt above from the Cērūr Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ suggests, the songs in this chapter
refer to issues such as colonialism, nationalism, freedom, religious reform, and
modernity. They are from a variety of subtypes, and although they address diverse topics,
they are related through their engagement with political issues such as those mentioned
above. While the kattŭ pāṭṭŭs and other romantic songs discussed in Chapter Six have a
rough correspondence with the Tamil akam, or interior, poetic genre, the following works
can be viewed as similar to the puṟam, or exterior, genre. These works gaze outward from
the community to larger relationships that came to the forefront of Māppiḷa consciousness
as clashes and interactions with "others," epitomized by colonialism, made defining the
Māppiḷas as community a necessity. Thus these songs, dealing with issues of struggle,
technology, and internal and external community debate, are underpinned with the search
for Kerala Muslim community identity, and trace historical and ideological shifts within
the community.
Two of the songs this chapter examines are war songs (paṭa pāṭṭŭ). Ancient wars and
local struggles are common subjects in many literary genres across languages. In India
(and elsewhere) the Ramāyāṇa and Mahābhārata are told and retold in different ways
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and mediums, including the Māppiḷa Ramāyāṇa mentioned earlier.304 Similarly, there are
Malayalam and Arabic-Tamil works that deal with such events as the Battle of Badr, a
famous battle of early Islamic history, which was a struggle between the forces of
Muhammad and the Meccan forces that is the subject of heroic works in many lands and
languages. Local battles are also recorded in various works, telling the stories of regional
struggles that are thus recorded for posterity. Two such songs are addressed in this
chapter: the Malappuṟam Pāṭṭŭ (The Malppuṟam War Song) and the Cērūr Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ
(The Cērūr War Song).
Although the war songs are part of a multi-linguistic literary stratum that extends
across linguistic and physical boundaries, the other songs discussed in this chapter have
less overlap with genres outside of their particular historical and linguistic milieu. The
Tīvaṇṭi Cintŭ (The Train Ditty) is one of only a few cintŭs in the Māppiḷa corpus,
although it is an established genre in Tamil. The last two songs, one written in memory of
the political leader Muhammad Abduṟahimān, and the other a criticism of and a warning
to the Māppiḷa community, are unique in their structure, not corresponding to a common
type of song within or without the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ canon, although still having resonances
with other texts.
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Part I: Literary Background
Northern and Southern Ballads of Kerala
One group of songs that is also concerned with warfare and heroism are the Northern
and Southern Ballads of Kerala. Mentioned earlier in the second chapter, these are works
that highlight and emphasize the bravery and valor of the families with whom they are
associated. Particularly in the Northern Ballads, the family members' battle prowess is
heavily emphasized; both lineages were traditionally warriors: the Īḻava Puttūram family
and the Nāyar Taccōḷi.305 In addition to battles, the songs also deal with more mundane
topics such as marriages and other domestic issues. For example Otēnan, the hero of the
Taccōḷi family, is a troublemaker and gets in and out of entertaining dilemmas
regularly.306
Closely corresponding to the Māppiḷa war songs is a group of works in Malayalam
that describes military exercises and incidents. Literary historian Krishna Chaitanya
classifies this group as hybrid literature, caught between the folk tradition on the one side
and the classical on the other. They differ from the strictly folk works due to the
ornateness of the language and their similarities to the works of Eḻuttacchan, the “father
of Malayalam” mentioned in Chapters Two and Three.307 One such work, written in the
late sixteenth or early seventeenth century, describes a large-scale military training
exercise that traditionally took place after Onam, the harvest festival at the beginning of
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the Kerala lunar year. Written by a poet named Nīlakaṇṭhan, about whom we know
nothing else, the work describes an exercise sponsored by the rulers of Venad, Quilon,
and Kayamkulam.308 In addition to the scenes of battle, blood, and death, the poet also
describes the surrounding trade and festivities.309 Another work, titled simply "Song of
War" (paṭa pāṭṭŭ), was written by an anonymous poet around 1674 and details the story
of the Cochin ruling family in the years 1645 to 1670. The work describes various clashes
between the Zamorin of Calicut with the Cochin royal family as well as battles with the
Portuguese. It narrates the journey of a Cochin prince to Colombo to request aid from the
Dutch, and describes the subsequent building of the Dutch fort, which he compares to the
great mountain Sumeru.310 The song was written in a classical style, and the author places
the Dutch and the Portuguese in a continuum with other historical battles by comparing
them via simile and metaphor with the Pandavas and the Kauravas.311
A Nampūtiri Brahmin named Katancēri wrote an epic called the Māmāṅkoddhāraṇam
at the end of the seventeenth century. The work describes the Māmāṅkam festival, and
was written in praise of the Zamorin, who hosted the festival at that time and of whose
court the Brahmin was a part. It was also an attempt to write an entire history of Kerala,
beginning when Paraśurarāma threw his axe in the sea to create Kerala.312 As a courtly
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epic, the work elaborates on the greatness of the Kozhikode raja, and his many victories
in battle.

Arabic-Tamil War Songs and Poems of Remembrance
Tamil Muslim scholars produced a significant number of literary works that take
specific battles as the subjects. Known as paṭaippōr in Tamil, they are narratives of
events in the life of Muhammad and his companions, later caliphs, or other significant
regional stories. The earliest example is the Cakkuṉ Pataippōr composed by Variccai
Mukiyittīṉ Pulavar in 1686.313 A further example is the ballad about the general Yūsuf
Khan (Khan Ṣāḥib) of Madurai and his forty-five struggles and eventual martyrdom at
the hands of the British, which was published in 1902.314 Other ballads are translations of
famous Persian and Arabic literature, such as Kunju Mūsā’s Ballad of Sayidah
(composed in 1798), which describes the wars of Sayidah, the wife of ‘Abdur Raḥmān
who was the son of Abū Bakr Siddīq. Kunju Mūsā also composed a war ballad about
Muhammad and Ali called the Ballad of Ra’sul Ghawl.315 In this ballad, a Muslim
woman named Salhā helps the Muslim army led by Ali to victory in its war against
Ra’sul Ghawl.316 Other ballads include the Battle of Thāqib and the Husayn Paṭaippōr by
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Kālai Hasan ‘Ali Pulavar (who composed five interlinked war ballads). There are also
descriptions of famous battles in the mālai genre, such as the Badr Mālai.317
Elegies, or other poems of remembrance in Arabic-Tamil, do not appear to be
numerous.318 Tayka Shu`ayb `Ālim notes a 330-line elegy composed by Imāmul `Arūs
(1816-1898) that discusses the life of and his love for his parents.319 However, mawlīd
literature, or panegyric literature, on the Prophet or other holy figures is fairly common.
Imāmul 'Arūs, a well-known Arabic Tamil scholar, wrote many panegyric works.320

Arabic War Songs and Poems of Remembrance
The theme of wars and confrontation manifests itself in many genres of Arabic
literature. The ayyām al-‘arab (Days of the Arab) genre is comprised of pre-Islamic
literature, often a mixture of poetry and prose, that describes bravery in battle tribal
honor, with an emphasis on the chivalric character of the heroes.321 In the sīra genre,
historic and mythic epics were described, including battles.322 Stories known as "popular
sīrahs" (al-sīrah al-sha‘biyyah) often included stories about battles. Distinguished from
biographies about the Prophet Muhammad by the "popular" qualification, al-sīrah alsha‘biyyahs included many other types of narratives, such as animal fables and proverbs,
317
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stories about legendary figures, stories of migration, stories of conquest and jihād, and
tall tales.323 These works, as part of the popular tradition, would often be culturally
specific, espousing local cultural values and discussing regional histories.324 There is
great diversity among these works; the famous Thousand and One Nights is considered
part of this corpus.325 Stories about the adventures of Muhammad and his companions are
included in the genre known as maghāzi (Raiding Stories), and futuh (Conquest
Narratives) tell the stories of the first wars of expansion under the early caliphs.326
The meter rajaz is also associated with poetry related to war or war-like themes.
The simplest of Arabic meters, it is made up of short lines that are not divided into
hemistitches. Generally, it was used to compose "short, improvised utterances...at the
beginning of battle," although in the early years of Islam it was used for longer, narrative
poems and didactic verse.327 Syed Akbar Hyder notes that by the nineteenth century the
form of the Urdu marsiya was expanded substantially into many subsections, one of
which was a section of rajaz or "vigorous battle poetry." The hero used this form to
defend "his valor, ancestry, and (most of all) his reasons for the confrontation." The term
rajaz often referred to "rallying calls to battle," as the form and content became conflated
over time.328
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Prior to the advent of Islam, Arabic eulogies, known as madīḥ, were used by tribal
poets to instill a sense of pride in their tribe by elaborating on the virtues of their leaders
as a kind of panegyric.329 Later, madīḥ were included in collections of poems by a single
author known as dīwāns and not singled out as separate works.330 It also was used to refer
to the panegyric portion of the qaṣīda. In Arabic poetry, the madīḥ tended to present an
idealized version of kingship or virtue rather than actual praise of a person, and had a
complementary relationship with other genres such as elegy. 331 In fact, medieval Arab
literary theorists closely associated the madīḥ with the marthiya.332
Elegy, or rithā', is the "Arabic poetry of lamentation" and is more commonly known
as marāthī (plural) or marthiya (singular).333 Early poems were written by women to
mark the death of their loved ones, but this came to a halt shortly after the advent of
Islam. Male poets next adopted the tradition; they expanded their subject matter to
include figures that were not related to them, and thus the genre transitioned into a
prestigious art form. There are several famous marāthī from the Ummayad and Abbasid
eras written on political figures; these served as a "poetical obituary" and the genre, in
this way, became a "tool of political and religious rhetoric."334
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Tamil and Arabic-Tamil Cintŭs
Cintŭs are found in Tamil literature and in Muslim Tamil literature. According to
Zvelebil, “Cintu is a song form, the structure of which consists of the refrain (pallavi), a
counter-refrain (aṉupallavi) and variations (caraṇaṅkaḷ).”335 Zvelebil considers this late
medieval/early modern development to be a literary liberation from rigid and complex
poetic forms that were in vogue among poets until this period of Tamil literature. Cintŭ,
along with kīrttaṉai, paḷḷupāṭṭu, and paṭaippōr (Islamic war-ballads) were works born out
of the combination of classical Tamil poetry with music, song, and dramas; like Māppiḷa
pāṭṭŭs, they are as much performance texts as literary.336 In Tamil Muslim literature,
some cintŭs are the works of mystics, others are written in praise of various figures such
as the Prophet Muhammad and other figures and saints. An important work called the
Pūvadi Cintŭ was written by Kālai Asan Ali Pulavar in praise of the Prophet Muhammad,
the saint Muhyiddīn, and Mirān Sāhib, and is said to be a Muslim version of the Hindu
Kavadi Cintŭ. Interestingly, the Pūvadi Cintŭ uses tunes from the Kavadi Cintŭ; the first
lines of several of the Kavadi’s cantos are quoted in the Pūvadi in order to indicate the
tune of the section, similar to how iśals are sometimes indicated.337

Part II: Paṭa Pāṭṭŭs, Songs of Remembrance, and Cintŭs
Of the songs discussed in this section, many of them are of rare types; for example
there are not many elegies or praise songs outside of those written for important Islamic
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figures (such as Muhyiddīn and other saintly figures) that are generally contained in other
subsections such as māla pāṭṭŭs or kissa pāṭṭŭs. For example, songs that are in praise of
Sufi saints are generally māla songs. A more recent work is M. N. Karassery's Baśīr
Māla, written in praise of the well-known Kerala Muslim author Basheer. Thus, Haidar's
elegy to Muhammad Abduṟahimān is in a different form, as Haidar himself was seen as a
new kind of Māppiḷa poet. Similarly, the Tivandi Cintŭ and the Kaliyugam are not
modeled after any other type of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ.
On the other hand, paṭa pāṭṭŭs (war songs) are very numerous.338 Vaḷḷikkunnŭ and
Taṟamēl break the war song genre into four parts. The first comprises Islamic folk stories
that have no connection to Islamic or regional histories. Examples include songs such as
the Sakhūm Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ, the Salikhattŭ, the Salāsīl, and the Jin Paṭa. The second part
comprises incidents from Islamic history, and includes songs such as the Badar Paṭa,
Uhad Paṭa, Futuhuśyām, Makkamfataf, Vantak Paṭa, Baibar Paṭa, and the Karbala Paṭa.
The third section contains songs that retell regional Kerala histories such as the Cērūr
Paṭa, Maṇṇārkkāṭŭ Paṭa, and the Malappuṟam Paṭa. The final section is made up of
completely fictitious, imaginary stories that are unique to the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ tradition,
such as the Eli Paṭa, a song that describes a war between cats and mice that is discussed
in the following chapter.339
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The Malappuṟam Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ
Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar (1852-1892), as discussed in the previous chapter, is the bestknown and most celebrated Māppiḷa poet. He wrote many different kinds of songs,
including numerous war songs, often about early Islamic battles. His Badar War song, for
example, is considered his masterpiece.340 He also wrote songs about other important
early Islamic battles, such as the battle of Uhud, the second battle between the Medinans
and Meccans. His Malappuṟam War song describes a local historical struggle between
the Hindu chieftain of Malappuṟam (the Para Nambi) and the resident Muslim peasantry.
This battle resulted in the deaths of forty-four Muslims in 1724.341
The struggle began with a dispute between the Para Nambi and a Māppiḷa soldier in
his service named 'Ali Marakkar. 342 Due to this dispute, the Pari Nambi had 'Ali
Marakkar killed and evicted all the Muslim tenants in the area from their lands, which
was the impetus for the Māppiḷas to make a stand against the chieftain at the nearby
Malappuram mosque, where the forty-four Muslims (and one Hindu goldsmith) died.343
The Muslims killed were subsequently considered shahīds, and a nērcca was established
to commemorate their death.344 Additionally, the song describes the remorse felt by the
chief after the struggle, the subsequent resettlement of the Muslim peasantry that had fled
340
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from the conflict, and the chief’s sponsorship of the lavish rebuilding of a mosque that
had been destroyed.345 The song was completed in February 1882.346
The Malappuṟam Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ is fairly long, made up of 71 cantos, with iśals that
change from canto to canto. He uses the technique of vālummalkambi or eṭuppŭ to link
the iśals together; the last word in an iśal almost always begins (or is at least present) the
first line of the following iśal. It is particularly fascinating and difficult to translate, due
to its blend of different grammatical forms, regional dialects, words created by the author,
and strings of sound meant to mimic, onomatopoetically, sounds in the scene
described.347 In many of his works, Vaidyar chose among linguistic registers, vocabulary,
and variations in spelling in order to create melodious sounds. His language is complex
for the sake of music and sound, and his goal is to portray setting and emotion through
this linguistic musicality. Consider the following line from the Malappuṟam Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ:
bilattāl kudukulattāl kalakalakkam kulukulukkam348
“With strength and eagerness—clash, clash! Clang, clang!”
Here, “kalakalakkam kulukulukkam” is the sound of swords or fighting. It also invokes a
sense of motion and confusion via the words hidden in the phrase: kulukkam is a
trembling or shaking, and its verbal form of kulukkuka means to shake or move. The
word kalakkam means a commotion or confusion. Similarly, in this line:
ēṯṯŭ kēṭṭŭ cile kūṯṯamōṭṭar aṇayŭ tīṯṯi tōṯṯi cilar cākavē349
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“Hearing this, big, strong warriors came and, slash, bash, killed some dead.”
In this line, “tīṯṯi tōṯṯi” is meant to evoke the sounds or emotions portrayed in the
sequence, but it may have some residual semantic meaning. “Tīṯṯi” could be related to the
verb to feed, tīṯṯipōṯṯuka, in the sense that the sword was “fed” the blood of enemies.
Similarly, “tōṯṯi” brings to mind the transitive form of tōlkuka, which means to be
defeated or vanquished. 350 These sound-words, along with the repetition of certain
consonants, create swiftness and rapidity in the language, a sense of urgency in the reader
or listener, and conjure a hurried and heated battle in the mind’s eye. However, this same
practice of choosing words for onomatopoeia and alliteration also obscures meaning and
creates multiple possibilities of translation. His songs are often performed as pāṭipaṟayal,
“singing and telling,” necessary for the audience to understand the meaning of the song.
Some publications of his works, such as a booklet publication of the Badar War song that
I purchased from a small bookstall in Calicut, include prose paragraphs after each section
that summarizes the events of the verses.351
Because of the length of the song, many techniques and iśals are used. In iśal twentyone, which I translated, a battle scene is described. It uses both first and second letter
repetition, although neither are adhered to strictly. The first couplet gives an example of
the two used together:
uṯṯsālisorubaṭṭam kūṭi cumaṭiṭṭŭ cāṭi kaṭuphattilē
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auṯṯam uṯṯe phuli māṭṭibiṭṭŭ kaṭucāṭṭamaṭṭam uśarattilē352
(Saying it) again for the third time he ran (step by step) and jumped quickly
The fierce tiger crouched down and jumped strong and high
The couplet also uses last letter repetition, as well as the repetition of letters or groups of
letters known as ciṯṯeḻuttŭ. For example, in both lines “t” sounds are repeated—“ṯṯ,” “ṭṭ,”
“ṭ,” and “tt.” This is also a form of vṛttyanuprāsam, the repetition of a consonant or group
of consonants, and although it does not use the consonant groups generally assigned to
gauḍīrīti (thought to contribute to a “hard” sound), it does bring to mind battle sounds,
such as the clinking of swords and the guttural exclamations made by the fighters.

Tīvaṇṭi Cindŭ
Vaidyar also composed one of the few cintŭs that I have come across in the Māppiḷa
pāṭṭŭ corpus.353 The Train Ditty has a light, playful, and admiring tone to it. The song
begins with an expression of astonishment:
To the land of Malayalam the wondrous train came
What a wonder to the people!354
To the land of Malayalam the wondrous train came
What a great, mountain-shaking sound!
Then the sound of the train and the consistency of its travels are mentioned:
Daily, without lagging, it moves forward
Spreading like the roar of the waves on the shore355
352
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The song also contains a description of how the train is connected, and where each
carriage sits among the whole:
Carefully the fire engine
Is connected at the very front356
Then the attendant links
Another handsome vehicle
Sprinting without lagging
The handsome vehicle rolls along the rail
At the end there is a shack, and in it an attendant357
Standing guard.
It briefly describes the process of halting at various stations, people buying tickets, and
quickly rushing inside the train.
Halting quickly, it stops and sits
At every station
A ticket purchased there ushers people in
Quickly
Vaidyar uses the metaphor of a beautiful animal that consumes the rail that it travels
along:
Proudly grazing on the rail, launching beauty
Such gleaming358
He describes how people will often stand along the track to watch the train as a form of
entertainment:
356

mundum mumpŭ akiniyil muṟukkum iñcan
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Day and night, the sounds of the roar are constant
Perfect fun
For fun, some climb up and sit359 when it runs
Splendid uproar
Because it’s nighttime, people come at sunset360 and sit across
From the noble train
And then he explains the process by which the train arrives at each station:
When the train comes, shaking, on time
The signalman
Following the rules, knowing the delays via telegram, will ring the bell vigorously
And then361 lift the bar
When he lifts the bar, Sāib362 will drive the train
Carefully, whistling and hooting loudly
The stout drivers and the finish line
Fire flaring, dust flying, shaking to the finish.
There are many poems about trains, railways, and railway travel in various languages
across the globe.363 The Train Ditty, although perhaps not as serious as some of Vaidyar's
other works, nevertheless reflects another facet of the impact that the British occupation
had on the people of Kerala and the people of India. Much of the imagery that he uses in
the poem is widespread. For example, the image of the train as an animal is also seen in
nineteenth-century Rajasthani paintings. 364 The image of people standing at stations
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watching the trains come and go as entertainment is also replicated visually in
drawings.365
This song has many instances of first and second letter repetition, often used together,
although it does not strictly adhere to these patterns. Sometimes second letter repetition is
used as well. The most striking technique used is that of vālummalkambi or eṭuppŭ, in
which the last word of a moḻi (stanza) is used to begin the following. From moḻi one to
two, the word mundām/mundum (forward/front) is used, from two to three,
tāñcan/tāñcikkoṇḍu (attendant/halting), and from three to four, the word tamāśa
(fun/humor) is used to both end the stanza and begin the following stanza. The use of this
technique adds interest to the song by also invoking a train’s journey as it wanders on its
track. The next song, however, has more in common with Vaidar’s Malappuṟam Paṭa
Pāṭṭŭ than the Tīvaṇṭi Cintŭ.

Cērūr Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ
The 1843 Cērūr incident has been the subject of at least three different Māppiḷa
compositions, clearly indicating the importance the incident had to at least a portion of
the Māppiḷa population in the nineteenth/early twentieth century. The incident occurred
in 1843, when a group of seven Māppiḷas fought to the death to avenge what they
perceived to be an insult to the Islamic faith.366 The event that precipitated the Cērūr
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battle was an employer's reaction to a woman's conversion: a lower-caste Īḻava woman
who was a servant of a Tirurangadi Nāyar janmi (landlord) converted to Islam. After her
conversion, she began to do several things that enraged the janmi. First, she began to
wear a bodice that covered her chest, something that was a physical representation of her
conversion since lower-caste women in Kerala were required to go nude above the waist.
Second, she began to stand closer to him than the twelve steps back that was stipulated by
those who observed distance pollution. Finally, she began to use the familiar "you"
address to her employer and to address him by his proper name, rather than use the
honorific "you" traditionally used when addressing Nāyars. The janmi responded by
forcing the woman to remove her bodice.367
On October 19 Kunnanceri Ali Attan (or Ali Hassan, according to another work),
along with five other men, killed the janmi, an adhikari (village official) of Tirurangadi,
Kaprat Krishna Paṇikkar. Another person joined them after the murder, and the seven of
them proceeded to barricade themselves in the house of a Nāyar in Cērūr. There they
admitted to committing the murder and declared their intention to die as martyrs. A
detachment of sixty-four soldiers under Captain Leader was dispatched to the area, and
on the morning of the twenty-fourth they attacked the house. In response, the Māppiḷas
rushed out of the house, panicking the soldiers and causing the sepoys to run away.368
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The seven men did significant damage to the troops: many in the detachment—including
the captain—were wounded, and four were killed. The Māppiḷas were ultimately killed
by the villagers and taluk peons.369 Soldiers brought the corpses to Tirurangadi for
cremation, but locals prevented the cremation and the martyrs were buried instead.370
Vaḷḷikkunnŭ writes that the original incident was a rash action that was then, after the
fact, justified by the first song written about the incident, the Sārasarguṇa Tirutaruḷa
Māla. He further states that the “insult” that was given, for which the adhikari was killed
according to the song, and thus began the conflict, may or may not have been the actual
cause of the attack.371 This is especially true, according to Vaḷḷikkunnŭ, because the two
authors of the song, Muhammad Kuṭṭi and Muhyiddīn, were asked to write the song by
others and did not write the song under their own impetus.372 Vaḷḷikkunnŭ also notes that
the martyrs were men from outside the area who came into Tirurangadi—they were not
natives—and that it was ultimately a fight between locals and outsiders. Although the
army came to aid the locals, initially it was a different kind of struggle than it is usually
characterized.373 Therefore, Vaḷḷikkunnŭ argues, it is not a story of religious intolerance
at all; additionally, Vaḷḷikkunnŭ notes that the dates in the song are incorrect and
surmises that the work serves instead as a kind of summary about incidents that took
Innes, Madras District Gazetteers: Malabar, Vol. 1., reprint, F. B. Evans, ed. (Madras: Government Press,
1951), 78.
369
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place between 1842 and 1844. It is therefore not a historical document and should not be
regarded as one.374
Whether or not the events unfolded as the song(s) describe, the martyrdom of the
seven men became a rallying point—both literally and metaphorically—for the Khilāfat
movement and subsequent Māppiḷa Rebellion. For example, Ali Musaliyar—the chief
musaliar of Tirurangadi mosque and descendant of the scholarly Maqdum family of
Ponnani—led a procession of several hundred Khilāfat volunteers to the tomb of the
Cērūr martyrs, and on June 8, 1921, the anniversary of their deaths, organized a mass
prayer at the tomb.375 Steven Dale notes that by this action Musaliyar, the key figure for
Khilāfat activities in Tirurangadi (and the Calicut area), explicitly linked the Khilāfat
struggle with that of early struggles against the British.376 And approximately fifty years
prior to this, the Cērūr nērcca, which was established by a Māppiḷa from Mahé who
donated the land for a mosque, was presided over by the controversial religious figure
Sayyid Fadl until 1852.377 In 1858, some Māppiḷas were deported for buying land to build
a full mosque and for conducting the nērcca, which had grown substantially and was seen
as a threat by the British.378 In fact, there was a rumor that Sayyid Fadl's father, 'Alavi
Taṅṅaḷ, had fought incognito in the Cērūr incident and eventually died from a wound in
his leg that he received there.379 This was written as fact in the latest of the three songs
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written about the incident, the Cērūr Paṭa Pāṭṭǔ. His direct involvement is doubtful, due
to his advanced age if nothing else—he was around ninety-one in 1843.380 But there is no
doubt that 'Alavi Taṅṅaḷ was an influential figure in the Māppiḷa community, especially
in its struggles against the British.381 The earliest song about the Cērūr incident, the
Sārasarguṇa Tirutaruḷa Māla, was dedicated to him.382 Due to these connections, it is
useful to take a closer look at 'Alavi Taṅṅaḷ’s role in the uprisings in Malabar.
'Alavi Taṅṅaḷ was born in Hadhramaut in 1749 and came to Calicut in approximately
1767 (1181 A. H.). He married his uncle Sayyid Hasan Jifri's daughter and settled in
Mampuram, where he quickly gained the reputation of being a good and pious man. He
was not, however, a fan of the British and wrote an Arabic poem, Assayf ul-Battar (“The
Sharp Sword”), in order to encourage people to struggle against the British.383 He also
wrote an Arabi-Malayalam treatise, Tanbīnhul Galfilīn (“Awakening of the Negligent”),
for the same purpose. In the Tanbīnhul he writes regarding the British:
Who are the actual foes rather than kuffars [unbelievers]? How the alliance is
expected with them? They are dishonoured [sic] our religion, which is dearer to us
than our fathers, progenies, brothers, relatives, the accumulated wealth and the
dwellings. They disregarded us by all means; encroached our land, demolished our
mosques and built churches, raped our sisters, humiliated our brothers, compelled
to convert into their religion. And the signs of Sharia vanished from lands where
they occupied. Shall we adopt them as our protecting allies regardless their wrong
Muttichira in 1841, and in Cērūr, which he notes as occurring in 1844. See K. K. N. Kurup, ed, Ideology
and Struggles: A Study of Malabar Muslims (Calicut, University of Calicut Department of Arabic, 2012),
46.
380
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deeds on Allah, Prophet and his apostles?384
And regarding jihād he wrote:
O believers, please be informed that Jihad is a treasure from God to those peoples
whom he likes most and the glory of Islam. My brothers, perform Jihad for the
sake of God. Behold, it is very profitable transaction with Allah. He equalized it as
selling of your own lives. Are you ready to sell your lives?385
He concludes by stating:
Allah said: Think not of those as dead who are killed in the way of Allah. Nay,
they are alive, with their Lord, and they have provision. They rejoice in what Allah
has bestowed upon them of His bounty and rejoice for the sake of those who have
not yet joined them, but are left behind (not yet martyred) that on them no fear
shall come, nor shall they grieve. They rejoice in a grace and a bounty from Allah
and that Allah will not waste the reward of the believers. Those who answered (the
Call of) Allah and the Messenger after being wounded; for those of them who did
good deeds and feared Allah, there is great reward. May Allah reward us for our
efforts in the cause of the Holy Quran?386
Sayyid 'Alavi's family were members of an offshoot of the Qādiriyya Sufi order
known as the Ba 'Alavi. His uncle, descended from the Alavi family of Tarim and a
descendant of the Prophet Muhammad through Fatima, arrived in Malabar from
Hadhramaut in 1748. But it was Sayyid 'Alavi who was the most beloved of the people
and admired by other Islamic teachers; he was even called the quṭb al-zaman (pivot or
axis of the age) by his peers.387
Sayyid 'Alavi was also respected by other groups; he had a Hindu manager throughout
his life and Hindus still visit his dargah to receive the saint's barakah, or blessing.
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Interestingly, a Hindu peasant festival near Tirurangadi is said to have commenced with
his blessing. The lyrics of a folk song refer to this:
On 15th Edavam
A good festival (Kaliyatiam)
Was fixed on Friday a good day.
By Sayyid 'Alawi Tangal
He launched the festival
And it continues as
Blessed by him.388
It is certain that crowds of people would seek and receive his blessing as a group, thus the
extent with which he gave specific blessings for violent incidents is unsure.389 He died
January 27, 1844, three short months after the Cērūr incident.390 However, the texts
written by 'Alavi and quoted above, recently translated by a research scholar at Calicut
University, as well as the pattern of the uprisings are both strong circumstantial evidence
that the Mampuram Taṅṅaḷs had an influence on the uprisings in Malabar.
Cērūr Muhammad Kuṭṭi and Cērūr Muhyiddīn composed the first work on the Cērūr
battle in 1844 (1261 A. H.). Although the full title of the work is the Sārasar
Guṇatirutaruḷa Māla, it is popularly known as the Cērūr Patạ Pāṭṭŭ, and is most often
referred to by this title in reference materials.391 While the work was being printed,
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British officers confiscated both the pamphlets and the press itself.392 William Logan has
a translation of a section of the original Cērūr Paṭa in his Malabar Manual.393 Another
work based on the same event called the Cērūr Cintŭ was written by Qayyāt of
Paraparangadi and was traditionally recited at urs celebrations and also during the nērcca
conducted for the Cērūr martyrs, but the British who were concerned about possible
uprisings also banned its recitation. 394 Probably partially due to this, it was never
published and copies are relatively rare.395
The selections translated below are from the third work that is based on the Cērūr
battle. The author, K. T. Muhammad, has written many Māppiḷa songs, both in
Malayalam and Arabi-Malayalam, but his two most famous songs are the Cērūr Paṭa
Pāttŭ and the Khilāphattŭ Lahaḷa Pāṭṭŭ (“The Khilāfat Revolution Song”).396 Although
his dates of birth and death are unknown, it is likely that he lived around the 1920s, since
his second song mentioned above is about the Khilāfat struggle, which was first brought
to the attention of the Māppiḷa community at the Kerala Congress Manjeri Conference in
April 1920.397
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The song contains twenty iśals, with the change in iśal generally indicating a change
of scene or subject. This song is very interesting because it explicitly frames the Cērūr
incident as a struggle against the British, who are posited as the ultimate culprit in the
troubles brewing in the area. This is stated very clearly in the first iśal:
To the Compassionate398 who made the 18,000 worlds399
To the Sustainer of the world, praise and peace be upon Him
To those who want the love of God400, to the honorable one of the highest
brilliance401
The pearl Mustafa Muhammad, that Prophet among the friends
Praise and peace be upon them, O Exalted One.
I, who am excellently protected, write this poem
About the history during the time of the Mampuṟam khutub
Because great Islam was falling apart
The news spread like wildfire, the feeling and
The weight of the dishonor overflowed and burned the heart of Muslims
The person who was the reason for that [dishonor] was faced and killed
After the conflict, gradually, the two sides split apart
In order to increase their wealth, British authorities interfered
Provoked Hindus and Muslims, spread enmity through the land
That is also why the British fought at Cērūr
The white soldiers were cut with weapons
There, many gunmen became corpses
And in that fight all seven Muslims became martyrs
The white robbers lost much of their army
Even now, the uniqueness of that news is famous
398
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Forefathers collected the documents and recorded it
I followed those who wrote it down before [me]
He continues to use derogatory language, like "white robbers" (vēḷḷa koḷḷakkār) above, to
describe the British throughout the song, calling them such names as "white monkeys,"
(veḷḷa kuraṅṅal) and "cruel ones" (duśṭar). He identifies the incursion of Westerners
(especially the British) as the root of the disharmony between the Muslim and Hindu
communities, and states this explicitly.
Also, the author directly credits using the earlier song (or songs) as the basis of his
own work, but more heavily implicates the Mampuram Taṅṅaḷ by claiming, in the
nineteenth iśal, that he fought in the struggle and in fact died from a wound acquired
there.
Veḷḷalarām Sayyid Ālavi Hājā
The honorable one, participated
The proof is the bullet in his leg
And due to the strike on his thigh
In that time, he got sick and died
He desired the glory of a martyr
As far as I am aware, this varies from the earlier, original work that did not make such an
explicit claim.402 The earlier work instead says that Alavi Taṅṅaḷ was the force behind the
outbreak (the later work asserts the same), with the Māppiḷas responding to the command
to leave the house they were in by saying: “Wait a bit; as soon as we finish a prayer or
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two we will come. Get ready for us! We have done this by Syed Alwi’s order, and with
his blessing, to remove the slur from our religion.”403
The Cērūr Paṭa, as a longer song, uses many different kinds of poetic flourishes.
Ciṯṯeḻuttŭ is used here and there, as in the repetition of “l” sounds in the second line of the
fifth couplet:
tuḷḷi manam poḷḷi musalmānkaḷil apamāna bhāram
Striking, however, is the first and letter repetition that extends throughout the entire song.
This brings to mind the māla pāṭṭŭs, which use first and last letter repetition fairly
consistently throughout the songs. Using this technique as well, then, in describing the
brave and valorous actions of seven martyrs against a large, well-trained, and cruel force
serves to emphasize holiness of the martyrs and the mystical power that they must have
had. The end of the song emphasizes this as well, again echoing the māla songs by
describing the power of the martyrs. The song states that at the mosque that marks where
the martyrs were buried:
People uproot the trees, creeper, and grass
And eat it.
Miracles404 are clearly405 seen--it is proof
Grace is bestowed without end
The holy power406 of the great, dear martyrs
Does not lie; it is fruitful indeed.
Even today countless glory exists
If it is said there is an end-- there is none
403
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By the heroic martyrs,407 give us success
In (our) home, O Merciful One408
Deflect our obstacles always
And proclaim blessings (upon us), O Merciful One.
This tendency to praise the subject of the māla and ask for Allah to bless the singer (or
hearer) is also characteristic of the māla songs.
K. T. Muhammad's Cērūr Paṭa illustrates the rapidly growing anti-British sentiments
of the early twentieth century that would culminate in the Māppiḷa Rebellion of 1921. It
also illustrates the influence and high position that the Mampuram taṅṅaḷs had in the
minds of the Māppiḷas of the area, however involved they might have actually been in the
uprisings.

Muhammad Abduṟahimān
The next song is a poem in remembrance of Muhammad Abduṟahimān (1898-1945),
written by the inimitable Pulikkōṭṭil Haidar.409 Pulikkōṭṭil Haidar (1879-1975) is well
known for writing more than thirty short Māppiḷa songs. The length of his songs is
reflective of the khaṇḍakāvya, or short poem, a trend that was popularized by poets such
as Kumaran Asan and Vallathol in the early 1900s.410 His songs address a wide variety of
topics such as village life, love, and travel.
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He also wrote about contemporary social and political issues. Muhammad
Abduṟahimān, the subject of this song, was a remarkable, energetic political figure who
worked within various groups for the advancement of the Muslim community. He was a
Congress leader and a Muslim progressive secularist who agitated for independence from
Britain and was heavily involved in Kerala politics until his death.411As a young man,
Muhammad Abduṟahimān was a member of the Muslim Aikya Sangham, a political
organization founded by Vakkam Abdul Qadir Moulavi, one of the most important
Muslim reformers in Kerala. This organization was one of a number founded by Moulavi
that promoted Islamic reform and educational progress among the Māppiḷas. It also
promoted political involvement and activism among the Muslim community.412
As the Khilāfat committee general secretary, Abduṟahimān went to Pukottur just prior
to the Rebellion to argue against jihād, martyrdom, and violence.413 Along with other
Congress and Khilāfat leaders such as M. P. Narayana Menon, K. Kelappan, and E.
Moidu Moulavi, he tried to persuade the rebels away from violence at the beginning of
the Māppiḷa Rebellion.414 Despite these leaders' attempts to dissuade the rebels from
extreme measures, most of them neglected to speak out against British reactions that were
often as severe as the rebels’, and they were accused of ultimately abandoning the
community at its time of greatest need.415 Abduṟahimān was among the few that spoke
out about the abhorrent conditions that the Māppiḷas faced during and after the Māppiḷa
411
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Rebellion. The general condition of the Māppiḷas in the areas touched by the Rebellion—
and the impoverished especially—was dire during this time. In addition to the
consequences of the upheaval on daily life, such as crops neglected, trade interrupted, and
men killed or imprisoned, the British reprisals towards the end of the Rebellion were
often harsh. Soldiers were imported from other parts of India and would treat all
Māppiḷas as enemies, with results such as house-to-house raids and “mistaken”
shootings.416 In addition to indiscriminate killings, houses were burned and Māppiḷas
who were outside the district were forced to return to Malabar. There were also reports
that British forces killed women and children.417 The Māppiḷa community needed voices
to speak out in their favor, and Abduṟahimān was one such voice.
Haidar

supported

Abduṟahimān’s

efforts

within

the

Muslim

community.

Throughout his life, Abduṟahimān and his activities had an immense influence on the
Māppiḷa poet. As a young man Haidar was a supporter of the British, and wrote several
poems satirizing both Gandhi and the Congress party.418 It was due to the influence of
Abduṟahimān that he became and remained a supporter of the Congress party, and it was
only after Abduṟahimān 's death that Haidar moved his support to the Muslim League.419
Haidar’s poems were recited frequently in Muslim League meetings, and his final poem
was an elegy of the Muslim League leader Seethi Sahib, written after he died.420
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Muhammad Abduṟahimān is a short song, thirty-one lines long and composed in a
single iśal. Although Haidar’s Maṟiyakkuṭṭi Kattŭ, discussed in Chapter Six, contains
mostly colloquial language and phrases, Haidar’s language in Muhammad Abduṟahimān
is very proper, heavily Sanskritized Malayalam. For example, the song begins:
svātantrya samatvattināyŭ pōrāṭiya śrīmān
sarvvatra śūranām muhammadabduṟahimān!
kāruṇyamatimān
vēdāntavum grahitta sanmārggaparipāṭi
entonninum munniṭṭiṟaṅṅiṭunna pōrāḷi
sārārtthamānyaril śirassāyuḷḷoru śrīmān
sarvvatra śūranām muhammadabduṟahimān!421
He who fought for equality and freedom
Forever a warrior, Muhammad Abduṟahimān!
He, full of kindness,
Spiritual, understanding, virtuous paths and plans
For every matter, he, the fighter leading the way
He, to whom the truly respectable bowed their heads
Forever a warrior, Muhammad Abduṟahimān!
Ciṯṯeḷuttŭ is observable in the repetition of “t” sounds—t, nt, tv, and tt—in the first line,
and in the repetition of “r” sounds—r, tr, and vṟ—in the second. It also uses some first,
second, and last letter repetition, although it is not followed strictly.
The song highlights Abduṟahimān’s accomplishments. For example, it mentions his
participation in the Salt March, his subsequent imprisonment, and his moving
speeches.422 “Forever a warrior, Muhammad Abduṟahimān!” is repeated eight times
throughout the work, following these brief vignettes.
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The rest of the song is similar—shorn of colloquial language, with few Arabic words,
highly formal, and admiring of Abduṟahimān’s political works. It is clearly meant to
praise Abduṟahimān to a wide audience in a formal, proper manner.

Kaliyugam
Pulikkōṭṭil Haidar also wrote several poems that criticized social customs, religious
practices, and beliefs that he saw as unIslamic423. Among these is the Kaliyugam, a song
that in its language falls somewhere between the colloquial Maṟiyakkuṭṭi Kattŭ Pāṭṭu
discussed in Chapter Five and the formal Muhammad Abduṟahimān. The Kaliyugam is
very reminiscent of earlier works such as Eḻuttacchan's Śrī Mahābhāgavatam, and
specifically the section titled "Kalidharmmam." Similarly, the Jñānappana (“Song of
Wisdom”) written by Eḻuttacchan's contemporary Pūntānam Nampūtiri, a sixteenthcentury writer who wrote many Vaiṣṇavaite devotional poems, expresses many of the
sentiments that Haidar expresses in his later work.
Pūntānam's works are noted for the use of simple and direct Malayalam that lacks the
highly ornamented language used by his contemporaries such as Eḻuttacchan and
Mēlputtūr Nārāyaṇa Bhaṭṭatiri.424 His Jñānappana is 360 lines long. Haidar’s simple
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language echoes Pūntānam's; the Jñānappana has phrases that are very similar to
Haidar’s Kaliyugam. For example, the Jñānappana proclaims:
Isn't this the age of Kali?
And isn't this the land of India?
Pūtānam critiques the morality of the time, writing:
Fighting for power and pelf
Some lead shameless lives.
Obsessed with pride and rancour
Some act most senselessly.
In the house of flirting damsels
Some practice pranks like apes.
And other critiques of religious belief, practice, and greed:
Puffed up with their Brahminhood,
Some hold Lord Brahma Himself inferior.
Strange! To hoard up wealth
Some can live in filth
No matter how much they hoard
Never are they content at heart.
If good people go and beg,
The evil ones won't spare a bit.
With no regard for repentance,
They betray their own faith.
Out of the greed for wealth,
Some abandon truth altogether.425
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The Jñānappana is one of approximately twenty-two songs that are attributed to
Pūntānam, many of them devotional works about Kriṣṇa. 426 The Jñānappana is a
meditative, philosophical, mystical poem. It was probably influenced as well by other
works that discussed the failings of the age of Kali, such as the Vana Parva of the
Mahābhārata and the ninth book of the Devī Bhāgavatam. These texts may have
influenced Haidar's works as well, as Haidar critiques many of the same issues, also
framing his criticisms within the Indian idea of the decline of human behavior and
morality during the end days, the kali yugam. In the Kaliyugam, Haidar writes:
Don’t you see, it is because of the immoral conduct of the kaliyugam
That suffering has come for the people now427
And know that tomorrow, also, in the world after death,428
The body will be destroyed!429
He criticizes the ways in which Islamic belief has changed:
The earlier belief that “He is”430 has drifted away
The holy religion is completely turned upside down431
Many such arguments have been made
The meaning of the word of God432 has changed
Haidar then turns to the failings of the community through greed:
And the pearl Prophet’s hadith is not considered
426
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Great people do not give alms according to their wealth433
They desire the status and honor of this world—charity and duty are cast aside
They consume the interest they get—filled with laziness—the orphan—
Robbing the possessions of children
How many are eating their fill?434
Businessmen reduce their weights and measurements
Listen! It is like that, in the land
And then he turns to moral behavior, criticizing the behavior of men and women—their
lies, slander, anger, and lack of filiality:
Doing harm, slurping other people’s blood
Speaking slander
Women and men travel together through the land
Sitting idle, telling blatant lies
In arrogance thinking “I am great.”
With envy and animosity inside, behaving badly
They jump on people growling and angry
Disgusting their father and mother
Today children lack any kind of filiality
The strong lose all ability, become bankrupt, lose everything
And walk, begging—pimping
The devil is always surrounding them
That cheater, the cursed one, Iblis
When they neglect prayer, fasting, work
And he closes by asserting that the problems that the community has faced is based on its
turning away from God and quarreling among themselves:
433
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This season, rain does not fall—we left righteousness and justice
Since we walked away, Allah put troubles in the way
Everywhere the Musaliyars435 and the reformers436
Groups war among themselves437
If they quarrel, there are countless problems
There are so many things like this to say
He finishes up by pointing out the problems with the way women are dressing and
behaving:
Avoiding putting a scarf on their heads
Revealing the chest and shortening the length of their clothes
Some showing their navels and stomachs
And the thread, chain, and pendant on the waist
Women tie up the corner of their dresses
Walk around in the ordinary market—Wicked tricks
Make people desire prostitutes
If I put into writing everything
This poem will be long—therefore I am saying
Only briefly what is needed—listen!438
The Kaliyugam echoes many of the concerns of the Jñānappana such as greed,
sexuality, and irreligiousness. The rhetorical flourishes used in the Kaliyugam are also
reminiscent of those used in the Jñānappana; the poem’s most used prāsam is second-
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letter repetition. It also employs first and last-letter repetition, but not to the extent of
second-letter. The Jñānappana uses the same flourishes.
The failure of the Muslim community to unite is a theme that is also seen in the poetry
of Muhammad Iqbal. It is especially emphasized in his 1912 Urdu poem Shikwa
(Complaint) and its companion poem Jawab-i-shikwa (Complaint’s Reply). Shikwa,
written as a complaint to God about the status of Muslims and Islam in India and the
world, was followed by Jawab-i-shikwa as God’s response. In the Reply, God chastises
the Muslim community for faults such as self-indulgence, skepticism, and laziness, but
emphasizes Muslim factionalism:
The prophets of this community are one, so are the losses
The Prophet is one, so is the religion and faith
The sacred Kaba, Allah, and the Koran are one
Had Muslims also been one, would it have been such a big deal?!
Sectarianism prevails in some places, factionalism in others
Is this a way to propser in the world?439
God proclaims that the Muslim community must unite and work together in order to
redress their grievances. Through these poems Iqbal is striving “to defactionalize the
Muslim community of the subcontinent by emphasizing a notion of self through which all
Muslims could find common ground in a shared prophetic paradigm, regardless of
language, culture, or sect.”440 In Kaliyugam, Haidar was sending a similar message to the
Māppiḷa community.
Haidar was a new kind of Māppiḷa composer, and his songs are indicative of a new
style of composition, one that took as its themes ordinary experience. He wrote many
439
440
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works on mundane events, such as mālas on floods, kalaputtŭ (oxen races), and ear
piercing. 441 He was also considered a fairly progressive Muslim, who was against
practices and beliefs that some segments of the Muslim population began to consider
"against the teachings of Islam," especially following the Māppiḷa Rebellion.442 Both the
Kaliyugam and the Durācāra Māla, another of his songs, address these issues; he also
satirized traditionally minded poets who wrote poems criticizing the reform
movements.443 The Durācara Māla took Koḻikkōṭŭ Ālikkōya to task for his Pariṣkāra
Māla, critiquing not only his views but also his poetic ability.444 After the Māppiḷa
Rebellion, and the bad press that the community received throughout India, Muslim
reform was a major concern to the Kerala Muslim community, and will be discussed in
the following section.

Part III: Rebels, Reformers, and Community Change
These songs clearly reflect the socio-political milieu in which they were written, and
thus give us insight into viewpoints of the Māppiḷa community. For example, Mōyinkuṭṭi
Vaidyar wrote many war songs in addition to the Malappuṟam Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ. K. K. N.
Kurup and E. Ismail write that Vaidyar wrote war songs in order to inculcate anti-
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colonial sentiment and raise awareness about the unfairness of agrarian practices.445
Considering the time period in which Vaidyar lived—during the Māppiḷa uprisings—
there is probably some truth to this; on the other hand, writing war songs was in vogue at
the time. Vaḷḷikkunnŭ and Taṟamēl note that the majority of songs written in the
nineteenth century were war songs.446 In this case, the vicissitudes of the time probably
influenced what was literarily relevant. However, considering Vaidyar's wide-ranging
themes and structures, ascribing to him anti-colonial sentiment as a primary motivation
may be overstating the case. It is also interesting that, in this particular work, he put into
song a Hindu-Muslim conflict that had an ultimately positive resolution between the
chieftain and the people.447 It is interesting to speculate that his intent may have been to
both rouse the people as well as to remind them of the positive outcomes to HinduMuslim conflict in the past. Aside from the Malappuṟam Paṭa, Vaidyar did not write any
songs describing local conflicts.
The Tīvaṇḍi Cintŭ gestures towards the impact that railway lines made to the
community. In 1853 the first railway was opened that ran from Bombay to Thana.448
Other routes were quickly added through the next few years. In the south, the first section
opened in 1856, and was sixty-three miles long and ran between Veyasarpaudy and
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Walajah road in Arcot, Tamil Nadu.449 In Kerala, the first line was laid between Beypore
and Tirur in 1861.450 Beypore is in Kozhikode district, and Tirur is in Malappuṟam
district: the line between them is 30.6 kilometers, and neither are particularly far from
where Vaidyar lived in Kondotty. Kozhikode was joined as the Western terminal hub of
the Madras Railway in 1888, supplanting the Beypore station, which was eventually
discarded.451 The railway was materially important for it allowed easy movement of
people and ideas, and eventually aided in the development of communal identity,
especially in the early twentieth century.
The Cērūr Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ illustrates the ways in which Māppiḷa martyrs were viewed by
at least part of the community, and further highlights the importance that Sayyid 'Alavi
and Sayyid Fadl had to the community and upon the Māppiḷa uprisings. After Sayyid
'Alavi's death, Sayyid Fadl went away to Saudi Arabia for the hajj. There were no
outbreaks during the period he was gone, leading scholars such as Steven Dale as well as
British officials to believe that he and his father were encouraging or giving religious
sanctification to the outbreaks. Between Sayyid Fadl's return in 1848 and his expulsion in
1852, there were another eight recorded incidents. Sayyid Fadl certainly espoused
behavior that separated the Māppiḷa community: Māppiḷas were not to accept leftovers
from Hindus, they should not plough on Friday, and should not use the honorific plural
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for Nāyars.452 As mentioned above, it was believed that he also religiously sanctioned
acts of martyrdom via blessings.453 However, when questioned by British authorities, he
claimed that his blessings were misunderstood and that they were general blessings for
spiritual benefits.454 In 1852 Sayyid Fadl was exiled from Malabar, although he left
gracefully and voluntarily, staying in his home until arrangements were made and the
boat was prepared for him, his family, companions, and servants. He went to Arabia and
stayed in Mecca and in Al-Tarif, a nearby town. He was eventually made Amir of Zufar
at the invitation of the tribes of the area, but lost the position shortly thereafter during a
tribal uprising. He ended up in Constantinople where he became an influential minister in
the Ottoman cabinet. He died and was buried there in 1900.455 His expulsion, however,
was named as cause for the 1855 murder of H. V. Connolly, who was the Collector of
Malabar and who arranged for Fadl’s exile.456 Except for this, there were no other
outbreaks for six years after Sayyid Fadl's departure to Saudi Arabia.457
An event only a couple of months after the Cērūr incident was the first time that there
was a clear indication that the Mampuram Taṅṅaḷs (as the family was known) were
involved in the uprisings taking place in the area. In December of 1843 a neighboring
headman was also killed. After the incident, another Māppiḷa reported that the attacker
had received a blessing from either the Mampuram Taṅṅaḷ (Sayyid 'Alavi), his son
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Sayyid Fadl, or his son-in-law.458 The woman who was forced to remove her blouse lived
only a few miles from Mampuram, and the Mampuram Taṅṅaḷs would probably have
influenced her behavior and would certainly have been aware of her situation.459 The
Cērūr Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ also indicates the shift in rhetoric in the early twentieth century that
reframed the Māppiḷa uprisings as struggles against the British solely, and the martyrs as
freedom fighters.
Muhammad Abduṟahimān represents another face of the Māppiḷa community. Not
only did Abduṟahimān caution temperance before the Rebellion, he also spoke out on
behalf of the Māppiḷa community after it was over. He spoke on behalf of the conditions
the Māppiḷas faced in a Khilāfat meeting at Kokanada in December 1921, which
instigated the formation of the "Māppiḷa Relief Committee." Organizations in other parts
of India sent supplies and volunteers. From these funds, damaged houses were rebuilt,
new houses were constructed, and clothing was distributed. The funds were collected
from all over India and six relief centers in areas of Southern Malabar most affected by
the Rebellion dispensed help.460 The J. D. T. Islam Orphanage was established to aid
children who had lost their parents.461 Abduṟahimān also wrote a letter to the Malabar
Collector, protesting the "continued repression of Māppiḷas" and requesting permission to
begin relief efforts. The Collector refused the letter, so Abduṟahimān published it in the
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Madras Hindu and the Bombay Chronicle. Since the area was under martial law, he was
sentenced to two years in Bellary jail for publishing the letter.462
Abduṟahimān continued to work passionately for the national movement. 463 He
worked with the organization Muslim Majlis (Muslim Council), which was the first
Muslim organization in Malabar concerned with the various social and political problems
of Muslims.464 On the first anniversary of the organization on August 22-23, 1931 the
Council passed resolutions to the government to request release of Māppiḷa prisoners,
repeal the "Moplah Outrages Act," and to disband the Malabar Special Police. 465
Abduṟahimān also moved to pass a resolution "defining Indian political goal as Swaraj."
The Muslim Majlis flourished, with both Muslim leaguers and Congress members
working together, until approximately 1935. Abduṟahimān remained a member of the
Congress party when many other Muslim leaders left for the Muslim League.466 He was
also the printer and publisher of the weekly newspaper Al-Amīn. 467 Al-Amīn (“The
Trustworthy”) began publication on October 12, 1924 from Calicut. It was formed to be a
Muslim counterpart to Mathrubhumi, which had been created to serve as the voice of the
Kerala Pradesh Congress party and was run by mainly Hindus. Al-Amīn, on the other
hand, was explicitly interested in the plight of Muslims, and Abduṟahimān wrote articles
that discussed the problems Muslims faced after the Rebellion, but also staunchly
462
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advocated for Congress Party support in order to achieve emancipation from British
rule.468 At the same time, Al-Amīn supported the Aikya Sangham and worked towards a
reformation of Islam, including shedding superstition and "un-Islamic beliefs and
practices," as well as advocating for modern education.469
The relationship between the Māppiḷa and outside communities had begun a long,
slow decline beginning with the Portuguese incursions and culminating in the Māppiḷa
Rebellion. As a result of this breakdown, the Māppiḷa community became more and more
insular, turning its back on life outside of the community.470 The Malayalam script began
to be known as aryaneḻuttŭ (the script of the Aryans), and English, the language of
hell.471 However, the aftermath of the Māppiḷa Rebellion, and subsequent criticisms of
the community forced the Māppiḷas to take a hard look at their community, education,
beliefs, and practices in twentieth-century Kerala. Along with educational reform that
was first undertaken by individuals who then established non-sectarian groups (such as
the Muslim Educational Society that was formed in 1964), these critiques resulted in the
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emergence of three religious affiliations for Kerala Muslims: the so-called “orthodox”
Sunnis, the reformer Mujāhids, and (to a lesser extent) the Jama'at-e-Islami Hind, Kerala
Chapter.472
As mentioned previously, those who are identified with the name Sunni in Kerala are
the "traditional" Muslims who follow the Shāfī'i law code and still consider practices
such as saint veneration valid. 473 In the past, their higher institutions of religious
education were called dars, and were usually located above mosques, with teachers who
were often from Arab countries. 474 With regard to such institutions, Ponnani was
prominent, and known as the pre-eminent place to train in higher Islamic studies.
Zainuddin ibn Ali ibn Ahmad Mabara built a mosque in Ponnani, also known as “Little
Mecca,” and instituted a dars there in 1510.475 For many years it was only those who
graduated from the Ponnani dars who were recognized as ālim, and granted the title of
musaliyar. As a musaliyar, the graduate could then be appointed a khatīb (imam or
preacher) or qāḍi (Islamic judge with jurisdiction in religious matters).476
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The Sunni traditional educational system, especially the practices for educating the
general population, became widely criticized after the Māppiḷa Rebellion. For example,
the mullas of the primary religious institutions known as madrasas (vernacularly called
ōttupaḷḷis) taught only the recitation (without comprehension) of the Quran, various
mālas, and mawlīds.477 Students were not taught to understand Arabic as a language, and
instead were only given sections of texts that they recited after their teacher until they
learned them by heart. This lack of understanding of the Arabic language became a
divisive point in the early twentieth century.
Intimately tied to the question of education and learning is the view of the Sunnis
concerning taqlīd. Taqlīd, or conformity, asks the question of whether it is necessary to
follow one of the four Sunni Islamic schools of law, or madhhab. Linked to this is the
question of whether further interpretation of the Quran and Sunnah is allowable (ijtihād).
For the Kerala Sunnis allegiance to one of the madhhabs is necessary, and further,
competent ijtihād is impossible to do today.478 In their schools, they teach the established
positions (especially Shā‘fī) while the Mujāhids teach the opinions of their own
scholars.479
Another point of contention for the community was the question of istighātha. For the
Sunnis, the goal of istighātha, or the practice of praying or seeking aid from saintly
figures, is mediation with God, help with ordinary life, the prevention of misfortune, and
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the acquisition of good fortune. They believe that help from intermediaries can and
should be petitioned.480 Therefore, praying to other figures such as saints and prophets is
allowed and encouraged, based on the belief that prophets or saints, both dead and alive,
have supernatural powers (karāmāt) and the ability to aid their petitioners in substantial
ways.481 In fact, in 1951 the Samasta Kerala Jam'iyyatul 'Ulama, the organization of the
Sunni ulama in Kerala, officially adopted a resolution declaring that nērcca (offerings to
saints) and urs (death celebrations) are valid.482
North Indian developments such as the Deoband movement had little influence in the
reform movements of Kerala. There was always some contact with and traffic back and
forth between north India and Kerala: some maulavis were trained at Deoband, and some
Māppiḷas attended Aligarh. But students who made the trip were few in number; the
distance and cost of attendance were prohibitive to most, and the Hanafī legal emphasis
and the language barrier lessened the attraction.483 Miller notes: “Mappila isolation from
north Indian Islamic theology was all but total.”484 Neither al-Wahhāb nor Sayyid Ahmad
Khān influenced the Kerala reformers in any direct way either.485 What does appear to
have been an influence were the Egyptian reform movements, specifically the teachings
of Muhammad ‘Abduh (1845-1905) and his successor Rashīd Ridā. The important Kerala
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Muslim reformer and linguistically talented Vakkom Muhammad Abdul Khader Maulavi
(1873-1932) learned of ‘Abduh’s reformist views through the journal al-Manār. Maulavi
absorbed teachings such as criticism towards taqlīd (conformity with early Islamic law),
the importance of integration of religion with modern culture, a return to the Quran and
Hadith, and a rational approach towards revealed theology. And through Vakkom
Maulavi (who is often considered the father of the Muslim religious renaissance in
Kerala) and his followers, the Kerala reform movement was influenced as well.486
The early reformers were collectively known as Mujāhids (literally “those who
strive”), and were concerned with the general reformation of the Muslim community in
Kerala.487 The movement began with individual reformers whose disparate views were
collectively considered “reformist,” contrasted with the Sunni viewpoint. Even today the
Mujāhid movement is considered more of a movement than an organization.488 However,
the movement was formally institutionalized in 1952 as the Kerala Nadavat-ul
Mujāhidīn.489 It is sometimes called the Salafi or Islahi Movement, or disparagingly as
Wahhabis by Sunni groups.490 Generally, they argued against "superstitious" belief and
practices, reorganized religious education from the primary through the higher levels,
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encouraged women's education, produced journals and translations into Malayalam of
key Islamic texts, and worked towards political rights for Muslims.491
Similarly, the Jamā‘at followers (also known as Islamists) are also Islamic reformers
whose main differences from the Mujāhids are political, but who share similar reformist
tendencies and doctrinal views.492 They number somewhat less than the Sunnis, who are
the most numerous, and the Mujāhids. 493 Due to the Jamā‘at-Islam’s position as a
communal movement it has been viewed with suspicion in Kerala, but it still has some
adherents. Its theological positions are similar to those of the Mujāhids.
In response to the criticisms of weak Muslim education, the Mujāhids and Jamā‘at
established their own religious schools and curriculum. There, they corrected the
perceived failings of earlier education, teaching Malayalam, using new pedagogical
methods for the study of Arabic, and focusing on active knowledge rather than mere
recitation.494 They also differ on issues such as the correct way to perform the daily
prayers, the participation of women in mosque congregational life (the Mujāhids and
Jamā‘at allow them, divided from the men by a curtain, while the Sunnis do not allow
them in the mosque), covering of the head during prayer, practices during Ramadan, and
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burial practices.495 They have also, along with the Sunnis, created their own journals and
presses in order to propagate their positions and teachings outside of the schools and
mosques.
Included among these teachings are interpretations of key Islamic doctrines that vary
sharply from the Sunni position, including taqlīd, istighātha, and tawassul. Taqlīd, or
conformity, asks the question of whether it is necessary to follow one of the four
traditional Islamic schools of law, or madhhab. Linked to this is the question of ijtihād
mentioned earlier. To the Mujāhid, taqlīd is not desirable and ijtihād is allowed.
Independent research of qualified people is encouraged, and the Mujāhid primary
madrasas teach jurisprudence that has been developed by Mujāhid scholars. 496 The
question of proper istighātha, or the practice of praying or seeking aid, revolves around
the question of from whom to seek aid: is it acceptable to seek aid from someone other
than God? For the Mujāhid and Jamā'at, seeking aid from anyone other than Allah is
shirk, or idolatry. Another key doctrine is that of tawassul, securing support from or
proximity to God through an intermediary. Again, the question is that of the proper way
to get near God or to secure God's blessing. According to the Mujāhid, the only possible
way of accomplishing these things is through pious actions and obedience to God.
Intimately related to the doctrinal questions above are the stances on traditional rituals
or practices that involve any kind of saint veneration or supplication. Mujāhids, while
acknowledging the existence of karāmāt and mu'jiza (miracles), believe that a person's
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supernatural powers cease after death and thus asking such people for help is useless.497
Therefore, traditional Muslim practices such as nērcca, urs, candanakkuṭam (an offering
of sandalwood in a pot to a saint), mawlīd (the birthday celebration of the Prophet or
songs written in praise of the Prophet or other saints), or ṟāttīb (ceremonies conducted in
order to procure a saint's blessing or protection from evil) conducted in the name of saints
or other holy people are shirk.498 In fact, the Mujāhids passed a resolution in 1935 at their
11th Annual Conference, asking their members to desist from practices such as
candanakkuṭam and koṭikkuttŭ, which were held in the names of the various saints and
other holy figures.499
The reform movements thus discouraged Muslim practices that were suspicious in
the eyes of the reformers, and were sometimes seen as being tainted with Hindu practices.
Such practices that were suspect with regard to tawassul were common and numerous in
Kerala. Grand urs festivals, conducted in the jārams (tombs) of saints and connected with
the anniversary of their deaths, resembled temple festivals, with elements such as
elephants, fireworks, and flower arrangements in tribute to the samadhis of the saints.500
Reformer groups similarly frowned upon mawlīds and ṟāttībs. Other practices overlap
directly with Hindu practices, such as bali (a kind of exorcism usually done in small
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Hindu temples) and ear piercing ceremonies for girls. Bali, as a ritual to drive away evil
spirits, presupposes belief in various beings that are able to drive away the spirits. The ear
piercing ceremony and celebration was a practice held for females that corresponded to
the circumcision ceremony for males.501 Hindus, Christians, and Muslims all conduct
nērccas, offerings or vows to saints or deities in exchange for fulfillment of needs or
desires.502
Haidar gestures towards these issues in the Kaliyugam, when he points out the
quarrels between orthodox and progressive Muslims, and the other moral failings of the
Kerala Muslim community. These inter-community quarrels have been bitter, and are
foundational struggles over the definition of what is and is not Islamic. The various
groups have not pulled their punches: the Sunni organization Samasta Kerala Jam'iyyatul
'Ulama declared the "Wahhabis" heretics, and banned cooperation with them in 1945.503
These issues are still being debated even today. As I mentioned in Chapter Two, these
debates over correct interpretation of basic Islamic practices (and beliefs) were questions
which arose as I did my research, and was told that certain Māppiḷa songs (specifically,
the Muhyiddīn Māla) were not “really” Islamic, while others told me that their family
members still sung them at home.
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Conclusion
These songs discussed above reflect political and social developments within Kerala
Muslim society in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Social struggles, what
it means to be a Muslim, the struggle for independence, nationalism, "freedom" and
modernity are all addressed in these songs. In a sense, they were a forum for discussion,
advertising, and public opinion within the Māppiḷa community.
The Malappuṟam Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ examines early struggles against forms of repression, in
this instance the destruction of a mosque that was built by a minister of a Zamorin only to
be torn down. Yet the ending of this story is a positive one, when the minister regrets
what he has done and builds a new mosque. The Tīvaṇṭi Cintŭ clearly shows forces of
modernity rushing into places and shows, at least, one person's awe at the new
technology—sufficient enough to write a short song about it.
The Cērūr Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ illustrates both communal struggle and the underpinnings of
such struggles, such as poverty and communal relations in the wake of the Western
incursions. It also highlights the importance that martyrdom assumed in the eyes of some
segments of the population. Becoming a shahīd, or martyr, was important for some
Māppiḷas. Men who were unsuccessful at becoming martyrs were called miñcinna
shahīd, or "all but martyrs." In the Malabar Gazetter, C. A. Innes mentions a man who
had broken his thigh bone in the 1949 outbreak in Manjeri. Seven days later the man rode
in a litter twelve miles to Angadipuram to fight in the incident there. Innes says he was
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"... hopping on his sound leg in the encounter, only anxious to get a fair blow at the
infidels, ere he died."504
Micro-political issues can also be seen in the songs, especially in Haidar’s Kaliyugam,
but also in his support of the Congress leader Abduṟahimān. A deeper look at the issues
referred to in the songs reveals the shifting concerns of the community, as it moved away
from the repression of earlier centuries and began to look at itself within the wider
context of modernity, India, and border-crossing Islamic trends. Songs used to advocate
for particular political figures or movements were not uncommon during the struggle for
Indian independence. In her article "Urdu Political Poetry During the Khilafat
Movement," Gail Minault notes that Urdu poetry was sometimes used in order to convey
political messages in a traditional and familiar manner.505 Somewhat reminiscent to this
song is the Urdu poem that was in essence a jingle for the Ali brothers and the Khilāfat
movement:
Thus spake the mother of Muhammad Ali,
Son, give your life for the Khilafat
And with you, too, Shakat Ali,
Son, give your life for the Khilafat
Don't give your old mother cause for grief
But confessing your faith, give up your life.
Give your all in this hour of trial,
Son, give your life for the Khilafat.
Even if I had seven sons,
504
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I'd sacrifice them all for the Khilafat.
This is the way of the faith of the Prophet,
Son, give your life for the Khilafat.506
Of course, in Kerala Urdu was never widely used, and so this poem would have not been
a large influence on the poetry composed in Kerala at this time, but political sentiments
recast in traditional form happened in many places. Minault also notes that Urdu political
poetry, cloaked in Sufi images that traditionally referred to the beloved, reimagined
traditional symbols to covertly convey revolutionary sentiment. Due to the symbols used,
these metaphoric pieces rarely landed the authors in trouble with the British. For
example, Zafar Ali Khan, editor of the Zamindar in Lahore, wrote political verse as a
regular daily feature but was never indicted for sedition for his verse, thanks to the
imagery he employed that made it difficult to establish exactly what was seditious about
the poetry. Hasrat Mohani, however, wrote clear, knife-edged political verse, and
unsurprisingly, spent time in jail.507 Similarly, the blunt Māppiḷa paṭa pāṭṭŭs that focus on
regional struggles against the British, such as the songs about the Cērūr uprising
mentioned above, were clearly anti-British and often landed both the author/s and the
presses that printed them in hot water with the authorities.508
This particular group of songs, then, reflects various attitudes within a Muslim
community as it was forced to change in later centuries. The Cērūr Paṭa is especially
interesting, as it frames the famous Cērūr struggle as an explicit conflict against the
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British, and thus as a nationalist rather than communal struggle. Other songs also reflect
this reorientation of the community to the wider society at large. One of the most
valuable things that these songs have to offer is an intimate look at a community as it
uses a traditional form of communication to work though issues of nationalism, freedom,
religious reevaluation, and modernity. The following chapter will look at another aspect
of these songs: the creative, fantastical tales of the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ corpus.
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Chapter 5: The Devotee and Imagination: The Kissa Pāṭṭŭs
In the palace there are swords that can cut by themselves
In the palace there are clubs that can hit by themselves509

The group of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ songs known as kissa pāṭṭŭ generally comprises works
that tell stories in a linear, narrative fashion. These subjects of the songs are varied: they
tell the stories of prophets and Sufi figures, re-tell stories from other sources, and
introduce entirely new stories. What links these songs together is the creativity of the
narration: highly imaginative, these songs tell epic stories of heroic deeds and fantastical
characters. Sometimes the same stories are retold again and again by different authors;
for example, stories about the prophet Joseph (Yusuf) and the prophet Abraham
(Ibrahim) have been composed multiple times by multiple authors.510
The boundaries between sub-genres in the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ corpus can be fairly fluid,
and songs may be known by different names. The Sārasarguṇa Tirutaruḷa Māla,
discussed earlier, is known popularly as the Cērūr Paṭa Pāttŭ. Other songs, such as mālas
and war songs, may also have an alternate name as a kissa. For example, the Ahammadul
Kabīr Rifā'ī Kissa (Rifāʼi Māla), Badar Kissa (Badar Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ), and Malappuṟam
Kissa (Malappuṟam Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ). The defining characteristic of the kissa genre,
especially, is that the compositions are all highly imaginative and even improvised. This
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can lead to some songs classified in or referred to as belonging to multiple categories.511
Although kissa pāṭṭŭ may be composed as relatively straightforward narratives, the poetic
conventions sometimes make them difficult to follow. For this reason, kissa pāṭṭŭ were
sometimes

accompanied

by

a

variation

of

kathākālakṣēpam

(now

called

kathāprasamgam) and pāṭhakam in which the song was explained via a narrative
discourse as the song was being performed.512
The designation kissa points to interesting ties with literary works in other languages.
In Arabic, the word qissa now simply means a novel, but its origins point both to folklore
and to storytellers who would elaborate on Quranic verses and stories with creative
narratives for entertainment and exhortation. In Arabic-Tamil, the genre of kissa was also
adopted, although the works do not appear to be as numerous as those in ArabiMalayalam. In the Punjab, the kissa works permutated into a regionally specific genre
with its own literary conventions and themes. In Urdu, kissa or qissa, is simply a tale or
narration.
In the Māppiḷa poetic corpus, kissa pāṭṭŭ often reflect particular historical
circumstances and developments. This is true in the two songs discussed below, the Pakṣi
Pāṭṭŭ and the Eli Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ. The Pakṣi Pāṭṭŭ gestures towards the debate over Shiism,
while the Eli Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ points towards the historical milieu that encouraged the
composition of war poems. Thus their value lies not only in the illustration of an Islamic
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sensibility that is particular to South Asia and Kerala, but also they also give insight into
the social environment in which they were produced.
This chapter will briefly examine the literary genres mentioned above including
Arabic qiṣṣas, Arabic-Tamil kissas, and Punjabi qisse. The second section will examine
excerpts from two Arabi-Malayalam kissa pāṭṭŭs and their social and literary context.
The final section will discuss the practical aspects of the songs, their historical
significance, and the ways in which these songs can contribute to larger understandings
of Islamic history and the history of Kerala.

Part I: Literary Background
Arabic Qiṣṣas
In Arabic Islamic literature, the verb qaṣṣa, which means to tell a story or narrate,
appears in the Quran frequently, but the nominative form qiṣṣa appears first in the hadith
literature.513 In the medieval era, quṣṣās, professional storytellers, drew large audiences
with their performances in urban mosques. They would expound upon Quranic verses
that dealt with such themes as final judgment, hell, and preparation for the afterlife,
vividly illustrating them with anecdotes about well-known and scriptural figures.
Although these performances were popular with the public, religious authorities warned
that fabrications were possible, especially concerning hadīth, from which some
storytellers would “misattribute” sayings or events. Sometimes quṣṣās would use Sufi
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imagery, such as wine and love, which would also be problematic for orthodox figures.514
Similarly, the storytellers would often take figures from Biblical, early Arabian, or
general Near Eastern tales, who were often found in the ḥadīth, ta'rīkh (histories), tafsīr
(Quranic commentary), or in collections of such legends. One such collection is AlTha'labī's eleventh-century collection of Qiṣaṣ Al-Anbiyā (“Legends of the Prophets”), a
collection of tales that used a similar expository format. In these works, which drew on
oral traditions of legends, the author/s quote Quranic verses, but then fill in the details
with colorfully embellished dramatic narratives.515 Several prophets who are mentioned
in the Quran are also present in the Bible, such as Noah, Idris (Enoch), Abraham, Lot,
Issac, Ishmael, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, Aaron, Shu'ayb (Jethro), David, Solomon, Job,
Jonah, Zachariah, John (the Baptist), and Jesus. These figures were often the heroes of
the stories. Other Quranic prophets with no biblical overlap such as Hūd, Ṣaliḥ, and Dhū
al-Kifl were also featured in such stories.516 Translations and adaptations of these legends
can be found in most Islamicate languages including Persian, Urdu, Turkic languages,
Swahili, and Malay. Contemporary versions in Arabic are still popular today.517
When studying the kissa tradition, it may be helpful to keep in mind the device of
mazmūn afirīnī, the thematic elaboration and “refashioning” that set the terms of
creativity in Perso-Urdu traditions. In his study of the Karbala narrations, Syed Akbar
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Hyder highlights mazmūn afirīnī, a literary device through which narrow themes may be
creatively expanded in poetry as well as prose.518 Rather than judging the kissas for their
“truth value,” it might be more conducive for us to see them as participating in the
mazmūn afirīnī tradition—the intellectual elaboration of a single historic incident with
local sensibilities in mind. In Hyder’s study, this tradition shapes the constant recasting of
the Karbala story in multiple genres—genres including the elegy, the qawwali, and even
Marxist slogans. Of course, mazmūn afirīnī is most likely not consciously shaping the
aesthetics of kissa pāṭṭŭ; however, using this idea as a lens through which to view popular
stories or themes helps us to understand the subtle implications of stories retold in
slightly different ways.

Arabic-Tamil Kissa
Ronit Ricci notes that several Islamic literary genres were adopted into Tamil,
including kisah, which she defines as “narration of stories.”519 Some of the Arabic-Tamil
kissas are about common Islamic figures. For example, the Yucupu Napi Kissa is the
story of the prophet Joseph, son of Jacob. It describes his life from the time he was put
into a well to die by his brothers, to his journey to Egypt and subsequent fame.520 Another
example is the Caittun Kissa by Abdul Kadir Sahibu, a story about the non-Muslim
princess Caittun who vowed to only marry a man who could defeat her in war.
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Subsequently, she fought with and lost to Muhammad Hanifa, the son of Ali. She then
converted to Islam and married him.521 In later times, the meaning of the word “kissa” in
Arabic-Tamil broadened to include novels. Tayka Shu'ayb 'Ālim notes that the important
Arwi writer Sayyid Muhammad Imāmul 'Arūs (1816-1898) wrote a number of kissas,
which he translates as novels.522

Punjabi Qissa
The Punjab also has a genre known as qissa (qisse, pl.), which has roots in the Persian
Islamicate literary tradition, rather than the Arabic Islamicate that informed Māppiḷa
pāṭṭŭ. In Persian, the earliest use of the word qissa indicates that it originally was used to
describe works that were biographies of the prophets or other religious figures, similar to
the Arabic sources described above.523 Many Persian romantic works—often in the form
of masnavis—were incorporated into the South Asian literary (and oral) traditions during
the medieval period.524 By the seventeenth century qisse were circulating in various
Indian vernacular languages.525
In the Punjab, the romantic works often took the form of qisse. Here, the term qissa
can refer to both a single epic-length romantic work in verse or to the whole genre, in
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Persian or Punjabi. 526 Although they did not focus on the Islamic prophets they
nevertheless retained the devotional flavor of the earliest works. Farina Mir notes that the
Punjabi qissa were "... remarkably consistent in their representations of piety, always
privileging saint veneration."527 Mir states that this is an aspect of a Punjabi regional
cultural identity; yet it is striking that this genre continued to hold religious significance
in some way, even if the piety was not specifically Islamic.528 She notes that qisse
fantastical narratives, and are popular, non-elite literature.529 These characteristics are
shared with Māppiḷa kissa pāttŭ.530

Part II: The Kissa Pāṭṭŭs
Māppiḷa Kissa Pāṭṭŭ
Within the context of Māppiḷa songs, kissa pāṭṭŭ can include songs that both are and
are not related to the Quran. Songs that tell stories that are related to or derived from the
Quran in the Māppiḷa corpus include the Balkkīssinṟe Kissa (about the Queen of Sheba),
the Sulaimān Nabi Kissa (Solomon), the Dāvud Kissa, the Dāniyēl Nabi Kissa, and the
Madīnattunnajār Kissa (a story about the fourth Umayyad caliph, Abd al-Mālik ibn
Marwan).531 Songs that have no direct relation with or connection to the Quran include
526
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songs such as the Dīnār Kissa (about Mālik ibn Dīnār who came to Kerala to propagate
Islam), the Mālikbnŭ Dīnār Kissa, the Mundīrbnŭ Vā'il Kissa (a historical poem told by a
scholar named S'ād), and the Tamīmāri Kissa.532
Kissa Pāṭṭŭ can be further divided into four broad categories. The first includes songs
that describe the lives of the prophets before Muhammad. In addition to the songs about
the prophets mentioned above, there are also songs such as Ibrahīm Tākhat Kissa,
Ibrahīm Nabi Kissa, Yūsuf Nabi Kissa, Isā Nabi Kissa, and Khissattu Sulaimānubnu
Dāvūd Maryam Bi Kissa.533 Many kissa songs that described the life of earlier prophets
such as the Yūsuf Kissa and Ibrahim Nabi Kissa were reportedly popular with women.534
The second category contains stories about the lives of holy people or saints in Islamic
social history. Ahmadul Kabīr Rifā'ī Kissa, Abdu Rahmānubnu Auf Kissa, Ibṟāhīmbnu
Adham Kissa, and Mākilbni Dīnār Kissa are examples. These do not have any connection
to the Quran, but are still religiously significant. These include songs about the founders
of Sufi orders.535 Stories about Ali, the fourth caliph and son-in-law to Muhammad, as
well as the Pakṣi Paṭa, would fall into this category. Other examples include Muhiyuddin
Vaidyar of Talassery’s Valiya Jinn Paṭa and Cēriya Jinn Paṭa, also imaginary stories
about conflicts between Ali and the jinn.536
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The third category holds songs that describe in detail wars or battles that took place,
often between various prophets and their opponents. What separates these particular
songs from the war song genre is the style of narration that is used: the kissa songs are
much more colorful, fantastical, and imaginative than the war songs.537
The fourth category contains songs that are only nominally Islamic; many times the
names are the only Islamic feature and there is no other connection to Islam. The Māppiḷa
Ramāyāṇa could be included in this category. These songs are often drawn from the
imagination alone, with no basis in the Arabic Islamicate traditions.538 The Eli Paṭa,
discussed in detail below, falls into this category.
The two songs discussed below exhibit the creativity that is the identifying
characteristic of kissa pāṭṭŭ. Naṭuttōppil Abdulla’s Pakṣi Pāṭṭŭ is a fantastical story that
describes an encounter with a bird named Abdul Ṣadaqa who doesn't accept that
Muhammad is a prophet. This eventually leads to Ali hunting down and killing a
fearsome jinn in order to rescue a girl and convince/convert the bird. The second story,
Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar’s Eli Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ, recounts a lengthy war between cats and mice, a
fable of sorts, which was written in the style of contemporary war songs.

Akbar Ṣadaqa Pakṣi Pāṭṭŭ
The Akbar Ṣadaqa Pakṣi Pāṭṭŭ (The Akbar Ṣadaqa Bird Song) is a particularly
humorous and imaginative composition. The author was Naṭuttōppil Abdulla who, M. A.
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Rahman writes, was a Sufi from northern Kerala. The song was banned by the Muslim
religious establishment for having an "anti-religious" stance, which probably refers to its
veneration of Ali, as this may have been too close to Shiism for the orthodoxy's taste.539
There is no date of composition. Maulavi and Karīm add that the author was a native of
Mogral near Kasargod, and that there is no clear evidence of when he lived, although he
wrote many Māppiḷa songs throughout his adult life.540 He also wrote a poem about
Jesus.541 Beyond this, not much is known of the author. The song is quite lengthy; it
consists of three iśals with a total of 445 couplets. It shares some characteristics with
Punjabi qisse, which Farina Mir characterizes as highly fantastical.542
The story begins when the bird Akbar Ṣadaqa kicks his wife out of her nest when she
lays two eggs instead of the expected one. He accuses her of infidelity, asking her if the
second egg is sinful or lawful: “The egg that you laid, is it haram or halal?”543 The
female bird goes to Muhammad in order to ask him to intervene in the quarrel, but when
Muhammad sends Bilal, Umar, and finally Ali to summon her husband in order to discuss
their marital problems, Akbar Ṣadaqa quite vehemently insists that Muhammad is not a
prophet. For example, when Muhammad sends Bilal, the bird replies harshly to the
request to come and speak with Muhammad:
Akbar Ṣadaqa said to him:
539
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"Don't tell me anything, O Bilal, Go!
I know nothing about your prophet!"
Akbar Ṣadaqa said further:
"There have been 312 appointments
I know all the prophets!
Even so, your prophet I haven’t seen.
During the time that this honorable earth has existed
I have seen the five colors of the most honorable earth
Days long ago, when the earth was the color of gold itself544
Then the earth became the color of silver itself
After silver, the ground became copper545
After copper, the ground became iron
After iron, the ground became yellow546
Five centuries ago the ground became yellow
And I still haven’t seen your prophet!547
Those are all of the prophets, haven’t you heard?
There isn’t a single one that I haven’t seen come and go."
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After Bilal, Umar is sent, and is similarly unable to convince the bird to go to
Muhammad. Finally, Ali is sent with the same task. The bird is again caustic to Ali,
asserting that Muhammad cannot possibly be a prophet. Ali responds:
“The 313th is certainly a perfect prophet.”
But Akbar Ṣadaqa replies:
"If he is such a perfect prophet
Then the four Vedas are certainly crooked."548
Ali asks what he means by this:
“O my Akbar, what is crooked?”
That bird replied:
“Don't you also have eyes like me?
Why did Allah give you your own eyes?
Don’t you follow the four Vedas correctly?”
Immediately Ciṅkar Asadullā549 asked:
“O my Akbar, what is not followed correctly?
If you don’t tell me,
You will certainly fall victim to Dhūlfuqār!”550
The bird finally explains the problem to Ali:
“Ibn ‘Ubaidillā Aṣhābi’s
Wife551 had their first flower of a daughter.
Sixty-three days after being born
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The ‘ifrīt king himself went there
It is the jinn ‘ifrīt who reared the girl
For sixteen years reared as an unbeliever
If the prophet is so perfect
Would he have been able to rear her?”
In other words, if Muhammad were the most perfect prophet of God, would he have
allowed the king of the ‘ifrīts to steal away the daughter of a believer and rear her as an
unbeliever?552
This prompts Ali, who is majestically resolute and quick to anger, to go and fight the
king of the ‘ifrīts to save the girl and ultimately convince Akbar Ṣadaqa of Muhammad’s
status as prophet. In his actions, Ali is embodying the Sufi ideal of the Arabic fatā, or the
Perso-Urdu javānmard, the brave, generous, and faithful young man, an idea that was
explicitly connected with Ali in such phrases such as “There is no fatā but ‘Ali, and no
sword but Dhū’l-Fiqār.”553 It is also building upon the reputation of Ali as a fearsome
warrior, who was involved in all the early caravan raids and battles per Muhammad’s
command. Moreover, it is referring to Ali’s devotion to Muhammad, as the former was
practically raised by the latter and was among the earliest converts and staunchest
supporters of the burgeoning Islamic community.
The fight scenes between Ali and the ‘ifrīts often contain an element of humor, as in
the following excerpt, where the ‘ifrīt claims that he has a special weapon that separates
into four pieces rather than admit that Ali can break it easily:
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Ali readied himself by saying bismi554
He took hold of the sword named Dhūlfuqār
When the osīr hit with his great staff555
Asadullā556 cut it with the sword Dhūlfuqār
And his stick separated into 4 pieces
Then Malūn the osīr said
Don’t think, O honorable Ali, that you are so strong
My staff has 4 joints!557
With the strength of the blow the joints separated!
The song also contains many other vivid characters: nāgas who aid Ali in return for
intercession, trees that do the same, and the ‘ifrīt king who, reminiscent of the “Jack and
the Beanstalk” story, can smell the scent of a human in his castle. When Ali finally enters
the castle where the human girl is being held captive, she convinces Ali to hide from the
king. When the ‘ifrīt king returns, he asks:
“Who, my beauty, has come to this palace?”
She answered, “I don’t know.”
“Why is it, beauty, that I smell a human?”
“Wasn’t I, long ago, a daughter of a human?”558
“If you immerse me in milk for 40 years,
Will the smell of a human disperse?”559
“Why, my beauty, do I smell Ali?”
554
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“What is this? ‘ifrīt , you are speaking foolishness!”
Like the giant in the English Jack tale, the ‘ifrīt is also able to smell the blood of an
intruder into his realm, even while hidden.
Ali is recognized as a religiously pivotal figure by many characters in the story. When
he first drops down the well in order to rescue the princess and prove to Akbar Ṣadaqa
that Muhammad is the last prophet of God, he finds himself on the shore of a vast sea,
with two immense nāgas guarding it:
Those two snakes were as long
As sunrise to sunset
Ciṅkar Asadullā asked the snake
“How can I get to that side, O snake?”
“Why, O Asadullā, are you going to that side?”
Ciṅkappuli560 Ali replied:
“I want to go to the palace of the ‘ifrīt king.”
“You don’t want to go to the palace, O Asadullā,
The ‘ifrīt king is not at that palace.”
Again beautiful Asadullā asked:
“How, O snake, should I go to that side?”
“You don’t want to go to the palace, O Asadullā.
Listen, O Khoja561, about the girl raised in the palace
I shall tell you about the inside of the palace
In the palace there are swords that can cut by themselves
In the palace there are clubs that can hit by themselves
In the palace there is fire that burns by itself
In the palace there are nets that cast by themselves…”
560
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But Ali insists, and finally the nāga relents:
“Now listen, O graceful Asadullā
Without wetting your feet, I will put you thereWhat help562 will you give us?”
“O my snake, what do you want me to do for you?”
“Please may Khoja Rasulullā563 hear (me) now!
During the time of the end of days
All of the Nabi’s umma564
Will be weighed on the scales
Before crossing to the other side
Don’t you yourself assign the pass?
At that time you should give us a pass.”
Ciṅkar Asadullā replied:
“I will oblige; you will have the highest pass!”
The giant nāgas ask that Ali, at the Day of Judgment, find that their good deeds outweigh
their bad so that they are able to cross over the bridge to the other side safely. When Ali
agrees to their demands,
A snake named Ibn Umair rose up
Raising eighty heads, he stood
That snake named Ibn Umair
Spread eighty hoods and said:
“You should climb and stand on top of my hood.”
Ciṅkapuli Ali climbed up and sat
And without wetting his feet, went to the other side.
562
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Similarly, when Ali finds his way to the palaces of the ‘ifrīt he cannot discover the way
in, and so he looks to a tree for help. Recognizing Ali, the tree agrees to help but he also
wants a favor in return:
“I will give you the key that opens the palace
I want you to help me.”565
Ali asks what he can do for the tree, and the tree replies:
“Please listen now, O honorable Veṅkar566 Asadullā
For all of the honorable one’s people
Miswāk567 is not required, certainly
But give me a sunnah568 like that!”569
Ali replies,
You yourself, O Arāk tree, will be the highest sunnah!
This explains why the arāk tree is used for brushing the teeth, something that the Prophet
recommends in the hadīth literature. After Ali agrees, the tree gives him the key to the
palace.
The story ends as expected: the girl is freed, the ‘ifrīt killed, his forces decimated by
the hand of Ali, the girl, or by the hooves of Duldul the horse; others convert. Ali returns
triumphantly to the Prophet. Akbar Ṣadaqa is summoned and comes quickly, and
acknowledges the status of the Prophet. He then explains to Muhammad the problem of
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the two eggs: how can both of them be his? The Prophet reassures him that it is a miracle
of God. Akbar Ṣadaqa is content with this and flies home with his mate, a new friend to
and supporter of the Prophet. The poet ends by assuring the audience that there are truths
and secrets in the song if one looks closely, and asks Allah to forgive the errors in the
work.
This is an elaborate, fantastical tale that has a strong hero, miraculous deeds,
mythological characters, a beautiful girl, and talking birds. The focus is mainly on Ali
and his legendary battle prowess as he defeats legions of foes without batting an eye,
while Muhammad plays only a minor role. This song is one of the few still (relatively)
available at bookstalls; I found it in both Arabi-Malayalam and Malayalam scripts. A
friend told me that she had an audio recording of it on cassette ten years ago or so, but I
was unable to find a copy. It is not difficult to understand the perennial popularity of the
Pakṣi Pāṭṭŭ: it is principally entertaining, the author moves the action forward quickly,
the main characters are animated and expressive, the descriptions are crisp, and the
didactic qualities are subtly embedded within the narrative. However, it is not the most
sophisticated poetic work: although it sometimes uses common prāsams such as first
letter repetition, second letter repetition, and last letter repetition, they are only loosely
followed. So loosely, in fact, that the repetition appears to be almost more accidental than
designed. The story itself seems to be the most important aspect of the song—and it
succeeds. I found it easier to follow than many songs and, more importantly, found
myself entertained and wanting to discover what came next in the narration. Another
indication that the story is the most important aspect of the song is the fact that there were
188

small variations in the Arabi-Malayalam version when compared with the Malayalam
version. This was not the case with the māla songs, which were more or less exact
transliterations.
The song emphasizes the high status that Ali has within Islam, as many of the
characters know who he is and aid him, asking in return for various spiritual benefits. In
Sufi tradition, ‘Ali ibn Abī Ṭālib, the fourth caliph and Muhammad’s cousin and son-inlaw, is the second link in the chain of esoteric wisdom that was first given to Muhammad.
Other family members and friends were also granted mystical insight or followed
mystical practices.570 This chain that goes through Muhammad, to Ali, and through Ali to
the sayyids (the descendants of Ali and Fāṭima) led to a veneration of the sayyids in not
just Shiism, but also in Sufism and among pious Sunnis.571 Ali is also seen as the “wali
Allah par excellence.”572 A wali (usually translated as “saint,” although literally “friend”)
is someone who is completely led by God, but who is also worshipful and obedient.573
Ali is also known for battle acumen and feats of enormous strength, something that is
echoed in the song. Further, Ali embodies the qualities of the Arabic epic hero, often
manifesting in Arabic hamasa literature, and who possesses “skill in battle, ferocious
anger, command of global respect and admiration, justice and magnamity.” 574 The
hamasa literature in general, with includes literature of a “more truly epic character, with
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a strong emphasis on the marvelous” is reminiscent of the Māppiḷa kissa stories discussed
here.575
A clue that this song may be more than just a story, however, lies in the post-script
that is common in Māppiḷa songs. In the last three couplets the author writes:
Secret things are in this song
Look closely to discover what they are576
Pardoning all, add me to heaven, O Allah
O Leader who pardons all errors
Bless and pardon me, O Allah
Add me to heaven, O Creator of the World
The emphasis on Ali (and perhaps these last three couplets) has caused some scholars to
consider this song to be one of a few Shia-influenced songs in the Māppiḷa corpus. There
are a few other Māppiḷa songs that also appear to be Shia-influenced, such as the Kuppi
Pāṭṭŭ and the Tāli Pāṭṭŭ.577 However, there was never any considerable Shia presence in
Kerala historically (although today there is a Facebook page dedicated to the Shia
community in Kerala).578 Muhammad Shah Taṅṅaḷ (1687-1766) of Kondotty was the sole
historical figure that was associated with Shiism in Kerala; he will be discussed below.

The Eli Paṭa
The Eli Paṭa, or Mouse War, by Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar (1852-1892), describes a series
of battles between cats, mice, and various allies that the two groups brought in to aid
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them. Generally described as one of Vaidyar's "short works" (khaṇḍakāvyam), the work
is still fairly lengthy, containing twenty-six iśals, with the majority of iśals being around
eight couplets each.579 Scholars who write about the Eli Paṭa often state that it is based
on a Pañcatantra story, but it does not follow a particular story as far as I know. It may
be more accurate to say that it was a song influenced by or written in the style of the
Pañcatantra animal tales.580
In many Pañcatantra tales, animal friends (or allies) often rally together to face a
common threat. For example, in “The Cow and the Serpent,” when the crow's children
are threatened by a serpent, the father crow goes to his good friend the jackal for help.
The jackal advises him to take something precious from the humans who gather nearby
and leave it in the serpent's nest. He does so, and the serpent is discovered and killed. In
“Dim Wit and the Hare,” the lion "Dim Wit" hunts all the animals of the forest recklessly.
In order to save at least a portion of their population, the animals of the forest make a
deal with the lion: a single animal will be sent for his dinner daily if he stops hunting
them. The lion agrees and, for awhile, this arrangement suffices—until a single hare
decides to challenge it. The hare tricks Dim Wit into believing there is another lion who
is living in the forest and eating his tributes. The hare leads the lion to a well where,
seeing his own reflection, he jumps in to fight the usurper. This frees the animals of the
forest from their grisly, daily sacrifice. “The Mice That Freed the Elephants” tells the
story of how the elephants killed countless mice daily by walking over them until the
579
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mice pled with them to halt their destruction and promised the elephants a favor in return.
The elephants agree to this, although they do not think that the favor will amount to
much, until hunters trap some of them in nets and the mice rescue them by biting through
the ropes. The Eli Paṭa is similar to these stories, although on a grander scale, as different
kinds of animals cast their lots with either the cats or the mice in a series of intense
battles.
The story begins by locating the story in the city of Pāṟāṅki, which is very similar to
paṟaṅki, a word generally used to refer to the Portuguese or to westerners in general. In
effect, the song starts out in a manner similar to fairy tales: long, long ago in a land far,
far away:
In the six and six and six thousand worlds581
Many lands in many directions were made582
Among these lands is the city of Pārāṅki
An excellent place in the best of lands583
There a cat and countless mice
Angrily waged countless wars, the story goes584
The story tells us that there once was a cat that was raised by a woman with her children.
The cat was spoiled: he was given meat and ghee to eat, and he slept on a soft bed. But
one night, the son and son-in-law of the king of the mice come out to play in the house.
They destroy the woman’s silk dress, they eat all the grain, and they chew through the
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rope holding a hanging pot. When the woman wakes up at dawn, bedlam ensues: she
finds the holes in her clothes, she trips and falls over the pot and rope that have fallen to
the floor in her haste to examine them, and she discovers that all the grain has been eaten
up.
When the woman got up at dawn
She pulled the prayer mat and took the silk from the line
As she got dressed she saw the mouse-cut holes585
Then, when she rushed to look in the hanging pot
She caught her leg on the rope and fell on her face586
She quickly got up and ran to the rice and paddy chest
When she lifted it, there was nothing there587
When she sat down, with darkened face
Her husband, after praying, came inside
When she complains to her husband, he blames the cat, telling it that there will be no
more food until the mice are caught and killed. After three days of going without food
(and presumably without catching the mice), the cat goes to the king of the cats for help.
The king of the cats charges the house cat with killing as many mice as he can find in
retaliation. When the king of the mice hears of the deaths of many of his subjects, he
prepares for war.
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The battle rages over a long period of time. At first, the mice are at a severe
disadvantage, which causes them to look for allies in other animals. When the tide of
battle shifts in favor of the mice, the cats do the same. This results in a wide variety of
animals brought in to do battle for one side or the other. Animals such as mongooses,
iguanas, fox, otters, chameleons, civet cats, porcupines, monkeys, and bandicoots all join
the fight. Finally, the cats emerge triumphant. The final iśal concludes:
When the big cat ran away, so many stood and defended
So many were caught, bit, and wounded588
So many groups began to fight each other
So many monkeys tied a torch to their tails and jumped589
When the flames of the fire fell there was so much destruction
So many ran crying, screaming, cooing
So many dug burrows and ran away and hid
So many soldiers left their group and ran away
If I tell everything that happened I will never finish
The war field was filled with countless wounds
With dread the mouse Torapan turned and ran
The cat Kāṭan moving quickly, caught and killed him
Cunningly, the rat Periccāyi ran away and hid
Calculatedly, the cat king Kariṅṅāṭan caught and broke him590
Crushed him completely, killed him, and ate him
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The ones who were left turned and ran, ran away.591
Vaidyar uses the word ettirā ("so many" or "so much") to end as many of the lines as
he can, mimicking other war songs, such as the earlier Sārasarguṇa Tirutaruḷa Māla
mentioned above. The authors of the Sārasarguṇa Tirutaruḷa Māla, the first song to
describe the Cērūr battle discussed in Chapter Four, uses it to end many of the lines in
one of its final iśals as well, the plaintive lengthened “ā” sound emphasizing the many
deaths, wounds, and other damage inflicted by so few in the Cērūr Battle. A brief excerpt
from the Sārasarguṇa Tirutaruḷa Māla illustrates the similarities:
So many suffocated in the war by the cruelty of the fierce kufirs592
So many wicked ones were cut, hit by the strikes of the strong
As they approached angrily, so many shot then ran away
There is no doubt, so many opposed the misdeeds of the kufirs593
…
So many kufirs, slyly, violated the rules of war
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So many had their legs broken after they, the cheaters, surrounded them
So many were forced to jump and run for their lives
So many different kinds of wicked people's hats lie in this place
So many pretty horns from the running leaders lie like this
The same ettirā used here was adopted into the Eli Paṭa, similarly used as a rhetorical
construct (it is a form of the Malayalam word etra that means "how many") to indicate
large amounts of something. Interestingly, among the works banned by the British there
are songs from the war song genre, including the Sārasarguṇa Tirutaruḷa Māla. When
the work was sent to be printed, the British government seized the few pages that had
been printed, the handwritten copy, and the press itself. However, the authors were able
to preserve other handwritten copies, although copies of this song remain rare even
now.594 A song that similarly describes an outbreak that took place in 1849 in Manjery,
known as the Mañcēri Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ, was confiscated before completion and the author
fined in 1851.595
However, the Eli Paṭa is technically impressive. Vaidyar uses first letter repetition
consistently throughout the song with few exceptions. Scattered throughout the work are
a few examples of second letter and last letter repetition, but this is sporadic. What is
most impressive is the use of vālummalkambi or eṭuppŭ, one of Vaidyar’s favorite
techniques. Throughout the entire poem, with few exceptions, vālummalkambi or eṭuppŭ
is used to not only link each iśal together, but also each stanza (moḻi) within the iśal.
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Vaidyar tweaks the rule from time to time, however, making small changes such as
having the same word present in the last line and first line of the sections that he is
linking. Considering the length of this work and the narrative flow that he maintains, it is
an extraordinary accomplishment.

Part III: Subversive Stories
The Pakṣi Pāṭṭŭ’s emphasis on Ali directs our attention to the possible influence of
Shiism in Malabar and, in particular, to Muhammad Shah Taṅṅaḷ (1687-1766) of
Kondotty (popularly known as the Kondotty Taṅṅaḷ). Shah was an eighteenth-century
Sufi from Kardan whose mother tongue was Persian. 596 He came to the area from
Palestine after having a dream in which Muhammad himself bade him go to Malabar.597
He claimed only to be a Sufi, saying that he had joined the order of "Shaik Muīn-ud-Dīn
Ajmēri and Shaik Muhidīn."598 His shrine in Kondotty is an important holy place in
Kerala, and there is a nērcca in Kondotty in honor of him and his family.599 He was
granted land by Tipu Sultan, and later was a staunch British supporter (the British
affirmed his endowments) who successfully kept his followers from participating in the
Māppiḷa Rebellion.600 In fact, between 1836 through 1919, a time of significant unrest,
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none of his followers were implicated in the outbreaks. Further, they were exempted from
the fines that were one of the penalties for uprisings according to the Māppiḷa (or
Moplah) Acts, which exacerbated the tension between the “Ponanni faction” and the
“Shias.”601
Shah's main link to Shiism was through the Sufi who initiated him into the Qādiriyya
order. Kamran Ali was a Shia as well as the khalifa of the Qādiriyya Sufi order, and Shah
stayed with him until his death. After Kamran Ali's death, Shah retreated into the forest
for many years—where he is said to have befriended many wild animals—before
traveling though Egypt, Syria, and Palestine where he received the vision of Muhammad
that directed him to Malabar.602 He became very popular in Malabar—something that
perhaps threatened the other taṅṅaḷ leaders—where other influential religious figures
fiercely criticized him for various reasons, often revolving around his Shia ties. For
example, Shaykh Jifri of Ponnani accused him of heretical activities such as discouraging
daily prayers, letting men and women freely mix, and smoking hashish.603 Jifri also
called Muhammad Shah a heretic and “pseudo-Sufi” who misled his followers.604 In fact,
the dispute between the two groups became so fierce that it was given a name: the
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Kondotty Ponnani Kaitarkkan (“Factional Controversy”).605 Various ulama issued fatwas
against the Kondotty group and condemned them as infidels and apostates, forbidding
them from entering their mosques, being buried in their graveyards, eating animals
butchered by them, and marrying them. They also revoked their inheritance rights,
declared that marriages would be broken if either partner joined the group, and forbade
eating food prepared by them.606
Shah's followers allegedly conducted rituals that appeared suspiciously Shia. For
example, the Muharram festival was very important, with rituals that must have appeared
strange to the other taṅṅaḷs. 607 Other foreign-to-Malabar practices were noted by
competing clerics, such as making honey-filled hollow models of the Prophet and the first
three caliphs that they broke open and drank, while accusing the figures of "snatching the
prophet hood from Ali [sic]."608
Although by 1890 or so the animosity between the followers of the Kondotty taṅṅaḷ
and others died out, up until this time there was substantial friction: fatwas were issued
against him and his followers, judicial cases were filed against his successors and
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followers, and the followers were banned from being mosque imams and in general
viewed as infidels.609 Sayyid Alawi of Mampuram (the Mampuram taṅṅaḷ) called the
head a Rafizi.610 The term "Shia" was adopted broadly, even by the British: it was used
as a census option referring to the Kondotty followers, and in the 1871 census, 14.9% of
the Ernad Muslims identified themselves as “Shia.”611 In 1890 they were essentially
absorbed into the Sunni fold after a very public reconciliation between the sects that was
instigated and carried out by Ahman Musaliyar of Kondotty and Cheriya Bava Musaliyar
of Ponnani.612 But it is possible that, for a brief time, there was some discreet Shia
influence in Malabar. It is further possible that the Pakṣi Pāṭṭŭ reflects this influence.
On the other hand, the Eli Paṭa Pāṭṭŭ reflects the era of community unrest under
colonial rule that was constant through the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
and which has been discussed throughout this dissertation. As far as I am aware, none of
Vaidyar's works were banned, but he wrote quite a few war songs, mainly on historical
battles such as the Battle of Badr or the Malappuṟam conflict, both of which have
decidedly different circumstances than songs that described more recent battles and were
fought against the British. Perhaps Vaidyar was clever in this: the Eli Paṭa, a light-hearted
children's song about a nonsensical war between cats and mice, was still a way to both
609
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use a popular genre of the time and to avoid censure by the British. By using similar
linguistic constructions such as ettirā as well as the word pāṟāṅki, Vaidyar was able to
cleverly allude to more recent conflicts with colonial powers and the literature associated
with them.

Conclusion
There are clearly links between the Arabic, Arabic-Tamil, and Punjabi literary genres
mentioned above and Māppiḷa kissa songs. Within the Arabic and Arabic-Tamil genres
are the stories of either famous or significant figures or prophets. In the Punjab, the
fantastical and colorful narratives that are a major characteristic of the kissas are also
characteristic of the Māppiḷa kissa pāṭṭŭ. Along with the characters and stories, these
qualities were also circulated in the Islamic world and surfaced in regional literary
traditions.
The Pakṣi Pāṭṭŭ was widely popular among Muslim women in Kerala. Maulavi and
Karīm write that its aim was twofold: to increase the Shia influence in Kerala and to
establish Ali as the preeminent companion of the prophet Muhammad. Although this may
be the case, there was never a significant Sufi presence in Kerala. Further, as Syed Akbar
Hyder writes, veneration to figures that are generally seen as Shia does not necessary
equate to a Shia presence or tendency; Sunni populations also venerate Ali and his
family. And there are other songs that were written, such as those mentioned earlier, that
also tell stories about Ali and his battles with the jinn, but that were not classified as Shia
works.
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One must also remember that Shia-Sunni sectarian division within Islam has not
manifested itself in a rigidly uniform way throughout history nor do our contemporary
understandings of particular sectarian identities necessarily apply to the identities of the
past. As Vali Nasr points out: “Like many populations that have lived uneasily near each
other for a long time, Shias and Sunnis have their stories of common struggles,
communal harmony, friendship, and intermarriage.”613 In the South Asian context, the
Shia and Sunni from the Nasr quote can easily be replaced by “Hindu and Muslim” or
any other religious category. At times, especially when facing religious persecution,
Muslims have also subscribed to the doctrine of taqiyyah, the concealing of one’s
religious identity.
The Eli Paṭa reveals a playfulness that is rare in the Māppiḷa corpus. It is perhaps
unsurprising that the author of the work is Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar, the preeminent Māppiḷa
poet who is even today praised as being the Māppiḷa poet par excellence. It is possible
that the Eli Paṭa was written as a song for children; it is not difficult to imagine children
waiting breathlessly to hear which animal would join which side, and the recitation of the
different kinds of cats, rats, and other animals would surely delight them. On the other
hand, is it possible that the song is an allegory for the invasion of Kerala by foreign
forces? Or is it a parody of the Māppiḷa paṭa pāṭṭŭ form itself?614 As the mice invaded the
home and ate up all the grain and destroyed all kinds of household goods, so did the
Portuguese, and later, the British, destroy the prosperity of many Muslim families in
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Malabar. Perhaps there is an underlying meaning to the tale. In the Pañcatantra tales, the
animals are merely stand-ins for humans; although clothed in the guise of animals, the
stories are actually dealing with human issues. As Chandran Rajan writes: “The world of
nature functions as a metaphor for the human world. It is the basic image of the text and
is employed consistently to sustain and convey the message.”615 Thus these stories are
clearly relatable to human situations, with clear advice to young rulers, and with the final
goal of cultivating in them nīti, or political wisdom.616 It is quite possible that the Eli
Paṭa was written to inculcate its own values in young Muslims, such as that of struggling
against invaders even if the costs are high.
Whatever the case, these two songs illustrate the imagination and creativity that was a
hallmark of kissa pāṭṭŭ and thus of Māppiḷa poetic compositions themselves. Further,
they serve as lenses through which we can examine particular historical circumstances
and developments, such as the debate over Shiism, and the historical milieu that
encouraged the composition of war poems. Their value also lies in the illustration of an
Islamic sensibility that is simultaneously regional and transcultural. The next chapter
examines the Māppiḷa letter songs that are generally personal and thus more regionally
specific, but are still imbued with emotional tones that extend beyond geographic,
religious, or cultural boundaries.
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Chapter 6: The Devotee and the Beloved: the Kattŭ Pāṭṭŭs and Other
Songs of Affection
I wait for your coming, remembering (your) flavor
Like the dog who saw the moon while drinking water617
The songs discussed in this chapter are grouped together due to their intimate tone or
domestic orientation that focuses on romantic love or immediate family issues. The
majority of them belong to the group known as letter songs, although a romantic song and
a song written in the form of a conversation are also included within the discussion.
These are the songs that are reminiscent of the akam genre of Tamil Caṅkam literature,
albeit in a broader sense. The Tamil akam, or interior poems, deal with themes of love
and domestic life (the “inner world,” as A. K. Ramanujan phrases it), in contrast to the
puṟam poems concerned with politics and warfare.618 Similarly, these songs are intimate
in tone, letters written for a specific person, or on the theme of love, although they do
refer to larger political events. The letter songs in particular often provide an interesting
perspective on historical events and cultural concerns. Written as letters from one
individual to another, and personal in nature, the letter songs discussed below refer to
events such as war and migration.
It is not clear how old the tradition of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ letter songs is in Kerala, but they
have been being written for at least 250 years. V. M. Kuṭṭi writes that the kattŭ pāṭṭŭs are
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some of the oldest in the Māppiḷa song literature.619 However, the earliest dateable letter
songs are those written by Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar in the late nineteenth century, who wrote a
number of kattŭ pāṭṭŭ to his contemporaries. The conceptually closest body of literature
outside of the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ tradition within Kerala is the Sanskrit sandeśa kāvya, but
there is no clear evidence to link the two traditions directly. Regarding traditions outside
of Kerala, Taṟamēl and Vaḷḷikkunnŭ believe that the composition of kattŭ pāṭṭŭs was
influenced by the Arabic literary tradition of epistles.
The kattŭ pāṭṭŭs include elements that one would expect in a letter: feelings of
affection, experiences, inquiries into welfare, and so on. These formulaic elements, along
with a simple rhetorical style that generally lacks elaborately ornamented description, are
characteristic of these songs.620 V. P. Muhammadāli associates the kattŭ pāṭṭŭ genre with
the Arabic kess, and the romantic and erotic songs of the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ corpus are
sometimes referred to as kess pāṭṭŭ, songs that are either love songs or songs that praise a
woman.621 Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar’s famous work Badaṟul Munīr-Husanul Jamāl and his
kattŭ pāṭṭŭ to Bīvikkuṭṭi (discussed below) are both considered kess.622 A large number of
kattŭ pāṭṭŭ are romantic/erotic songs, but later writers such as Pulikkōṭṭil Haidar also
wrote letters to male friends and contemporaries. These are generally domestic poems,
ostensibly concerned with issues such as love, friendship, and domestic family life
although also encompassing other issues. However, these songs were created in order to
be performed—sung—and thus often contain messages to the wider Māppiḷa community
619
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or express emotions and events that resonate with the larger community. The letter and
romantic songs that I have examined generally contain less Arabic vocabulary than other
songs, especially the religiously oriented ones such as the māla songs and even some of
the war songs and story songs that are discussed in Chapters Three and Four.
This chapter will briefly examine the literary background that informed the
composition of the kattŭ songs, including Sanskrit and old Malayalam sandēśa kāvyas,
Arabic poetic letters composed in Tamil Nadu, and Arabic risālas. The Arabi-Malayalam
kattŭ pāṭṭŭs and other Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭs are not direct descendents of the genres discussed
below, but it is very likely that there is some kind of a relationship between these genres
and Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ. The second section will examine excerpts from several kattŭs from
the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ corpus. The final section will discuss the ways in which these songs
contribute to the history of Kerala and the Māppiḷa community, and the ways in which
these songs can contribute to larger understandings of the circulation of Islamic or
community values and religious understandings.

Part I: Literary Background
Letter Poems in Sanskrit and Malayalam
Sandeśa kāvya is an important transregional and multireligious genre in South Asia,
written in variation spanning not only many languages such as Tamil, Telugu, Kannada,
Sinhala, and various Prakrits, and also religions such as Hinduism, Jainism, Buddhism,
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Christianity, and Islam.623 The first sandeśa kāvya is said to have been the message that
Rama sent to Sita though Hanuman.624 They are so numerous in the literature of Kerala
that P. K. Parameswaran Nair writes: “The number of [messenger] poems produced in
Kerala, in Sanskrit and Malayalam, is so high that one is tempted to think that no other
region has produced so many.” 625 Sandeśa kāvyas began to be produced in the
Malayalam language around the fourteenth century. The “perfect form” is generally
considered to be Kālidāsa’a Mēghadūta, with the main rasa or mood being vipralambhaśṛṅgāra (the rasa of love-in-separation). Following this model, the formula that is
generally used is as follows: the hero and heroine are separated and the hero sends a
message to her describing in detail the places he has traveled through.626 Important
Sanskrit message poems composed in the region include the Cātaka Sandeśa, the
Bhramara Sandeśa, and the Kōkila Sandeśa.627
There are also ślokas from various maṇipravāḷam sandēśa kāvyas that are cited in the
Līlātilakam, although only a few have survived the ages. One that has survived is the
Uṅṅunīli Sandēśa. The exact date of composition is unknown, but internal evidence
suggests it was composed in the fourteenth century. In the poem, the hero is separated
from his lover at night by a yakṣi who is in love with him due to his beauty. Taken from
his bed in Central Kerala, he awakes over Trivandrum in south Kerala and recites a
mantra, which causes the yakṣi to release him. Stranded in Trivandrum, he sends a
623
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message to his lover telling her his circumstances and describing his travels via a
friend.628 It could be argued that the poem is more of a travelogue than a true letter as it
describes in detail many of the sights that the hero sees as he travels through Kerala—
descriptions of animals and landscapes, bucolic pastures, and boats at sea—but the poem
is also suffused with “the longings of love and the pangs of separation” that trickle into
many of the works in Māppiḷa kattŭ pāṭṭŭs.629 It should be noted that the sandeśa kāvyas
of Malayalam and Sanskrit are all written as if from a man to woman, and very rarely the
other way around.
A further connection has been observed by Taṟamēl and Vaḷḷikkunnŭ. They write that
kattŭ pāṭṭŭs were influenced by the Veṇmaṇi movement of Kerala that took place in the
nineteenth century. 630 The basic idea behind the movement was a return to simple
language in poetry, which emphasized abandoning high literary, Sanskritic language, and
embracing an aesthetic based on local speech patterns. The Veṇmaṇi works are generally
straightforward and direct, and thus easy to understand; this is also a general
characteristic of the Māppiḷa letter songs. Another aspect of the Veṇmaṇi movement that
has relevance here is the inclination towards sensuality and eroticism, the mood of
śringāra.631 The three letter songs discussed in detail below (as well as the other songs
discussed tangentially) all have erotic elements and the frustration of separation infused
within them.
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Letter Poems in Arabic-Tamil
I have been unable to locate similar or comparable letter songs in the Arwi or TamilArabic corpus. However, some Tamil Muslim scholars composed letters in Arabic verse.
Tayka Shu’ayb ‘Alim has quoted a fragment of one in his book Arabic, Arwi and Persian
in Sarandib and Tamil Nadu: “But, (I am worried) why you said that I have become
proud after I have studied the book Talkhīs. (I am not proud); I kiss your feet… I have
always been like your child. Therefore, it is not necessary for you to have said such
things about me. Count me as one who has sprung up among your dependents. However,
what you have said about me is only on account of your ardent love (for me) and hence I
do not worry about your (above) words.” This poetic epistle appears to have been
composed as a response to an earlier letter that was a rebuke, and seems to have the
primary function of a letter rather than as a literary composition meant to be distributed
widely. However, there is overlap between functional and literary epistles in the Arabic
letter tradition, which will be discussed briefly below. ‘Alim also mentions a work
written as a letter of introduction for a person needing financial assistance. There are
others works in Arabic-Tamil that are letters between brothers and also discussing
religious matters.632 These epistolary poems appear to be more closely related to the
Arabic risāla tradition discussed below than to the Arabi-Malayalam kattŭ pāṭṭŭs,
although the risāla tradition of both Tamil Nadu and Arabia were probably in circulation
in the Kerala Muslim literary milieu as well. However, the Tamil and the Arabic-Tamil
corpus contain a number of works known as ecal that are written as in dialogue form. In
632
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the non-Muslim corpus they usually revolve around the theme of love; for example, one
ecal is between the God Murukan and the Goddess Teyvayānai.633 In the Muslim works,
the songs deal with religious themes such as proper behavior or brief conversations about
saints.634 Songs in the form of conversations are not particularly numerous in the Māppiḷa
pāṭṭŭ corpus; the conversation song mentioned below is one of only a handful that I have
found.

Arabic Risālas
Private epistles in Arabic known as rasā’il (plural) or risālah (singular) make up a
distinct literary form. 635 The risāla is “a loosely used term in medieval Arabic
literature.”636 Jaako Hämeen-Aniliia describes the Arabic letter genre as covering diverse
forms such as an article or essay on a topic or letters in the modern sense or more literary
creations:
Risāla can thus, in the native tradition, be a short exposé of almost any field… One
finds technical tractates of various kinds, scientific studies, Sufi manuals and brief
descriptions of various aspects of religious science, but also works belonging to
belles-lettres. Risālas could roughly be divided according to a tripartite scheme into
functional, technical, and literary risālas, the first type being letters in the modern
sense (conveying a message to the recipient), the second covering tracts or essays
(brief studies of a limited subject) and the third consisting of various sub-genres
that clearly fall within belles-lettres.637
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There are many more kinds of epistolary literary texts within Arabic than exist within the
Arabi-Malayalam corpus; there are sophisticated scientific debates, Islamic doctrinal
argumentation, letters composed to rulers containing instructions on how to behave in
various situations, and other functional letters, both official and personal.

638

Epistolographic manuals were written that include classifications for functional letters
based on their subject matter. For example, within the personal letter category there are
felicitations (tahāni’), condolences (ta‘āzī), longing (tashawwuq), invitation (istizāra),
friendship (mawadda), apology (i‘tidhār), complaint (shakwā), and gratitude (shukr), and
were often based into further subdivisions.639 However, in comparing this genre to that
of the Arabi-Malayalam kattŭ pāṭṭŭ one particular subset stands out: that of the erotic or
love letter.
Sometimes called risālat al-‘ishq, or love letters, these literary (rather than functional)
letters deal with themes such as separation, beauty, messengers, rendezvous, and
sleepless nights. They could be highly artistic; for example, the Risālat al-ṭayf by Bahā’
al-Dīn al-Irbilī, written in 1275 C. E., tells the story of the author falling in love with a
lady, their separation, the sending of messages, and then finally meeting with the lady to
consummate their love. At the end of the text the author awakes and the entire scenario is
revealed to be a dream. It narrates an actual event in the author’s life—but the actual
event is a dream.640 These types of love letters, dealing with the themes mentioned above,
were popular throughout the post-classical period of Arabic literature that stretches from
638
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roughly the thirteenth through the eighteenth centuries.641 It is not, perhaps, unreasonable
to propose that some of this may have filtered into the Arabic literary culture of Kerala,
and from there into the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ compositional world. Within the songs discussed in
detail below, we mainly see the themes of love and separation, but there are other kattŭs
addressed to alternative figures such as friends or contemporaries that revolve around
other concerns.

Part II: Kattŭ Pāṭṭŭs
In contrast to the highly formalized structures of some of the genres above, the
Māppiḷa letter songs discussed below, although following the format of an actual letter
closely, lack other formal structures. They are later works, dating from the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, and have local events and issues with which the narrators were beset
as the historical contexts. Their backgrounds are not mythic, as Sanskrit messenger
poems tend to be; for example, they generally have day-to-day, local experiences as their
subject matter.642 At the time of Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar many of these were love songs and
erotic writings in the form of intimate letters that, nevertheless, were not private, but
rather works meant to be performed and heard.643
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Letter to Bīvikuṭṭi644and In the Jasmine Grove
Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar (1852-1892), the best-known and most celebrated Māppiḷa poet,
was accomplished in a variety of languages and wrote more than 20 songs in his short
lifetime. His first composition and a particularly popular work is the romantic song
Badṟul Munīr-Husanul Jamāl written in 1872, a retelling of a Persian work. This work
tells the story of the love between and the obstacles faced by a Persian princess and the
son of a minister and although technically a kissŭ pāṭṭŭ, or story song, it is suffused with
romantic elements. Vaidyar also wrote other romantic works, including a letter song to a
woman named Bīvikuṭṭi, with whom he is in love, and in which he describes his love
growing from a sprout into a tree:
(This is) a letter written to inform Jasmine Bīvi
(Although) we have not seen each other often
Love645 like mallika646 jasmine sprouted in (my) heart
The desire of (my) heart matured the growth
Well nourished, it grew and hardened into wood
And the shy flower buds in the flower tree blossomed.647
And in another section he compares her numerous hopeful lovers to beetles:
One honorable beetle will drink honey
(While) all of the others simply suffer
644

An excerpt of this song was found in Muhammadāli, Māppiḷappāṭṭukaḷ, 102-3.
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Hearing the news that it is the shy flower
(This) beetle came hopefully from the east
After the iśal changes, the song continues with a plea:
Without cooling, (this) beetle’s648 desire remains
O golden one, don’t give something small
(When) I dreamt I received a treasure
O sweet girl, what’s the use of waking
Let me see (you) and sip once, O sweet-voiced girl
What’s the loss to the charming parrot?
On that day I will see love at the foot of the tree
And fresh lips and words made for laughter.649
The song is in simple Malayalam and identifies itself clearly as a letter to Bīvikuṭṭi to
inform her of his feelings for her. Vaidyar wrote a romantic song titled “In the Jasmine
Grove,” also written in comparatively simple Malayalam and using similar imagery,
although Vaidyar also often uses his favored poetic techniques such as first letter
repetition, last letter repetition, and the vālummalkambi that links the stanzas. It begins:
Beetle, humming in the jasmine grove
648
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Beetle, is your most favorite honey there?
Have you seen a smithy where the blacksmith works?
Beetle, are you just playfully singing?
Beetle, will you tell me what you are humming?
I saw a beautiful woman in the geranium grove
After talking to the beetle light-heartedly, asking it where it has been and what it has
seen, and discussing past interactions, the poet then turns to the present, saying:
Here it’s become the golden afternoon
I long to see mañcāṭi650 seeds, O flower beetle
My skin has sagged; my arm hair fallen out
After the tāvḷa clapping and singing I am tired
My youth is gone, my skin is wrinkled
I am in pain651, my leg is stiff
Lullaby, lullaby, O tālapū beetle
This a wound from striking my arm bracelet652
And:
My chest and face are shadowed and crooked
A wasteland also lies crooked inside my body653
650

The seed of Adenathera Pavonia, a red seed exchanged between lovers. Interestingly, this is also the
case in China.
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Malayalam, bādāṟ =bāḍha, pain.
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Because the arm has shrunk due to old age and the bangle is loose.
mañña phayaṯṯŭ aṭinēram iṅṅāyi
mañcāṭi kāmān yenṟe āśaphū baṇṭe
tōl ellam hāṟunne rōmam tośiññī
tāvaḷa kaimuṭṭiphāṭi kūśaññi
bāliyam phōyi yenṟe tōlum cuḷiññī
bādāṟil phukkŭ yenṟe kālum kuśaññī
talelam talelam tālaphū baṇṭe
tōlbaḷa koṇṭiṭṭŭ āṇī muṟiññī. Karīm and Abūbakkar, eds., Mahākavi Mōyinkuṭṭi Vol. 2, 1728-9. Notice
the use of “b” for the letter “v,” a colloquial useage and often seen in Māppiḷa songs.
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Although written by a man, the voice of the speaker appears to be that of a woman, one
who has grown old and wrinkled and whose arm has grown thin enough that her armbracelet pains her because it has become ill-fitting. The song also implies that the beetle
to whom the woman is speaking may in fact be an old lover; this is further strengthened
by Vaidyar’s referring to Bīvikuṭṭi’s various paramours as beetles as well. In these songs,
Vaidyar writes about possible future love and distant past love, while the next songs
discuss love in the present.
The Maṟiyakkuṭṭi Kattŭ Pāṭṭŭ
Pulikkōṭṭil Haidar (1879-1975) is well known for writing more than 30 short Māppiḷa
songs. The short length of his songs is reflective of the khaṇḍakāvya, or short poem, a
trend that was popularized by poets such as Kumaran Asan and Vallathol in the early
1900s.654 They are longer than many currently composed Māppiḷa songs, which tend to
be very short. His songs address various topics, such as village life, love, travel, historical
events, social issues, and politics. Romantic songs make up most of his creations, with
letter songs, many of which he wrote to his friends, a close second. He is noteworthy for
his lack of religious sentiment—few of his songs are devotional or overly religious in
tone. Among all his songs, the best known is the Maṟiyakkuṭṭi Letter song.
The tradition holds that Haidar wrote this song at the request of a woman whose
husband was jailed following the Māppiḷa Rebellion of 1921. The repercussions for the
meyyakattŭ uḷḷōru kāṭum baḷaññi. Karīm and Abūbakkar, eds., Mahākavi Mōyinkuṭṭi Vol. 2, 1728-9.
Notice the use of “b” in place of “v,” also common in Māppiḷa songs.
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Māppiḷa population following the rebellion were severe. The total Māppiḷa casualties are
unknown, but range from one to two thousand according to British sources, to ten
thousand according to Māppiḷa sources. Additionally, several hundred were executed,
over five hundred sentenced to life imprisonment, and others given jail sentences of
seven to fourteen years. The prisons were so overcrowded that facilities in Bellary,
Karnataka made to hold 1,500 were reopened and filled with 4,500 men.655 Women and
families suffered greatly because of this; agriculture and the food supply were affected.656
The most infamous event in the history of the Māppiḷa conflict was the train tragedy. The
train (or wagon) tragedy took place on November 19, 1921. One hundred and twenty-two
Māppiḷa prisoners were loaded for transportation to a prison camp into a goods wagon
that was then sealed. Their cries were ignored by the guards throughout the journey, and
when the car was opened ninety miles away at Coimbatore, sixty-four prisoners had
suffocated, while the remainder were seriously injured due to lack of air. Investigation
revealed that the train car, previously certified by doctors as unfit for human
transportation, had air holes that had been sealed by paint. Further, it had been used
earlier for the transportation of political prisoners prior to the tragedy. When the details
were uncovered there was a massive uproar, the tragedy was compared to the Black Hole
of Calcutta, and eventually three hundred rupees were paid to the families of each of the
dead prisoners. 657 Other men were hunted down and killed for their roles in the
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Rebellion; others were shot and killed by mistake.658 We can imagine that the loss of so
many men must have had quite an effect on the community, and especially the women.
There are not many sources that consider the effects of the loss of men through death or
jailing, but some of the anxieties that women must have faced have been preserved in the
Maṟiyakkuṭṭi Letter song. In this song, Maṟiyakkuṭṭi’s husband Hasankuṭṭi was one of
those sent to Bellary prison. While there, he heard some rumors concerning Maṟiyakkuṭṭi
and other men and sent a letter to her mother. Haidar wrote this song as a reply to her
husband’s letter at her request. After hearing the song, so the story goes, Hassankuṭṭi was
convinced of his wife’s innocence in the matter.659 The song is poignant, emotional, and
believable as a historical story. The first iśal is composed in triplets, using first letter
repetition and a modified last-letter repetition, where the last letter of the first and the
third lines are the same. In several stanzas he uses vālummalkambi, using the last word of
one stanza to begin the following stanza. The song begins:
I speak for the insight of Hassankuṭṭi
To waken and clear his mind I wrote this poem
This is put down by Maṟiyakkuṭṭi herself.
The note you sent that day from jail to my mother
Arrived; when I saw it—sorrow
Endless, into a sea of sadness I fell.
Before we leave the living world should we divorce
If your mind changes, then by the Great One I swear—on earth
I will not stay, I will die by hanging.
I wait for your coming, remembering (your) flavor
Like the dog who saw the moon while drinking water
658
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Almost five years have passed, O pearl!
You, honorable one, watered and fed the sapling
The tree flowered, you plucked and ate the first fruit—
After our separation did your heart forget the taste?
By the One’s fate, I was locked on the day that you left
No one will open the lock, it is wrapped and tied
This gold box is waiting to be given to you660
The second iśal relates what she has been accused of doing and her defense. This section
is composed of couplets using first and last letter repetition strictly. Maṟiyakkuṭṭi says:
For two days two or three workers from the railway
Came here and slept at night
Also, around that time I went to visit
Auntie at Paṇḍikkāṭṭŭ once.
It is because of that, there is talk about me, a scandal
In my land I now have an enemy
660

bōlunnen irukaṇṇil maṇimārar hasankuṭṭi
pūmanam teḷintuṇarnniṭuvān keṭṭi-kavitai
pōṭṭīṭunnitā svantam maṟiyakkuṭṭī.
jēlil ninnumai innāḷenai ummakkayicciṭṭe
cīṭṭaṇṭŭ kanintatāl aṇayappeṭṭe-vesanam
tīrāte enai dukhakkaṭalil peṭṭe.
tālaminnuyir viṭṭŭ piriyum mun talākhāṇe
tāṅkaḷaṅṅiḷakkiyāl periyakōnām-puviyilŭ
tāmasicciṭā, tūṅṅi marikkum ñānē!
ñānuṅkaḷ varavum kāttirikkunna suvādōrttŭ
nāya candirane kaṇṭaṟal kuṭitte-vidhamilŭ
nālañcŭ sanattōḷam kaḻiññu, muttē!
mānitar umai naṭṭŭ nanaccŭ pōṯṯiyum vanne
maram pūttŭ kani munnam paṟiccŭ tinne-irasam
manasuḷḷilŭ maṟannō, kaṇṇakanna pinne?
tānavan vidhiyāle umai pōya dinam pūṭṭi
tāvārum tuṟakkāte potiññu keṭṭi,
umatilŭ tarān kāttirikkunnī svaṟaṇapeṭṭi. Haidar, Pulikkōṭṭil Kritikaḷ, 104-5.
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He came to me many times asking
When he came onto me I beat him with a broom
Since then he has started this rumor
The letter that you saw, don’t believe it, my pearl!
Except for you another man has not touched me
I swear on Koṇṭŭveṭṭi Taṅṅaḷ’s leg!661
On both legs themselves! To eat this fruit—
Some mouths have watered when they saw it.
Up to today I have not been caught in youth’s net
They came, saw, and left only; they have not eaten the catch
With the situation in the land so many women
Have done the no-handed somersault; you know!
This song gives insight into what the aftermath of the Māppiḷa Rebellion may have been
like for some of the families—and especially women—left behind when a husband was
imprisoned, or even killed. Not only would the women have to support themselves
somehow, but they would also be vulnerable to sexual advances and possible abuse. The
woman defends herself by stating that the man who spread the rumors was approaching
her with the goal of having sexual relations, and not only him but other men as well. And
the source of the rumors was due to, first, the presence of men in her home and, second,
her absence from it. However, she defends herself by clarifying the circumstances: she
had rented out places to sleep to some railway workers on one occasion, and on another
she went to visit a friend in another area. She further charges that the accuser—as well as
other men—approached her with the intention to have sexual relations with her, which
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The Koṇṭōṭṭi taṅṅaḷ.
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she refused. She escaped their nets, beat one with a broom, and remains an unopened
gold box that can only be opened by her husband.
The Maṟiyakuṭṭi Letter Song is in two parts with two different iśals. The first part
consists of triplets, the second couplets. This division is reinforced by rhyming patterns:
in the first part, generally, every verse uses first-letter repetition and the first and third
line of the verse uses last-letter repetition. In the second part, there is first and last-letter
repetition.
Haidar wrote many other letter songs including the Bīṭarude Kattŭ (The Wife’s
Letter), Pī Dīkkŭ Snēhapūrvvam (To P. D. With Love), Nallaḷam Bīrānŭ Oru Maṟupaṭi
(Reply to Nallaḷam Bīrānŭ), Priyappetta Lāhājikkŭ (To Dear Lāhāji), Ayamu
Mollakkayacca Marupaṭi (Reply Sent to Ayamu Molla), Swantam En Si Kōyakkutti
Hājikkŭ (To My Own N. C. Kōyakkutti Hāji), and Mambāṭŭ Adikārikkŭ Hṝdayapūrvvam
(To Mambāṭŭ Adikāri Wholeheartedly). Most of these were Pulikōṭṭil Haidar’s friends
and contemporaries.

Background: Migration to the Gulf
Wide-scale migration to the Arabian Gulf countries in the twentieth century is the
background for the following three songs. Migration began to be a widespread
phenomenon in the 1970s, when oil prices rose dramatically. This resulted in the massive
overhaul of the infrastructure of Gulf countries that was done mainly by foreign labor. By
1980, 69.8% of the workforce in the Gulf was foreign, and it was higher in some
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countries.662 One statistic states that by 1998, the number of Indians in the Gulf was 2.8
million.663 Thirty-five to fifty percent of the migrants to the Middle East from India have
been from Kerala.664 It is a fairly widespread social phenomenon in Kerala as well.
Caroline and Filippo Osella surveyed the primary occupations of 453 men from 2
neighborhoods between 1989 and 1995: a quarter of them were or had been migrants, and
half of those went to the Gulf.665 When I was doing my fieldwork in 2011-2012 most
families I came in contact with had a relation working in the Gulf.
The money brought into Kerala by Gulf migrant workers is considerable. A 1998
study of migration from Kerala concluded that approximately 10.7 percent of Kerala’s
state domestic product comes from remittances from Malayalis in the Gulf.666 Successful
migrants earn typically anywhere from five to fifteen times what they would make at
home.667 This had a variety of repercussions in Kerala itself. First of all is the drastically
improved income, which the worker spends lavishly on land, a home, jewelry,
electronics, and so forth. There is also a sense of “glamour” that is associated with
traveling and working abroad that is also a form of compensation. It is often talked about
as “pride” in the songs below. Further, the belief that because the levels of technology are
higher in the foreign country, the work is believed to be less physically demanding, thus
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assigning money from the Gulf some of the characteristics of “windfall” money. This
means that even if a worker is a petty laborer or shopkeeper in the Gulf, when he returns
home the money he brings and his travel abroad gives him a somewhat higher status.668
Going to the Gulf to work, therefore, is bound up with a host of other expectations
concerning symbolic capital that exceeds that of just income for the sake of providing for
a family: beyond the physical gains of goods, there is also status and glamour that is
another kind of reward.
But migration has its tradeoffs, and has widespread effects within families. The same
study referred to above estimates that in 1998, due to migration, as many as one in eight
women in Kerala (approximately a million women) were living apart from their
husbands.669 The men are often gone for years at a time, and only have short visits home.
And when they do return, they are often away from home visiting friends and relatives. In
the north Kerala Muslim village of Veni where Prema Kurien did part of her fieldwork,
she noted exactly that: when the migrants returned, they spent little time at home, and
were instead often gone delivering messages and gifts for other Malayali migrant
workers.670 Further, the separation has a variety of physical and emotional effects on the
wives of the workers: the 1998 Kerala Migration study found that women separated from
their husbands faced many problems: loneliness was the major issue, followed by “added
responsibilities,” concerns about their children and their education, “debt incurred to
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finance emigration,” “increased anxiety,” and the fact that the financial gains were not as
great as expected. 671
Getting to the Gulf for work is problematic, as well. First, it is expensive: the average
cost to get over there has been estimated at 44,000 rupees. This is a massive amount, and
usually migrants have to use multiple avenues for funding: borrowing from family,
institutional loans, selling jewelry, and mortgaging or selling of property.672 The ways to
get there are varied and can be problematic, as well, ranging from going on a non-work
visa with a round trip ticket and staying, to familial contacts, to dealing with middlemen
who may or may not come through with the promised visa or work. And once there, there
is always the risk of the job not being there, being different, and the pay being less than
promised.673 There is always the possibility of failure that may result in the complete loss
of any money invested in the initial migration costs.
Gulf migration, especially, is still a prominent issue in the social consciousness of
Kerala in general, and especially the Māppiḷa community, which is reflected broadly in
popular culture. Gulf migration has been the subject of films, characters in films, and in
popular songs such as the ones discussed above. Migrants from Kerala make up half of
the migrant Indian work force in the Gulf today. 674 It is apparent in the physical
landscape, as well: when I was there, there was a huge property that I would sometimes
pass by on a bus route. It was immense, with huge statues, fountains, and a palatial
marble house. Auto drivers pointed it out to me multiple times with the simple comment,
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“Gulf money.” Kurien writes that the Gulf is often seen as a “Promised land” for
Muslims: a place to earn enough money to afford to support the family, have nice things,
and give back to the community. But getting there is fraught with problems due to
immense costs in getting visas, either legally or through alternate channels and affording
the plane fare and the fees. Many people resort to selling off valuables such as gold and,
more rarely, land in the hopes of making it all back. Not all migrants, however, are
successful or happy. Labor exploitation and pathetic work conditions in more than one
Gulf country amount to gross modern-day slavery, something that is hard to talk about
and barely addressed in the songs below.675 But many of the other issues are hauntingly
alluded to in the songs discussed below.

The Dubai Kattŭ Pāṭṭŭ
S. A. Jameel’s (1935-2011) Dubai Letter song is an important modern work in the
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ corpus. It is written in free verse, with few formal structural elements such
as first or last letter repetition or other rhyming patterns, which is the common element
(with various degrees of complexity) in other Māppiḷa songs. A prolific Māppiḷa poet and
singer, Jameel also worked as a counselor with many Muslim families, discussing with
them such issues as the stresses of migrant work. At that time, as is still the case in Kerala
today, many men went to the Gulf to work, only returning home every few years and

See Nicholas Cooper, “City of Gold, City of Slaves: Slavery and Indentured Servitude in Dubai,” in
Journal of Strategic Studies 6:5 (2013).
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Jameel discovered from his work many of the issues that Kurien uncovered in her
research discussed above. Jameel wrote the Dubai Letter song after having many of these
conversations, and sometime later wrote the companion piece the Maṟupaṭi Kattŭ (the
Letter’s Reply), inspired by his counseling sessions. The Dubai Letter is his best-known
work. It is a song in the form of a woman’s letter to her husband who is working abroad
in Abu Dhabi, and is a particularly poignant song, filled with the anguish of separation,
alluding to sexual and emotional discontent that women feel when left alone for years at a
time.676
Honeymoon days are playing in my mind
I hug passionate dreams to my chest
Flower-dressed nights are bathed in mist
Is it to the bridal chamber that I am being beckoned?
How will I sleep? Even if I lie down
How will sleep come? Even if I sleep
I dream dreams of the honeymoon, one after another
And, shocked, I wake up—I twine myself with the pillow
Gold, property, jewelry, money, and wealth
The pride of wearing foreign clothes
Parading in front of people
The status of having the biggest house around
I have it all—everything, everything
Even though I have it, what is the use?677
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“Dubai” and “Persia” are both used vernacularly to refer to the Middle East in general. See Prema
Kurien, Kaleidoscopic, 83-4. Thanks to Rupert Snell for his suggestions on this translation.
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madhuvidhu nāḷukaḷ manassil kaḷikkunnu
madanakkināvukaḷ māṟōṭaṇaykkunnu
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koṇṭŭ keṭṭippuṇarum. Jamīl, S. A. Jamīlinṯe, 82.
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But although she has all these material goods, she is lonely and sexually unfulfilled,
having had only brief moments with her husband after the marriage and before he left for
Gulf work. She laments her fading youth:
The nectar of my fruit of flesh is filled with sweetness
I will never give it to any others to eat
Until I die I will guard this treasure, even though I
Am not an angel, you should remember I am also a woman
The honey of my youth is spilling over—the flower garden
Of seventeen wilted—finally,
The golden pot carved in youth—I
Am only decoration, kept aside
Like a sacrificial animal678
Although she says that she will keep herself for her husband, she also warns that she is
“not an angel,” and compares herself to a useful item that is not utilized, and a sacrificial
animal. Another section addresses children that grow up with only rare, brief visits from
their father:
Two or three years ago you came
Only eight or nine days you stood in the house
The child that I had then is three now
He always asks “Where is bapa?”
He hides, dances, plays—the child will beckon
His father with his hand—when I see that
I tremble, my chest breaking, isn’t he a flower of a child?
Don’t you long to see that face too?
And finally, a plea to her husband for his return:
In the forest of sand that only grows Arabian gold
Far away in the land of the Gulf, Abu Dhabi
You labor under the sun
Let me ask a question—why do
You work like this? Seeing each
Other, at least the two of us
678
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Could eat from one vessel
And, spreading one mat,
We could sleep together.679
The Dubai Kattŭ Pāṭṭŭ continues to be a popular song; it is still frequently sung at
concerts, recorded by various artists, and is often chosen by contestants on “Pāṭṭuṟumāl,”
a televised Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ singing competition. Its longing, heartsick tones echo with
elements of the Tamil poetic landscape (tiṇai), and specifically one of the landscapes of
separation, neytal, with its mention of mists; similarly, the Sanskrit vipralambhaśṛṅgāra-rasa is evoked in a general way.680 Further, it appears to be a variation on the
classic messenger poem genre discussed earlier, as it “links the powerful emotions of
love, separation, and the desire for reunion to beloved landscapes, literary versions of the
natural world that echo the lovers’ remembered past and anticipated future reunion.”681
These are conventions that the author was probably aware of and drew on intentionally,
the better to infuse the work with familiar elements that would draw a response from its
audience. And it had a resounding response: I was told by several people that after the
Dubai Letter song gained popularity in the late 70s it caused an influx of returning
migrant workers who, moved by the song, decided to move back to Kerala. The Dubai
Kattŭ Pāṭṭŭ is striking in that it is beautifully written, deals with concerns that are
679

aṟabipon viḷayum marumaṇal kāṭṭilŭ
akaleyabudābi galphinṟe nāṭṭilŭ
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relevant even today, and highlights a migratory path that has been followed for over a
thousand years.

The Maṟupaṭi Kattŭ Pāṭṭŭ
The Maṟupaṭi Kattŭ Pāṭṭŭ (The Letter’s Reply) is the companion song to the Kattŭ
Pāṭṭŭ. It is written as a literal reply to the original Dubai Kattŭ Pāṭṭŭ and responds
directly and indirectly to the subjects addressed in the earlier song. Generally, this song is
not as well regarded as the earlier version: the earlier Dubai Kattŭ is considered a seminal
piece and one of the few modern songs that is considered a serious work rather than a
superficial or hastily written commercial production, as many Māppiḷa songs published
today are considered, similar to what we might call rather derisively in English “pop”
songs. The modern songs that I have looked at are shorter and more straightforward
linguistically, with less linguistic or poetic ornamentation such as metaphorical speech or
intricate rhyming patterns. These modern tendencies can be seen in Bāppu
Veḷḷippaṛambŭ’s work that will be discussed bellow. S. A. Jameel’s song, in contrast, is
much more beautiful, in language and especially in imagery, and is still quite
distinguishable from other modern works. It begins with the husband noting that he
recived his wife’s letter and then describes his reaction to her words:
The sweet experiences recalled
The falling flowers gathered
The heart’s682 hot blood melted into ink
The letter’s shining garland strung
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(Those) cruel words piercing
Sentences, like saws, slicing
A heart shattering into a hundred pieces
My hands clutching the letter trembling
It shuddered, my heart broke
It shuddered, my heart broke—for the letter
I cannot find a reply to give—there is no
There is no answer683
Then you embroidered dreams of flowers
Now spider webs of sorrow
The letter garlands684 that you wrote in the letter
Were the flames of your burning, blazing heart 685
The song, composed in the voice of the husband replying to his wife’s anguished letter
from Kerala portrayed in the Dubai song, begins by acknowledging both the sorrow and
anguish that prompted his wife’s letter to him, and alludes to the emotional pain that
receiving it causes him. However, the song lacks originality, being merely a response
with very little additions, which may be a reason that this song is considered inferior to
the Dubai Kattŭ Pāṭṭŭ. The man who is the voice in the poem does not discuss his own
issues that he is facing as a migrant worker. There would be a rich vein of experience to
mine from as a Malayali so far from home, but this song does not do this. Instead, like a
683

madhurānubhūtikaḷ ayaviṟakki
manassil vīṇaṭiyum pū poṟukki
karaḷinṟe cuṭuraktamaṣiyil mukki
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vākkukal kūrampāyŭ kuttittaṟaykkunnu
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true response, he responds passionately to the woman’s veiled allusions to sexual
discontent, and also takes responsibility for the situation. Finally, the man writes of
coming home. Lyrically, it is much more repetitive than the original: every stanza ends
with at least a few repetitions and sometimes many repetitions of a phrase. One of the
attractive elements of the song is the tenderness with which the man replies to his wife’s
concerns. It is a touching reply, saturated with love and concern for his wife. It uses fairly
simple language, as when the man writes:
The husband who does not know the needs of his wife
He is good for nothing and the creator of her mistake
Opportunity is the mother of need
He who provides room for that is the leader of fools
Aren’t we listening, aren’t we seeing?
Aren’t we watching, aren’t we seeing what’s happening?
Haven’t countless things like these happened?
Aren’t they happening now, won’t they always happen?
Replying directly to the wife’s words in the earlier song when she writes, “I am not an
angel,” the husband retorts:
Intolerable are the words “I am not an angel”
They are a double-barreled gun that shoots in the mind
Towards the man who has honor and self-respect
Who can reply (to that)?
They will be numb, (their) manhood diminished686
They will be numb, (their) manhood diminished
In a snap, the mountaintop of money will shudder and shake687
(It) will shudder and shake
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The song tells the listeners that many people will be able to justify going or staying in the
Gulf for money, at the expense of their family relations and marriage. It also warns that
money is not enough to justify damage to relationships.
Many people will have many kinds of justifications
Conscience stricken, they will want to return
With enough justifications to another world they must go
To write a reply a real man must be born
You are boiling—you are challenging
You are boiling—you are challenging; after catching
The high peak of love you chain me (there)
You are challenging
This type of separation of intimacy for many years
This wife-murder; a man who kills without killing-Our Islamic religion says is not allowed
Even a simple woman has a life
Running, falls into a pit
Running, falls into a pit; the simple desire
Of money is the sowing of betrayal that is harvested688
Falling down689…
Jameel—via the husband in the song—also charges that this separation that may hurt a
wife is anti-Islamic, that a wife, also, has a right to a life than includes a husband who is
present in the life of the family.
The washerman’s ox, without plowing, becomes a father
A simple washerman’s ox and a man in the Gulf
You, without milking, become a dried up cow
Both people on separate shores690 carrying the burden of youth
What is the purpose in living like this? After getting on the next plane
Quickly, we shall see each other, O my gold, if not
The pot and the pan will break, O my woman, from bumping and banging
The pot will turn to dust.691
688
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Finally, the possibility of sexual infidelity is addressed using a variety of metaphors: the
“final payment” of a “loan,” the ox becomes a father without “plowing,” and a cow
mysteriously becomes dry without being milked.
This song, even more clearly than the previous one, is clearly written for the benefit of
the entire Māppiḷa community. Although couched as a reply and responding directly to
some of the issues addressed in the earlier letter song, this song appears to be more of a
list of problems that may occur when a husband goes overseas to work than a letter. It
also contains warnings to husbands who are there or who are thinking of traveling there,
as well as subtle reminders that women, too, are affected by such a decision and have a
right to a fulfilling life. This song, then, clearly indicates the public nature of these
ostensibly private compositions.

Bāppu Veḷḷippaṟambŭ’s Gulf Song
These two songs concerning Gulf migration have spawned at least a few newer
compositions with the same subject matter: in a small, thin paper booklet that was
published by Ashrafi Book Center and Tirurangadi Printers in 2011 that I purchased in
Calicut from a small bookstall, a short song written by Bāppu Veḷḷippaṟambŭ about
traveling to the Gulf for work addresses some of the desires and anxieties attendant on

kaṟakkāte kaṟava vaṯṯiyoru paśuvāyŭ nī māṟi
iruvarumirukarayil yauvanaccumaṭum pēṟi
irippatiletarttham ñān aṭutta pleyin kēṟi
uṭanettanne, tammil kāṇām, ponnē, alleṅkil
taṭṭimuṭṭi kuṭṭiccaṭṭiyiṭṭŭ poṭṭipōkum peṇṇē…
caṭṭimaṇṇākum peṇṇē… Jamīl, S. A. Jamīlinṯe, 86.
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such a venture. Bāppu Veḷḷippaṟambŭ is a current Māppila pāṭṭŭ lyricist who has written
over six thousand songs, and was given an award in Chennai in 2007 for his contributions
to the Māppila pāṭṭŭ genre. 692 Many of his songs were written for Malayalam films, and
have been recorded and performed by well-known, popular singers such as Viḷayil Fasila
and V. M. Kuṭṭy.693 A native of Kozhikode district, he has written many wedding songs
and political songs.694 This song, unrecorded as far as I know, is written as a conversation
between a man and a woman and is untitled. It begins with the man saying:
I want to go to Abudhābi
I have no way to go
I have quickly prepared my passport
The desire to go is planted in my mind695
She replies:
Let go of the desire filling your heart!696
Remember that there will be adversity!
Listen to the stories of people being trapped!
Stay, dear darling, with me!
The man discounts her advice and responds by asking her to help him gather the funds for
the trip by selling all of their (or her) possessions:
I want all the ornaments
You should take the deed and give it to me697
692
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Selling the land and the gold I should go to the Gulf
I shall return a rich man698
The woman replies with a plea:
Don’t desire to become a rich man!
Don’t try to sell the house and the land
My dearest darling love, don’t go anywhere!
Don’t suffer going back and forth!
But the man is still adamant about going. And more than just the money, he is lured by
the idea of the status that comes with the money and the travel:
Oh woman, if I go to the Gulf, how grand!699
Then you can proclaim family pride!700
The pride of being a foreign worker!
Bīvi, your pride will rise that day!
The song ends with the woman’s final argument:
Ālikkuṭṭi next door didn’t he go?
Without reaching there didn’t he come back here?
All those who went, aren’t they in trouble now?
Please don’t go anywhere that you are separated from me…701
All of this emotion contained in the two kattŭ pāṭṭŭs discussed above, as well as the
other, non-kattŭ song, track remarkably well with the Kerala-Gulf migrant experience
since the 1970s, detailed earlier in the chapter. The possibility of failure, the selling of
698
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land and property to afford the investment in visas and expensive tickets, the possibility
of becoming “rich” as well as obtaining status, and the emotional issues of the separation
of a family are all addressed succinctly in this song.
Songs in the form of a conversation are not particularly numerous within the Māppiḷa
pāṭṭŭ corpus; this song (or composer) may have been influenced by the ecal songs in
Tamil and Arabic-Tamil, or it may be a natural form for addressing such a topic as
migration from two separate perspectives as an alternative to writing two separate letter
poems. Considering the fame of Jameel’s letter songs on the same topic, however, this
song was certainly influenced by them. Notably absent from this song, of course, is the
mood of love-in-separation that permeates the other works discussed here.

Part III: Affection, Anxiety, and the Audience
The letter songs and other domestically oriented songs generally take the form of
personal correspondence, and as such, spotlight personal issues such as love, separation,
and various social anxieties and domestic problems. Therefore, although personal, they
also reflect larger societal issues that affect the community as a whole in subtle ways.
In particular, the letter songs function on a number of levels, not just containing
information, but also circulating through “vast epistolary networks” that are made up of a
listening and singing/reciting public. Although the poem is written as though part of an
epistolary exchange, in reality its target audience is not a single person but rather the
listening public of the Māppiḷa community. These are clear literary constructions that
may not only serve as actual letters to or about people but also to teach or inform the
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community in some way.702 In the case of Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar and his love interest
Bīvikuṭṭi, a song composition may be the only possible avenue to express romantic
affection, and it becomes a question of presence: these letters are a way to either invoke
someone’s presence or be in their presence. Writing them, perhaps especially for a public
forum, becomes a technique for invoking someone’s presence. In Pulikkōṭṭil Haidar’s
case, his Maṟiyakuṭṭi Letter song was ostensibly written in order to help Maṟiyakuṭṭi
plead her case to her husband. However, it also serves to underline the plight of Māppiḷa
women at that time and records a particular part of history that has been overlooked
completely. Thus, these letters are multi-functional. Similarly, S. A. Jameel’s work is not
only artistic, written by a well-known Māppiḷa singer and composer, but is also a
message to the Māppiḷa community about the perils of overseas work, informed by his
own work as a counselor. Another major function of the letter songs is aesthetic: to be
artistic or literary, not only to convey information, but also to invoke emotion. The kattŭ
pāṭṭŭ is a poetic form, meant to invoke various rasas.
The songs about migration articulate succinctly many of the emotions, expectations,
and experiences that are linked to migration to the Arabian Gulf. But they also illuminate
interesting characteristics of the corpus of letter songs. Although they are structured as
correspondences between two people, as performance pieces they are aimed at the wider
Māppiḷa community. This is transparent in the songs given as examples: these modern
letter songs are not to actual people at all. The Dubai Letter and the Letter’s Reply were
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both composed by S. A. Jameel as imaginary letters, with experiences heard only secondhand as the basis. Veḷḷippaṟambaŭ’s song abandons the pretense even further—it is not
even cloaked in the form of two separate letters but is instead an imagined conversation.
In these songs, then, we see another function of this branch of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ: not just as
artistic, literary pieces set to music but as domestic messages to the community in
general. These songs are not discussing the Gulf migration experience, but are serving as
warnings about the cost.

Conclusion
These songs in general, and perhaps especially the letter songs, are an attempt to
create a certain kind of forum or conversation among the community about domestic
topics. Since the songs were not actual, private correspondence, this indicates that the
topics and emotions in the songs were meant to evoke responses from the community,
rather than the titular subjects of the letters. An in-depth study of a substantial number of
letter songs could be very useful in many ways. It would be interesting to see to whom
the letters are addressed, the topics under discussion, and what techniques they use to
invoke emotion. I am not aware of any substantial examination of Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar’s
letter songs, in particular, and the songs are not included in any recently published
volumes. His work, compared and contrasted with more recent works, would also give us
an idea of issues that the Māppiḷa community may have seen as important, and how these
issues have changed over time.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION
This branch of literature is a great property which, grown by our Muslim brothers
gives pride to all Keralites. Even though we qualify many songs as ArabiMalayalam, Māppiḷa Malayalam, and so on, nevertheless it is Malayalam, it is the
property of Malayalis. Sanskrit joined with maṇipravāḷam is not Sanskrit, it is
Malayalam. In the same way, this literature that is joined with Arabic words is
not the Arabs’, it is the Malayalis’, it is Malayalam. Therefore, learning this is our
duty. Enjoying it is our right.703

Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ, with its heady linguistic and aesthetic mix of languages and of
cultures, embodies the wonderfully blurry ambiguities inherent in both. It exemplifies the
messiness and complexity of a lived tradition in contact with a multitude of literary,
linguistic, and social influences. Further, the subject matter of the songs is historically
significant: the Muslim community in Kerala has had no central religious or political
organization—they have mostly lived under Hindu rulers—and so Māppiḷa songs are
some of the only records of many historical events from the Kerala Muslim perspective.
They are the voices of the Muslim population in Kerala and, sometimes, all that still
exists of them. Through a discussion of this literature, I have tried to illustrate the
complex and multifaceted heritage of the community and its literature, to aid in the
recovery of the voices of Māppiḷa Muslims expressed in the Arabi-Malayalam songs, and
to demonstrate of the complexity and diversity of views within the community and thus
within Islam itself.
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Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ grew out of Malayalam literature organically but used poetic features
from Arabic and other literary traditions, ultimately developing its own conventions and
flavor. A kind of cosmopolitan flavor is retained in many of the songs, which use words
from many different languages, and the Arabi-Malayalam script itself gives authority to
the works. However, this amorphousness, while being the source of the richness of the
songs, has also put them in a liminal position with regard to Malayalam literary history,
which has often characterized them as folk literature. As performance pieces, they are
used in many Māppiḷa art forms, but they were also used to convey important information
to the Māppiḷa community.
The devotional māla songs, often written in praise of Sufi saints or saintly figures, are
some of the oldest and most well regarded pieces of literature. Strongly devotional in
nature, they illustrate the connections between the Māppiḷa community and the
devotional milieu of south India of which it was a part. Although highlighting the
synthesis of Islamic elements with regional specificity, their reconsideration in modern
times as “unIslamic” by some reform movements also show the sectional diversity within
the Māppiḷa community.
Issues such as nationalism, modernity, and reform are also alluded to in the songs. The
war or battle songs, known as paṭa pāṭṭŭ, give us an alternative historical perspective on
early conflicts. In the political arena, the songs served to gather support for various
viewpoints, either for particular figures such as Muhammad Abduṟahimān or for
particular movements such as struggling against the British forces. Similarly, Pulikkōṭṭil
Haidar’s Kaliyugam gives us a further look at the factional divisions in the Māppiḷa
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community. Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ served as a forum for political issues as well as devotional
ones, and gives us glimpses of history as seen from the Māppiḷa (or subsections thereof)
perspective.
The kissa pāṭṭŭs, or story songs, are narrative pieces marked by creativity and
imagination. Although embroidered and embellished with fantastic details, the two
examined in this dissertation also contain, embedded within them, subtle messages to the
Māppiḷa community. Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar’s Eli Paṭa shrewdly buries anti-Imperialist
sentiment in the artfully poetic story of a war between cats and mice. The Akbar Sadaqa
Pakṣi Pāṭṭŭ, on the other hand, points us towards the Shia presence that existed briefly in
Kerala.
The kattŭ pāṭṭŭs, or letter songs, often explore domestic concerns such as separation,
love, and longing. Broadly similar to the classical Tamil akam genre, which is concerned
with the domestic sphere as contrasted with the political, these songs address intimate
issues that have to do with domestic life and family issues. Nevertheless, they also serve
as a form of large-scale communication, alerting listeners to issues such as the plight of
women in the aftermath of the Māppiḷa Rebellion and, in the twenty-first century, the
problems of Gulf migration.

Revisiting the Exclusion of Māppiḷa Pāṭṭŭ
By discussing the above aspects of these songs, I attempted to draw attention to the
richness and complexity of this literature, as well the ways it might enrich not only
historical but also literary studies of Kerala. The identity of Māppiḷa songs as folk songs
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is somewhat contested, and has been problematic for some scholars. Some have
addressed Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ’s relegation into the corners of Malayalam literature, others
have implicitly acknowledged the problematic issues that underlie the term “folk” in this
particular context. As Śūranāṭŭ Kuññan Piḷḷa states:
Generally speaking, literary historians ignore these songs…I feel that none of
them have studied these songs as a part of Malayalam literature. Contemporary
scholars and critics who study the growth of literature do not give sufficient
attention to this area…After I had the opportunity to examine them closely I
straight away rejected the thought I had before that Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ, even though
very beautiful, were only folk songs.704
Vaḷḷikkunnŭ criticizes scholars who neglect Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ and other literary productions
that fall outside of the “classical” schools: “Not only folk songs; any other literary
movement that had not been included in the influential area of Aryanization was
flavorless to them. It is a mistake to expect either logical thought or accurate studies from
that group.”705 “Aryanization” is a clue that what is at stake in this discussion is more
than just the classification of a minor branch of literature in a small Indian state, but also
concerns the formation of a common cultural sphere that recognizes diversity.
As the previous chapters illustrate, there is more variety in the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ corpus
than is indicated in the general term “folk songs,” which in this case serves not as a
descriptive category, but rather as a kind of catch-all category for works that do not fit
into nor have a clear relationship to the pāṭṭŭ or maṇipravāḷam schools. The continued
use of the category of folk song within Malayalam literary works as it is defined below is
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perplexing, and it seems possible that it was influenced by English literary studies.
Ayyappa Paniker’s A Short History of Malayalam Literature obliquely discusses the
characteristics of folk literature: possessing a folk literary style, not dateable, and
presumed to have been passed down orally for an unknown number of years. 706 It
features as themes either mundane or common activities, such as planting seeds and
rowing, or features local heroes or heroines as protagonists.707 Uḷḷūr also mentions orality
and a general musicality as characteristics in his study, along with a number of thematic
divisions.708 This inclusion of “orality” as a characteristic of folk literature in the Indian
context is rather disconcerting, as some of the works that would be considered
predecessors to the pāṭṭŭ or maṇipravāḷam schools would have been passed down orally;
not to mention the plethora of Indian literature (including classical Tamil pāṭṭŭ literature)
that was first composed orally before ever being inscribed in any fashion. It was only in
1846 that a British antiquarian named William Thomas coined the English term
“folklore.”709 It was during the British Raj that in the 1860s a textbook committee was
formed in Travancore to produce Malayalam books for use in English-style schools. The
committee was composed of the English tutor to the then Maharaja of Travancore, a
Malayalam scholar, a Sanskrit grammarian, and later included the poet Kerala Varma.710
The committee produced or sponsored several readers, as well as books on a variety of
other subjects such as history, geography, and economics, all based on English
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textbooks. 711 Of course Māppiḷa songs were probabaly not familiar to any on the
committee; Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ is primarily a northern Kerala phenomenon, and the textbook
committee was formed in southern Kerala, also where many people fled during Haider
Ali’s rule of Malabar in the late 1700s and again during the Mappila Rebellion in 1921.712
P. Govinda Pillai wrote the first history of Malayalam literature in 1881; he was inspired
by English literary histories.713
Perhaps one of the reasons that the division of Malayalam literature into the threestream model (à la the Līlātilakam) was retained was because it helped to accomplish a
goal: the identification of the folk as an ancient linguistic (and literary) stream that is
distinct from both Sanskrit and Tamil.714 This is important because it buttresses the
argument that Malayalam is a separate language from Tamil, with a distinct literary
heritage. This has special relevance in the environment of language politics that
developed around the time of Indian Independence when the states in India began to be
formed based on language. It remains relevant today, as recently the central government
declared that Malayalam is a "classical" language; a status that brings with it not only a
certain cachet, but also funding for language and literature studies.715 However, this
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model places a large portion of old Malayalam literature (perfomative texts) into the folk
stream, which flattens much of the interesting diversity within it.716
British scholars and government officials contributed to the categorization of Māppiḷa
songs. William Logan published a Northern Ballad as well as a Māppiḷa song in the
Malabar Manual in 1887, also calling them “folk songs.” 717 In 1908, C. A. Innes
discussed folk songs in the Malabar District Gazetteer:
Altogether different is the language of the Malabar folksongs some of which have
been reduced to writing. They celebrate exploits of popular heroes such as the
Kunhali Marakkars and Taccholi Othnen (The Malabar Robin Hood), or historic
occurrences such as Tipu's invasion, the Pschy rebellion, and famous Mappila
Outbreaks; the language is the ordinary colloquial Malayalam, and there are no
traces of verbal inflections, and few Sanskrit expressions.718
From this excerpt, it appears that the lack of Sanskrit and conjugations and the use of
colloquial expressions are what distinguish them from other types of literature.
Moving away from speculations about the use of the term folk, it is possible that the
political history of the Māppiḷa community has influenced the neglect of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ.
Frances Pritchett argues a similar point about the north Indian ghazal. In Nets of
Awareness, she writes:
... the classical ghazal, which for centuries had been the pride and joy of IndoMuslim culture, was abruptly dethroned and devalued within its own milieu, and
by its own theorists... I argue that the cause of this abrupt "paradigm shift" was
not ultimately literary so much as political. The violent "Mutiny" of 1857, and the
vengeful British reaction to it, destroyed the old world of the Indo-Muslim elite.719
For Pritchett, the devaluation was as much due to political circumstances as it was to
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changing literary tastes. Similarly, after the Māppiḷa uprisings of the late nineteenth
century and especially following the 1921 Māppiḷa Rebellion, the Māppiḷa community
was in turmoil. Thousands of Māppiḷas had been killed, scores more were either
executed, imprisoned (either temporarily or for life), or deported.720 Further, food was
scarce, internal infrastructures destroyed, and agriculture interrupted.721 There were also
larger repercussions concerning the identity of the Māppiḷa community. Miller identifies
three primary areas: the recognition that the practice of "unreasoned, unplanned and
violent lashing out at the conditions which enslaved and frustrated them" was no longer a
tenable path. The second was the very public characterization of the Māppiḷa as
uneducated and uncivilized, further emphasized by the establishment of the Malabar
Special Police, which was organized in order to prevent any other uprisings. The final
repercussion was the widening of the gap between the Māppiḷa and Hindu communities, a
consequence of the murders, lootings, and forced conversions during the Rebellion.722
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ was also cast in a negative light. As mentioned in Chapter Four, in the
mid-1800s, the British labeled some Māppiḷa songs as seditious, at times even destroying
copies of songs that they considered particularly incendiary. F. Fawcett, the
superintendent of police for Malabar district in the late nineteenth century, wrote that
within the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ corpus war songs were the most numerous, something that most
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likely reflects colonial experiences and prejudices rather than a systematic attempt at
categorization.723 Further, Māppiḷa songs were associated with rituals used to prepare for
becoming a shahīd.724
Following the events of the Māppiḷa uprisings, words such as “shameful” or
“ignorant” were often used when describing the community.725 Gandhi himself described
the Māppiḷa community as “cruel” and as having gone “mad.”726 Simultaneously, and as
a result of the Māppiḷa outbreaks of the nineteenth century and the Māppiḷa Rebellion of
1921, the Islamic reform movements in Kerala also wrestled with community problems
that they saw as both causing the violence in Kerala and hindering the progress of the
Muslim community of Kerala. Like the reform movements in other parts of India, "folk"
superstitions and practices, lack of modern education, and the corruption of local Islamic
religious leaders were pinpointed as problems. As discussed in Chapter Four, although
this had no direct impact per se on the composition of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ, the problems of
invoking anyone other than Allah for help (i.e., the saints and other figures) were directly
linked to the oldest and most revered Māppiḷa songs. This is not to say that Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ
723
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composition was cast aside. The literature clearly still had power as a device used to sway
people's opinions. Māppiḷa songs were composed to advocate for these reform
movements, such as the Pariṣkāra Māla (the Reform Māla) that was mentioned in
Chapter One. Pulikkōṭṭil Haidar, the master of writing about the ordinary, wrote the
Kaliyugam discussed in Chapter Four, that attacked modern practices such as the mixing
of the sexes, the disputes among Muslim sects, and some of the theologies espoused by
them.
Regardless of how the exclusion came about, many Malayalam literary studies still
overlook interesting and important works in the Malayalam literary sphere, such as
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ. For example, in the series Medieval Indian Literature edited by K.
Ayyappa Paniker, twenty-five medieval literary works from Kerala are included,
stretching from approximately the twelfth through the eighteenth centuries. All of the
works are Hindu oriented, with the exception of three Christian works—two poems by
Arnos Paditi, a Jesuit missionary from Germany, and an excerpt from a travelogue by
Parēmmākkal Tōma Kattār.727 Conspicuously absent are Jewish and Muslim works that
were composed in the same time period.
One cannot entirely blame socio-political circumstances for the exclusion of Muslim
poetry from the Malayalam literary canon. In many ways, Māppiḷa songs (and the Jewish
folk songs) are liminal works, their liminality literally inscribed upon them due to the
script in which they are written. Arabic-Malayalam was the script used to write these
works for many years; it is only in modern times that songs have been written in
727
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Malayalam script (Jewish folk songs, written in a modified Hebrew script, are in a similar
position.) Until published in transliterated versions, they were unreadable by all who
were unfamiliar with the script. Arabic words and old grammatical and morphological
forms furthered their difficulty. Scholars such as K. M. Ahmed simplify matters by
considering Arabic works written in Kerala to be part of Arabic literature, while those
written in Malayalam (in which, disregarding the script, Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ is written) to be
part of Malayalam literature.728
There is a great variety of Arabic works written in Kerala, such as grammar,
philosophy, tassawuf, and fiqh. There were a number of fatwas (legal opinions)
composed in Arabic by judicial scholars.729 There is also a fair amount of Arabic poetry
that has been composed in Kerala. Some of these have been discussed in previous
chapters; in Chapter One, for example, an excerpt from Shaykh Zainuddin's poem written
to the Gujarati ruler as an appeal for help on behalf of the Zamorin against the
Portuguese. Shaykh Zainuddin also wrote the Tuḥfat al-Mujāhidīn (Glory of the Strivers)
in the late sixteenth century. Other Arabic poems are on varied subjects; examples
include a protest against British rule, arguments for or against progressive Islamic
movements in Kerala (such as those discussed in Chapter Four), or about religious
figures.730
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The Repercussions of Inclusion and Exclusion
The stakes of including Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ in Malayalam literature are higher than just
settling a pedantic discussion over terminology. In Literary Theory: An Introduction,
Terry Eagleton argues that literature replaced religion as the medium used for the
production of values in eighteenth-century European (specifically English) society, and
as such was a form of social power and control. The “canon” was a means for the ruling
aristocracy to incorporate the middle class, continue oppressing the lower classes, and
remain in power. Eagleton states: “To speak of ‘literature and ideology’ as two separate
phenomena which can be interrelated is, as I hope to have shown, in one sense quite
unnecessary. Literature, in the meaning of the word we have inherited, is an ideology. It
has the most intimate relations to questions of social power.”731 Literature, then, is not a
fixed category, but rather a value judgment and, further, a means to power and position.
Literature, in Eagleton’s view, is a “functional rather than ontological” term. Since
anything can be read as literature, the term literature “tells us about what we do, not about
the fixed being of things.”732Additionally, literature is often simply what is considered
“good.” And because good is a value judgment, literature becomes a political
conceptualization. Or, as Freeman states, “…literary conventions themselves further
constitute a semiotic system that signals and evaluates various societal relations in and
through the pragmatics of literary production.”733 K. M. George notes that "... the Hindu
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critics were the final arbiters of good and bad in literary matters."734 The exclusion of
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ in the Malayalam literary canon tells us more about social relationships
between communities than it does about the literature itself.
The population of Kerala is approximately one-quarter Muslim, and so the lack of
examination of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ essentially footnotes the contributions of a significant
segment of the population. Even more importantly, it gives the false impression that the
Muslim population in Kerala had no substantial, creative literature. Further, it
misrepresents Kerala’s social and literary history by neglecting pieces of the historical
puzzle that can only enhance understandings of Kerala’s histories—social and literary—
on a much larger scale. The Maṟiyakuṭṭi Kattŭ and the Malappuṟam Paṭa both offer
alternate and enriching viewpoints to historical events. The Muhyiddīn and Rifā’ī mālas
are tangible productions of Kerala Sufism and the Dubai Letter song profiles a wife’s
emotions while her husband works abroad. The adroit and imaginative storytelling in the
Pakṣi Pāṭṭŭ serves as an example of the humor and excitement that many Māppiḷa songs
contain.
The bracketing off of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ risks disenfranchising the Kerala Muslim
population. Filippo and Caroline Osella, writing about Islamism and social reform in
Kerala, point out that Hinduism pervades public spaces in a way that is almost
unnoticeable because it is often viewed as part of the common culture. For example, the
common practice of lighting a lamp before a large public function originated in Hindu
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temple rites but continues in many state functions. 735 The categories of Malayalam
literature may be similar. Malayalam literary histories are filled with works that are
predominantly “Hindu” in nature, at least up to the modern period. If we view Malayalam
literature as a public space, one way to open these spaces to the non-Hindu population
would be to reexamine Māppiḷa songs (and other literatures) within Malayalam literary
history. Ayyappa Paniker expresses a similar sentiment when he writes: “Real cultural
integration can take place only if Hindus learn Islamic and Christian religious literature
and Muslims and Christians read Hindu religious literature. In Kerala it may be said that
the Hindus are less familiar with Islamic traditions, mythologies and literatures than the
Muslims are with Hindu religious lore.” 736 And as Piḷḷa eloquently wrote in the
introductory quote, Arabi-Malayalam literature has been written by Malayalis and is
Malayalam, and thus belongs in the sphere of Malayalam literature.
Even a general review of the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ corpus expands our understanding of what
this literature encompasses. When viewed solely through the lens of the term “folk
songs,” its literary richness and historical significance are diminished. The category
becomes a representation with a life of its own in the classic Orientalist mode; it severs
the songs from their political, religious, and artistic contexts and diminishes the impact of
the songs.737 Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ are richly textured, varied works, often sophisticated and
drawing on multiple wells of experience and literary traditions. Further, they represent
the experiences and voices of the Māppiḷa population, and reveal a dynamic, complex,
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and multivocal community that has contributed to the society of Kerala and to Malayalam
literature.

The Contribution to Islamic Studies
Although the study of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ clearly contributes to discussions and studies of
Malayalam literature and Kerala history, it also contributes to Islamic studies as a whole.
The examination of Māppiḷa songs—and their necessary contextualization within
Māppiḷa culture and history—is illustrative of variegated Muslim lives as they are lived
in common, everyday ways. It shows that interpretations of Islam and prescriptions
concerning its practices are often open ended. In many places, a person could become a
Muslim without compromising their existing way of life. This is in vivid contrast to
Islamic interpretations by groups that posit a “pure” Islam that has been perverted by
innovations and regional acculturations. In actuality and throughout history Muslims
have created composite cultures in which features of the local are very much in synch
with the trans-local. Islam, thus, is not a monolithically unified ideology but is comprised
of a number of diverse groups with various concerns and viewpoints. Even within the
relatively small Muslim population of Kerala, and within the narrow confines of a small
selection of Māppiḷa songs, this diversity of belief, practice, and societal concerns is
evident. And through this diversity the ways in which Islam itself has accommodated
difference is highlighted.
This kind of religious/cultural accommodation is not something that is easily
documented nor easily categorized, and it appears to take place at a level that is not
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predisposed to either. But this dissertation, I hope, contributes to and enriches the body of
scholarly work that argues for the historic presence of pluralism within Islam, and
gestures towards those line-blurring activities and viewpoints within Islam itself that are
not always captured in writing, much as people’s lived religious lives are not easy to
capture. Categories utilized by scholars as definitive are often irrelevant in daily life. For
example, the schools of Islamic law—Shafī’i in south India and Hanafi in the north—are
useful in tracing migration along the Indian Ocean trading routes, but do not tell us
anything about how Islam is practiced. Sufiq Uddin notes: “What makes Islamic
civilizations Islamic are not any essential, unchanging factors. Rather, Islam is a dynamic
tradition that relies on debate and discourse to elicit notions of orthodoxy in different
times and places and among different ethnolinguistic groups.” 738 Examinations of
dialogue and practice on the ground level reinforce this understanding of the richness,
flexibility, and diversity present in the Islamic world.

Limitations of Research
Due to the nature of this work being a preliminary orientation to Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ, there
were many limitations on the type and amount of research I was able to do. Since I had
only a general knowledge of Māppiḷa songs when I went to Kerala, I chose many of the
songs that I translated based on several factors: importance, availability, and somewhat
idiosyncratic personal choice.
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During my first eight-week research trip in spring 2011, I stayed in the guest house of
Calicut University, where I was fortunate to meet Umar Taṟamēl, M. N. Karassery, T.
Pavitran and several other helpful professors in the Department of Malayalam. It was
there that I received my first full copy of the Muhyiddīn Māla in Malayalam script. Dr.
Taṟamēl, who was in the process of creating a documentary about Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ singers,
was kind enough to introduce me to Viḷayil Fasila, the renowned Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ
performer. As I met people—connoisseurs, scholars, and performers—I asked each of
them, “What are the songs that I should translate?” Many of them answered Jameel’s
Dubai Kattŭ Pāṭṭŭ. They were less enthused about the Maṟupaṭi Kattŭ Pāṭṭŭ, but I,
curious about how they related, wanted to read them both. Other songs that I was told
were important include the Muhyiddīn Māla, the Rifā’ī Māla, and the Pakṣi Pāṭṭŭ.
I was able to find all three of these eventually in paper booklets at small bookstalls in
and around Calicut and in both Malayalam and Arabi-Malayalam versions, mostly during
my second, eleven-month stay in Kerala. That I found them in both versions is certainly
indicative of their popularity, since Māppiḷa songs in Arabi-Malayalam script are being
published less and less. Other songs that I translated were not specifically recommended,
such as Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar’s Tivandi Cintŭ, In the Jasmine Grove, and Eli Paṭa, as well
as Pulikkōṭṭil Haidar’s Kaliyugam. Each of these I personally found interesting. The
Nafīsat Māla and the Cērūr Paṭa I found only in Arabi-Malayalam, although versions in
Malayalam may have existed at some time.
I was also limited as to what I could find. I gathered many of the materials myself,
either from small bookstalls or from sources that I borrowed from friends or scholars. I
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was unable to locate some songs that I had wanted to find until late into my trip, or not at
all. However, with the Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar Memorial Center in the process of gathering
Arabi-Malayalam literature to preserve, I am hopeful that more and more songs will be
available there in the future. My focus, however, was on examining different kinds of
songs, so as to get an idea of the range of Māppiḷa songs. Therefore, the depth of my
study is lacking compared to what it might have been had I focused on one type of
Māppiḷa composition, such as māla songs.
There is a significant amount of ethnographic material that could be gathered about
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ. Although I spoke with many people, the focus of my trip was translating
the songs and locating secondary material unavailable in the U. S., and that is what I
devoted the majority of my time doing. The Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar Center offers classes on
Māppiḷa arts from time to time, and although I saw many of these arts performed I never
attempted to learn to sing or perform. I eventually learned to sing the first few couplets of
the Muhyiddīn Māla and, although it delighted many people, I never quite got the iśal
right. Similarly, there are many Māppiḷa songs composed specifically for the various art
forms (for example, there are oppana pāṭṭŭ and kōlkkaḷi pāṭṭŭ, among others) that I did
not examine. To my disappointment, I never translated a lullaby or a song written by a
female author.

Future Research
There are a plethora of possible areas for future research. Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ still have a
lively production rate and audience, even if both have changed over the years. The
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production of materials in Arabic-Malayalam script is on the decline, most likely because
with the rise of general education, the need for such materials has decreased.739 At the
publishing house of C. H. Muhammad and Sons in Tirurangadi where I purchased a
bundle of Māppiḷa songs, many of them dry and brittle with age, I was told that they were
going to stop producing them because no one reads Arabi-Malayalam anymore.
However, the Māppiḷa songs are still immensely popular in other formats; radio stations
continue to play both modern and classic songs, new Māppiḷa “pop” songs continue to be
written and published in cheap booklets in Malayalam script, and compact discs are
consistently available. Televised singing competitions are popular, such as the show
“Paṭṭuṟumāl” on Kairali TV, which has continued for more than six seasons, and has
recently introduced a junior version of the contest. Hundreds can be viewed on YouTube.
Although the older songs—impenetrable to those unfamiliar with Arabi-Malayalam’s
vocabulary, colloquialisms, and older grammatical forms—continue to be performed,
newer songs are also being written that are much more comprehensible to a modern
Malayali audience, although connoisseurs and scholars lament the loss of technical skill,
traditional forms, and deeper meaning.740
Currently, I am interested in a study of modern Māppiḷa songs. While in Kerala, I
purchased a number of booklets with titles such as “The Newest Māppiḷa Songs” that I
plan to use to compare and contrast with the older, more traditional songs. These later
songs seem to be viewed much as pop music is here, and I am curious to discover what
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subject matter, tunes, and poetics are used in these more modern compositions and how
they compare to the classics of earlier years.
I am also interested in translating more māla pāṭṭŭ. Having already translated several
of them, I would like to read more of them to get a better understanding of the genre, and
also use them as a focus to examine more closely the traditional practices of the Sunni
Muslims in Kerala. I am also interested in conducting more ethnographic research
concerning the songs’ waning popularity among the reformist Muslim population.
An area in which I would like to see further research is in the musical aspects of the
songs. Comparisons between Arabic tunes or meters and those in Māppiḷa songs, a closer
examination into the folk song tunes that have been adopted into the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ
corpus, and training in the musical aspects of the literature would greatly enhance both
our understanding and appreciation for the cosmopolitan nature of these perfomative
texts.
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A note on transliteration
Malayalam: For Malayalam, I have followed the International Standards Organization
transliteration system (ISO 15919), available at
http://transliteration.eki.ee/pdf/Malayalam.pdf.
Arabic: For Arabic, I have followed the American Library Association, Library of
Congress (ALA-LC) transliteration system, available at
http://transliteration.eki.ee/pdf/Arabic_2.2.pdf.
The names of people that are commonly seen in Roman script, such as the Malayali
author Basheer, I have written without diacritical marks. Similarly, I have written the
names of common locations without diacritical marks. For foreign authors who have
written in English, I have used their names as they themselves have written them in
Roman script. Otherwise, I have tried to use the correct diacritical system based on the
source language.
In the rare cases in which I have found names or terms written in English-language works
and have been unable to locate them in their source language, I have retained the spelling
as given by the author of the English text. Similarly, if I I have found a title of a work in
Malayalam script and have not had access to it in the source language, I have retained the
Malayalam spelling.
When transliterating sections of the works, I have used the Malayalam-script versions of
the songs. However, there are often small differences between the Malayalam-script and
Arabi-Malayalam script versions due a variety of reasons, such as the lack of a standard
transliteration system for Arabi-Malayalam or the transliterators themselves modifying
spellings or useages presumably to facilitate comprehension. Further, due to the
peculiarities of Arabi-Malayalam spelling, the transliterated passages may sometimes
look as if they have errors when in fact they are faithful to the original text. See note 256
on page 95, note 543 on page 182, and note 651 on page 216 for specific examples.
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Glossary
adab: the Islamic system of etiquette.
ādyākṣaraprāsam: first letter repetition; generally the first letter of each line in a poem or
song. Known as mōna in the Tamil tradition and kambi in the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ tradition.
ālim: an Islamic legal scholar.
ammāyi pāṭṭŭ: a Māppiḷa song sung during a wedding celebration. Can be translated as
“Auntie song” or “mother-in-law song.”
Ambalavāsi: a collective name used for a number of jātis that performed temple services
such as playing instruments or serving as temple stewards.
antāti: a Tamil poetic technique in which the last letter, foot, or syllable of a line is used
to begin the following stanza. Similar to eṭuppŭ or vāllumalkambi in the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ
tradition.
antyākṣaraprāsam: last letter repetition; generally the last letter of each line in a poem or
song. Roughly correspondent to the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ techniques of vālkambi or veppŭ, and
to Tamil iyaipu.
anuprāsam: a poetic technique in which consonants are repeated rapidly. It is subdivided
into cēkānuprāsam and vṛttyanuprāsam.
‘aqīdah: Arabic, a set of religious beliefs; a creed.
aṟavana or aṟabana: a hand held one-sided drum similar to the daff, and used in Māppiḷa
performance arts such as aṟavana muṭṭŭ.
‘arsh: Arabic, the throne of God.
Asadullā: Arabic, “lion of God.” A title of Ali.
baḥr muḥīṭ: Arabic, “the encircling sea.” Properly written as al-baḥr al-muḥīt.
barakah: Arabic, blessing; especially the blessings Sufi saints bestowed upon petitioners.
bismi: Arabic, the shortened form of the phrase bismillāh al-raḥmān al-raḥīm, “in the
name of Allah, the Compassionate, the Merciful.”
campu: a poetic form composed in alternating prose and verse.
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Caṅkam literature: a collection of poems written in Tamilakam in southern India
roughly between 300 BCE and 300 CE.
candanakkuṭam: an offering of a small pot holding burning incense that is presented to a
saint’s jaram.
cēkānuprāsam: a type of anuprāsam in which conjunct consonants are repeated twice,
usually in a line.
ciṅkappuli: Malayalam, “lion-tiger.”
ciṅkar: Malayalam, “lion.” The “r” ending designates that it is referring to a person, often
someone of high status.
cintŭ: a song form that consists of a refrain (pallavi), a counter-refrain (aṉupallavi), and
variations (caraṇaṅkaḷ).
ciṯṯeḻuttŭ: the repetition of letters or a group of syllables within a line or stanza of
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ.
daff muṭṭŭ: a hand-held one sided drum similar to the aṟavana, and used in Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ
performances such as daff muṭṭŭ.
dars: an Islamic religious school generally attached to a mosque for advanced studies.
dārśanika pāṭṭŭ: a variety of Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ that discusses philosophical issues; for
example, Kuññāyin Musaliyār’s Kappa Pāṭṭŭ, which describes the body as a boat that
sails the sea of life.
Dhūlfuqār: The legendary sword of Ali.
du’a: Arabic, “prayer.”
Duldul: the name of Ali’s horse.
dvitīyākṣaraprāsam: second letter repetition, generally the second letter of the first word
of a line in a poem or song.
ecal: a poetic genre in Tamil and Arabic-Tamil in which the composition is written as if it
is a conversation between two people.
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eṭuppŭ: the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ technique of using the same word that ends a stanza to begin
the following stanza. Also known as vālummalkambi, and similar to antāti in the Tamil
tradition.
gauḍīrīti: a subtype of vṛttyanuprāsam in which the letters ts, ps, rkk, kr, pr, hm, ś, or ṣ
are repeated in lines or sections of poetry or song; thought to contribute to a “hard”
sound.
hadith: a collection of literature, originally orally recorded, that documents the deeds,
teachings, and sayings of the Prophet Muhammad. There are a variety of collections, each
used by different Muslim groups.
Hanafi: one of the four orthodox schools of Islamic law; generally followed in regions
such as North India, Central Asia, and Egypt, among others.
ḥaqīqa: Arabic, knowledge that comes from communion with God/mystical knowledge;
supreme truth or absolute reality.
Iblis: Lucifer or Satan.
‘ifrīt: Arabic, a kind of subterranean jinn.
I’jaz: Arabic, the inimitability of the Quran; the doctrine that states that the Quran is
miraculous and impossible for men to duplicate, thus proving Muhammad’s status as
prophet and the Quran’s nature as divinely revealed.
ijtihād: Arabic, independent reasoning. It is an ongoing debate as to whether or not
independent reasoning is allowed with regard to Islamic judicial matters. Some believe
that the established legal positions are sufficient for all legal questions while others
believe that ijtihād is necessary and allowable.
Īḻava: Malayalam, an avarṇa group who were mostly landless agriculturalists, although
some had other occupations such as Ayurvedic physicians (vaidyars). Some families,
such as that of Mōyinkuṭṭi Vaidyar, converted and became Māppiḷas. Others were
warriors, such as the Puttūram family of the Northern Ballads. Also known as Tīyya in
Malabar.
imām: Arabic, the leader of prayer in a mosque. In some instances it is an honorific used
for religious exemplars and, for Shias, imams are divinely appointed leaders.
ins: Arabic, human beings.
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iravŭ: Malayalam, literally, “begging.” Also written as irvākunnu. A section at the end of
māla pāṭṭŭs in which the writer implores Allah for blessings, often in the name of the
saint for whom the māla is written.
iśal: Arabi-Malayalam, the tune or style in which a Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ is sung, generally
indicated at the beginning of the song. In longer compositions there may be multiple
cantos, each with a different iśal. These cantos are sometimes also referred to as iśals.
istighātha: Arabic, practice of praying or seeking aid from saintly figures.
iyaipu: a Tamil technique of end-rhyme. Roughly correspondent to the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ
techniques of vālkambi or veppŭ, and the Malayalam technique of antyākṣaraprāsam.
Jama'at-e-Islami Hind, Kerala Chapter: A Muslim reformer group in Kerala, also
referred to as Jama’at. Doctrinally similar to the Kerala Mujāhids, differing only in their
political approach.
janmi: the hereditary proprietor of land in Kerala who traditionally took a percentage of
the harvest, which was cultivated by a tenant who also had hereditary rights to the land.
jaram: Arabic, a tomb or gravesite.
kaḻuttŭ: a Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ poetic technique in which the second letter in the first line of a
stanza is repeated in the same place in the following three stanzas.
kalyāṇa pāṭṭŭ: literally, “wedding song;” a Māppiḷa song sung during a wedding
celebration.
kambi: first letter repetition in the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ tradition; generally the first letter of
each line in a poem or song. Known as mōna in the Tamil tradition and ādyākṣaraprāsam
in the Malayalam tradition.
karāmāt: Arabic, the ability of Sufi saints and holy figures to perform supernatural
actions and give aid to those who petition them.
kathāprasaṅgam: Malayalam, a narration of a story with music or a poetic story
presentation. Can also refer to the practice of elaborating upon a Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ as it is
being performed.
kattŭ pāṭṭŭ: literally, “letter song;” a Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ written in the form of a letter.
kāvya: A general Sanskrit literary form referring to literature written in metered verse.
kess pāṭṭŭ: love songs or songs that praise a woman.
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khaṇḍakāvya: Malayalam, a short poem.
khatīb: Arabic, the person who gives the Friday sermon at the mosque.
kissa pāṭṭŭ: literally, “story song;” a Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ that tells a story. Usually they are
characterized by great imagination and embellishment, and can be songs about imaginary
events or about famous Islamic or Muslim figures.
kōlkkaḷi pāṭṭŭ: Māppiḷa songs that are sung during the Māppiḷa art form of kōlkkaḷi, a
pseudo-martial exhibit in which groups of men weave among themselves in intricate
patterns while tapping sticks rhythmically and singing Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ.
Kollam Era: the old system of dating used in Kerala. In order to calculate CE, add 825
years to the Kollam date.
Kūṭiyāṭṭam: a type of Sanskrit drama performed in Kerala originally performed in
temples. The main characters speak Sanskrit while the vidūṣakan, or jester, speaks in
Malayalam.
kunippŭ: a poetic or musical technique used in Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ. It is mentioned in
Pulikkōṭṭil Haidar’s Durācāra Māla.
kuttu ṟāttīb: a Sufi ritual performance in which a devotee, in a trance-like state,
repeatedly stabs or pierces a part of the body. The devotee is believed to come to no
lasting harm. Māppiḷa songs are often performed during the ritual.
Līlātilakam: a fourteenth-century Brahmanical treatise on poetics and grammar written in
Kerala, which discusses the relationship between the pāṭṭŭ and māṇipravāḷam schools of
literary composition.
madhhab: a traditional Islamic school of law, such as the Sunni Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi’i
and Hanbali, although there are others.
madrasa: Arabic. In Kerala, an elementary religious school. Students usually attend in
the early morning.
maghrib: Arabic. The fourth of the five daily prayers required by Islam, occurring just
after sunset.
mailāñci pāṭṭŭ: literally, “Henna song.” A song sung during a marriage celebration,
usually when the bride is having henna applied.
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māla pāṭṭŭ: literally, “garland song.” A song sung about Sufi saints or figures that have
the ability to aid people through their miraculous power, or karāmāt.
maṇipravāḷam: literally, “rubies and coral.” A literary genre that mixed Tamil/old
Malayalam with Sanskrit in poetry.
masnavi: A Persian poetic form consisting of rhyming couplets and strict metric
requirements. The masnavi form also exists in Urdu and Arabic.
maulavi: a title given to an Islamic religious scholar, usually following completion of
higher religious education.
mawlīd: the celebration of a prophet’s or saint’s birthday, during which time prayers for
remembrance (dhikr), traditional stories, and verses of praise are recited. Also refers to
texts that praise or recite the history of the prophet or a saint. They are sung by two
singers or groups of singers who alternate sections, and may also be recited or sung on
personally significant days.
mazmūn afirīnī: a Perso-Urdu literary device through which narrow themes may be
creatively expanded in poetry as well as prose.
miswāk: Arabic, the recommended practice of brushing the teeth before prayer.
moḻi: A stanza or verse in a Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ.
mōna: first letter repetition in the Tamil tradition; generally the first letter of each line in
a poem or song. Known as ādyākṣaraprāsam in Malayalam poetics, and as kambi in the
Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ tradition.
Mujāhids: literally “those who strive.” Progressive Muslim reformers in Kerala who
belong to the Kerala Nadavat-ul Mujāhidīn. In contrast to the Sunnis of Kerala, they are
against traditional practices such as nērccas.
mulla: a teacher in a madrasa, who generally taught the Quran.
muqaṭṭa‘āt: combinations of letters before certain suras of the Quran that are seen as
divine secrets known only to God or Sufi masters.
musaliyar: a religious teacher; earlier, it referred to a graduate of a dars who was then
eligible to take a position as an iman or qāḍi.
muṭṭum viḷiyum: A Māppiḷa musical performance played by a band of musicians made
up of several different kinds of drums and a horn player; they play the melodies of
Māppiḷa songs.
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nāga: a supernatural entity in Indian mythology that often appears as a giant snake but
may take a human form.
Nampūtiri: the highest-ranking Brahmin group in Kerala. Only the eldest son in such
families married within the group, the other sons formed sambandam marriages with
Nāyar women in which the children remained part of the mother’s family.
Nāyar: the warrior and ruler caste of Kerala that were functionally equivalent to
kṣatriyas, but were considered śūdras by the Nambūtiri Brahmins.
nāṭan pāṭṭŭ: literally, “folk songs.” One of the “three streams” of pāṭṭŭ, maṇipravāḷam
and nāṭan pāṭṭŭ that comprises the trivēṇi metaphor of Malayalam literature.
nērcca: public festivals of saint veneration; generally, offerings made to a saint’s or
martyr’s grave site in order to obtain blessings.
nērcca pāṭṭŭ: Māppiḷa songs sung during the nērccas, often māla pāṭṭŭs.
Ōṇam: an important ten-day festival in Kerala that takes place during the Malayalam
lunar month ciṅṅam in August-September. A Hindu festival that celebrates the return of
King Mahābali from the underworld, it is celebrated widely in Kerala.
oppana pāṭṭŭ: a Māppiḷa song sung during a wedding celebration.
osīr: “minister;” a derivation of the Arabic word “wazīr.”
ōttupaḷḷi: a regional word with the same meaning as madrasa; a school for elementary
religious education.
pāñcālīrīti: a subtype of vṛttyanuprāsam in which the letters g, j, ḍ, d, m, all of the nasals
and ḷ, ḻ, and l are repeated in lines or sections of poetry or song; thought to contribute to a
“soft” sound.
Pañcatantra: a third century Indian literary work of interrelated animal stories or fables
that taught lessons in nīti, or political wisdom, to young nobles.
paṭa pāṭṭŭ: literally, “war song.” A Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ that describes local battles or battles
from Islamic history.
paṭaippōr: Arabic-Tamil song that takes as its subject famous Islamic or local battles.
pāṭṭŭ: literally, “song.” Also, a genre of literature using Dravidian meter that comprises
one of the streams of the trivēṇi metaphor of Malayalam literature.
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prāsams: patterns of rhyme.
Puḷḷuvan: A Hindu scheduled caste that is known for performing functions such as
exorcisms and snake worship.
qāḍī: an Islamic judge with jurisdiction in religious matters.
Qādiriyya: a Sufi order founded by Abdul Qādir Jīlānī of Baghdad, Persia in the twelfth
century.
Qāf: A remote, mystical mountain in the Islamic tradition.
quṭb: literally means “axis” or “pole,” but refers to a Sufi leader with a direct connection
to God who may or may not be known to the general populace. There is believed to be
only one per generation. Sometimes translated as “pivot.”
rasa: a concept in Indian aesthetics that denotes the prevalent mood or emotional tone
that an artistic work conveys; classically, there are nine: love, anger, compassion,
comedy, heroism, wonder, disgust, fear, and peace.
ṟāttīb: a ritual in which a group of disciples or supplicants prays, performs dhikr, and
sings compositions in praise of a saint or the Prophet Muhammad. They often conclude
with a feast.
Rifā’iyya: a Sufi order founded by Ahmed al-Rifā’ī of Baghdad, Persia in the twelfth
century.
risāla: the Arabic letter genre as covering diverse forms such as articles or essays,
functional letters, or literary creations written in the form of a letter.
rīti: literally, “style.” Sometimes used as a synonym for iśal, especially in Malayalam
transliterations of Arabi-Malayalam Māppiḷa songs.
śabdālaṅkārams: literally, “sonic decorations;” literary techniques such as rhyme,
assonance, and alliteration that enhance the sound of a poetic work as opposed to
techniques such as simile and metaphor that are arthālaṅkārams, or figures of speech
dependent on meaning.
sabīna pāṭṭŭ: An old, alternative term for Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ that is no longer widely used.
sandeśa kāvyas: literally, “message poems;” a genre of Sanskrit literature that involves a
messenger, such as a bird or a cloud, taking a message from the hero to his beloved.
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Usually deals with the theme of love-in-separation. Are also found in poetry written in
other South Asian languages.
sarkkīṭṭŭ pāṭṭŭ: literally, “travel song.” A Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ that describes a journey.
sayyid: A descendent of the Prophet Muhammad through his daughter Fatima. Known as
taṇṇals in Kerala.
Shafī’i: one of the four orthodox schools of Islamic law; generally followed in regions
such as eastern coastal Africa, South India, and Indonesia, Malaysia, and parts of the
Middle East, among others.
shahāḍa: The statement used for conversion to Islam: lā ʾilāha ʾillā-llāh, muḥammadun
rasūlu-llāh. “There is no god but God and Muhammad is the Prophet of God.”
shahīd: Arabic, “martyr.”
sharī‘a: Islamic law and moral code that deals with daily life.
sīrah: Arabic, a biography of the prophet Muhammad.
śloka: A couplet of Sanskrit verse in which each line is composed of two pādas
consisting of eight syllables.
sunnah: a source of Islamic law consisting of Muhammad’s actions, thoughts, and
beliefs. The hadith is the main source of reference for the sunnah.
Sunni: In Kerala, the group that follows the traditional Muslim practices in Kerala, in
juxtaposition to reformist groups such as the Mujahids and Jama’ats.
sura: a chapter of the Quran.
taluk: a subdivision of a district of Kerala; often several villages grouped together for
administrative purposes.
taṅṅaḷ: a title given to direct descendants of Muhammad through Fatima, and is
equivalent to the term sayyid.
taqlīd: the Islamic doctrine of conformity to a specific Islamic law school.
taqiyyah: Arabic. A Shia doctrine allowing one to hide or conceal one’s identity in times
of danger.
ṭarīqat: a school or order of Sufism, often translated as “path.”
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tawassul: securing support from or proximity to Allah through an intermediary.
Tekkan pāṭṭŭ: literally, “southern song;” a group of ballads composed in Southern
Kerala.
tiṇai: the poetic landscapes in Tamil literature, especially Caṅkam literature, in which the
physical landscapes described in the poems reflect the overall mood of the poem.
trivēṇi: the confluence of the Ganges, Saraswati, and Yamuna rivers; also used as a
metaphor to describe three areas or “streams” of influence that converged to create
Modern Malayalam literature.
ulama: Arabic, plural of ālim; Islamic legal scholars.
umma: The collective community of Muslims.
urs: Arabic, literally “wedding.” Refers to the death anniversary of a Sufi saint and is
held at the saint’s shrine or tomb.
uṟudi pāṭṭŭ: a Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ that conveys a moral or advice.
vaidarbhīrīti: a subtype of vṛttyanuprāsam in which the letters nk, ñc, mb, kl, gl, ml, r, ṇ,
or l are repeated in lines or sections of poetry or song; thought to contribute to a “sweet”
sound.
vālkambi: : last letter repetition in Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ poetics, generally the last letter of each
line in a poem or song; also known as veppŭ. Similar to the Malayalam technique of
antyākṣaraprāsam and roughly correspondent to the Tamil iyaipu.
vālummalkambi: the Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ technique of using the same word that ends a stanza
to begin the following stanza. Also known as eṭuppŭ, and similar to antāti in the Tamil
tradition.
Vaṭakkan pāṭṭŭ: literally, “Northern songs;” A group of ballads composed in northern
Kerala about events occurring in the Puttūram and Taccōḷi families.
vaṭṭamuṭṭŭ: also known as vaṭṭa pāṭṭŭ. A performance in which Māppiḷa songs are sung
by male guests to the groom during his wedding celebration. Similar to oppana pāṭṭŭ, but
the men do not dance but rather sit around the groom, singing and clapping in
accompaniment to the song.
varavŭ: Malayalam. Literally, “coming;” procession of a group during a nērcca.
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veppŭ: last letter repetition in Māppiḷa pāṭṭŭ poetics, generally the last letter of each line
in a poem or song; also known as vālkambi. Similar to the Malayalam technique of
antyākṣaraprāsam and roughly correspondent to the Tamil iyaipu.
vipralambha-śṛṅgāra: the rasa of love in separation.
vṛttyanuprāsam: a type of anuprāsam in which a single or doubled letter is repeated in a
single line. Is further divided into vaidarbhīrīti, gauḍīrīti, and pāñcālīrīti.
Ya’jūj: Arabic, Gog. Gog and Magog, or Ya’jūj and Ma’jūj, are mentioned in both the
Quran and the Bible and refer to unbelievers, either the groups themselves or the lands in
which they live.
wali: Arabic, “friend;” in the context of Sufism, a Sufi holy person or saint.
yakīn: “certainty” or “certitude,” and the pinnacle of the various maqāms (stations) by
which the path of walaya or sainthood is fulfilled.
Zamorin: the title of the Hindu ruler of Calicut; Anglicized form of the title sāmūtiri
which is a shortened form of sāmudratiri, ruler of the ocean.
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